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IHXRODUCTION 
Tha Itearna oottontall is one of the laost important gams apeoiea 
in lona. More peraoDS hunt oottontails and more oottontails are 
taken each year than is the oase idth any other gaum apeoies in the 
state* Iowa harresta between one and tvro million cottontails yearly 
(Hsndriclcson« 1947)* Improvement of cottontail hunting would benefit 
more hunters than would Ihe improveniBnt of hunting for any other 
species* Its popularity as a gams species, its wide distribution, 
high birth-rate and abundance make the cottontail an ideal species for 
basic and long-term research* 
Project No* 668, Studies with the Cottontail Rabbit, was initi­
ated by Dr* Oeorge 0* Bsndrickson at the inception of the Cooporative 
Wildlife Research Unit at Iowa State Collof,e in 1936* Bsndrickson 
and his students have kept the project active since that time and 
have made many contributions t> the management of oottontails* Ihls 
present work \mder Project Ho* 568 was started June 16, 1948 and was 
continued to August 26, 1960, including three stimmers* 
All of the work reported here was done in the vicinity of Amss, 
Iowa* Host of the work was done in the Iowa State College Orchard 
and Arboretum, an area tdiich presented a number of distinct advantagesi 
(1) it is easily accessible from the college, (Z) it presents a 
variety of good rabbit cover, (s) this study can be compared with the 
findings of previous studies made in the same area, (4) the coopera­
tion of other departments of the college can be more easily obtained 
2. 
In work on this area than on areas more distant from the college or 
not under college superfllslon, (5) the agricultural history and 
future plans for this area are raore easily determined than on areas " 
not under college supervision, (6) the cooperation of the agencies 
managing the area can be depended upon, and (7) aerial photo maps of 
lite area are on hand. 
3. 
FIELD iEBEIOES 
Iho najority of the data reported hei*o were obtained from Ht8-
trappod and tagged cottontails* Othor supporting data concerning the 
cottontails directly *ere obtained by (1) ootmting the cottontails 
seon during systenatio search, (2) roadside counts, (S) observation 
of cottontail behavior, (4) postnortem examination of sick and dead 
animals, (5) search for dead cottontails, (6) search ibr nests and 
examination of nests and yovmg iihen found, (7) counting fecal pellets 
and notinf; locations in which pollets were ntxnorous, (8) the stu^  of 
tracks in tho snow, (9) search for signs of feeding, and (10) search 
for forms and othor resting places* 
Since live-trapping and tagging supplied data concerning almost 
every phase of this work, the method used is described here* A maxi­
mum of 67 live-traps of the box type woro in use* All but three of 
these were of tho type illustrated in Fig* 1* Ihese traps were used 
in a study of the spot^ d skunk in 1939-42 in Van Buren County, Iowa 
(Crabb 1946)* About SO of '^ ese traps were set in relatively permanent 
locations and were not ncved except when cultural practices or othor 
oiroumstances made this necessary* An atteo^ t was made to distribute 
the traps so that the maximum number of rabbits would be cau^ t most 
frequently. Ilraps were usually set in the edge of shrub and tree 
covor and facing away from the cover* It was found that traps so 
placod would catoh more rabbits than those placed in any other manner* 
Fi|^ , 1, Iho typo of box trap usod In this study. 
Iho metal door drops whon a rabbit steps on tho 
troadlo. 
Pig. 2. Opossum, one of tho imwelooms oatohes. 
'Iha animal is on tho troadle board whioh releases 
tho string threaded up tlie baok aral along the top 
to the door. 
5. 
The traps were not distributed acoording to ax^  system, although an 
attesqpt was made to cover the entire area adequately. Haps II to V, 
inolusiYe, show that at least one trap was set in a relatively per­
manent location in nearly every aore sqtiare that contained suitable 
oover for cottontails* In ox^ ler to cover the area adequately, some 
traps were kept in positions nhere oottontails were not likely to be 
cau^ t* Ihe purpose was to trap the entire population as nearly as 
possible and this purpose was practically achieved in the fall and 
spring* Cottontails did use open plots of grassland, although traps 
placed in such plots very rarely caught oottontails* Hence there was 
nothing to be gained by leaving traps in such locations even though 
their removal left an aore square without a trap* From 10 to 15 
traps were moved about frequently ibr special purposes* Ihsy were 
moved several tines in the covcr near nesting sites during the nesting 
season, idien the young had very small ranges* Oiey were also used 
to trap outside the study area and to sample units of the area at times 
when more permanent trap-locations could not be established* 
No attffiapt was made to disguise the traps or to a^ id human or 
other aoent, as these did not appear to be factors of importance* 
Occasionally a cottontail was caught in the same trap tuo or three 
days in succeision. Oaa cottontail was caught seven times in the same 
trap within SO days* Occasionally a trap caught a cottontail the day 
after it had caught a spotbed skmik or opossum* Animals other than 
oottontails were caught frequently (Figs* 2 and 8)* 
6. 
The traps wsro visited once eaoh nnmir.^ , usually between 7 and 
10 A.Ii'. In warm weatiier it was nooessai^  to visit them early before 
the sun shone directly on the traps* Occasionally they were visited 
in -the evening also, to z^ set those traps which had been tripped by 
dogs or persons during the day. No cottontails were found in the 
traps in the afternoons or evenings, an experience contrary to that 
of Dalke (1942). Ihis difference may be the result of greater human 
activity in the Iowa State College Orchard and Arboretum. Ihere 
appeared to bo very little cottontail activity in the daylight hours. 
Carrots and parsnips were tried as bait for three weeks. Ihese 
were the baits used by Dalke (1942, p. 38). Later the traps were 
baitod vdih oommeroial rabbit pellets nihioh wore largely alfalfa meal. 
Ihese pellots appeared to increase the trapping success, remained 
effective in the traps much longer, were much cheaper, end were much 
more easily handled in the field than wore the carrots and parsnips. 
At times it appeared that the traps would have been just as effective 
without bait, for the rabbits seemed to go into them more for shelter 
than for any other reason. 
Iho first time that a cottontail was caught, it was marked with 
a numbered aluminum tag in the left ear. Only two cottontails were 
known to have lost their tags in the course of l^ is stu(^  and both of 
them wex*e identified by other features which had been recorded, thus 
8upix)rting the opinion that it was not necessary to place tags in both 
ears, as was done by Dalke (1942, p. 39). "Habbit Bar Xags" were 
purchased from the National Ikg and Band Company, 720-24 Orohard 
Street, Newport, Kentucky* Ihis tag was inserted well down toward 
tho base of the ear through a hole made with a punoh. Colorad 
washers wore plaoed on the ear tags, over the alundnum washers. Red 
washers were used for males and blue for fenalea* 
After a cottontail ims oau^ t it was plaoed in a siaall canvas 
bag* Ihe cottontail and bag were then wei(^ ed to the nearest one-
eighth of a pound with a snail pooket scale. Ihe animal was then 
tnanouvorod so that a tag oould bo placed in the ear or the tag nutaber 
could bo road. When tho ayes of the animal wore kept covered, it 
would usually not struggle. After tagc^ ing, the left hind foot of tho 
cottontail was measurod to tiie nearest nillimeter, using the usual 
moasuroEunt fron tho back of tho heol to tho tip of the longest olaw. 
Each animal was examined for tioka, fleas, bots, soars, injuries, and 
general condition each time that it was oaught. In iho second year of 
tho study the teeth were examined also. Ihe sex of each individual 
was dotorminod. Beoause in the oase of very young cottontails sex de­
termination was •OBistiiaes doubtful, the sex of young cottontails was 
ohecked eaoh time they were cau^ t. Ihree errors in sexing were 
discovered and corrected in this manner. In the breeding season all 
the females of adult sice were examined Ibr evidence of nursing and 
all males were examined fbr descended testes. 
Live-trapping and tagging yielded data concerning a variety of 
topics, ohioflyt (1) oensua by sex-age groups, (2) gains and losses. 
8 
even vdien the population reminod fairly steady, (3) oover-type use, 
(4) movoraent, (5) dispersal of young froa nests, (6) number of aotive 
nests, fron examination of nursing females, (7) growth-rate of young, 
(8) changes in wei^ t through the seasons, (9) prevalence of external 
parasites, (10) general health and state of nutrition, (11) evidonce 
of fighting and mating aotiTities, (12) approximate seasonal ranges 
of individuals, and (15) duration of breeding seasont 
Supporting data oonoeming the environment were obtained by (1) 
study of soil, topographic and planning maps and aerial photos of ihe 
Orchard ond Arboretum, (2) mapping the covor and all physical features 
to a scale of 40 feet to the inch, (3) study of weatiier data obtained 
fron tho College 'Jeather Station, (4) observation of snow depth and 
persistonoe in tho area, (5) analysis of tho composition of each cover 
typo shown on the map*, (6) collecting and identifying plants found in 
the area, (7) observation of predators and signs of predators in the 
area, (8) interviewing nsn working in tho area, and (9) observation 
and interviewing of hunters* Ihese methods are desoilbed where neces­
sary in the sections with which they are concerned« 
INVESnOAnON 
Desoriptlon of the Study Area 
The 78-aore area under intensive study was located in the Iowa 
State Colloge Arhoretioa and in the College Orohards, about two miles 
southwost of the oaropus at Asob, loma* 
The land varies from 950 ft. to 995 ft* above sea level, 'tiie 
lowest part being in a oreek bottom* Uap I gives the outlines of 
tha aroa and its major subdivisions, together with contour intervals, 
roads and oreek* Most of the detail for this map was token from maps 
drawn under tl» direction of R. R. Rothaokor, Curator of the Arboretum* 
These toaps rrore kindly loaned by A. F. Dodge, Research Assistant 
Professor, Re^ onal Plant Introduction Station at Iowa State College* 
Fig* 4 is an aerial photograph of tho area* 
Soil data were taken from tho soil nap of Story County, Iowa, 
prepared by the Soil Conservation Service* Iheso data are reproduced 
in Map II* The study area covers only two soil types* A broad finger 
of lYebster Silty Clay Loam projects into tho western halves of areas 
I and II* Ihe remainder of the study area is on Clarion Fine Sandy 
Loam, of which a broad band following the oreek and covering roughly 
half of the area is in the eroded phase* 
A vegetative analysis of each area was made by dividing the area 
into cover typos and listing the plant species in each cover type. 
The poroontage of the compact volume of plant material available to 
10. 
Fif5. 3* Spotted skunk released from a trap* 3he 
door was opened gently and the anlnal penal ttod 
to leave at its leisure. 
Fig. 4. Aerial photograph of -ttie study area, 
taken in 1938. 

' U' 
!'ap II. 'oil rap of ->.« -ludy area, 
the Soil Corservation ^ erviow. 
TaVa fro. 
Clarion fine, 
Sondy Loom 
C'orion Fine 
Son<3y Loom 
E'o<3ed Pnoi^ 
an Fine Sonc/ Loam 
E'ojec Ppj'.e 
1 nnr of "tor;,' Ccantr/, lov.-f! 
oottontalls for fbod and shelter in eaoh cover typo ^ 8 then estimated 
for each species of plant* Ihese eatimotes were based on previous 
experience with clip-plots. Plant material not available to cotton­
tails was not included in the esticated composition of a cover type* 
Ihus t^e tx*ees in the forestry plots in Area IV constituted only 
about 14 per cent of the VOIXBIB of plant material available to cotton­
tails for food and shelter although they constituted about 95 per cent 
of tilo total volume of plant material in these plots* Plant material 
more than a foot above thOi ground was generally unavailable to cotton­
tails for food and usually was unavailable for shelter also* Dense 
thickets such as some of the rose thickets in Area IV were Judged as 
effective for shelter in their entirety even though they were six feet 
high* The percentage of ground covered by vegetation available to 
cottontails was also estimated* On this basis a canopy of tree-tops 
was not considered a p«art of the ground cover* Tbe data on percentage 
of ground covered is useful in comparing cover types. In Area III 
the blue spruce unit had 55 per cent more ground covered than did the 
unit north of the swale although the two units had approximately the 
same percentages of bluegrass (&ble III)* In eaoh case the percentage 
of bluegrass divided by the percentage of ground covered eqiuils the 
percentage of ground oovexred with bluegrass* Wien tl»se two percentages 
are compared it is Ibund that the blue spruce unit had approximately 
17 per cent more bluegrass by volume* Ihe location, site and shape of 
each oovor type is shown on Mie covar maps (Haps III to VIII). 
The Forest Service oheok list of trees (U, S* Forest Servioe, 
1944) was used as the authority for tiio soientific and ooninon nastes 
of native and natturalised trees* !Ihe naoes of cultivated trees and 
shrubs not found in this cheok list wore taken from the Uanual of 
Cultivated Drees and Shrubs by Hehder (1940). Ihe names used in tixe 
Flora of Indiana (Deam, 1940) nere taken as au-^oritative in the case 
of horbs, grasses and native shrubs* Ihe Manual of Grasses of the 
United States by Uitohoook (1935) was also consulted in naming the 
grasses. Plants of Iowa by Conard (1943) was ibund useful in field 
identifications although a number of departures were made from -Uie 
noaenolature of this pamphlet. A complete list of 'tfte genera and 
speoios of plants discussed herein, with their scientific and common 
names and family names, is given in the appendix. 
Area I 
Area I is at the western end of the "L-shaped" study area and 
consists of 9.2 acres in a rectangular plot 820 feet wide by 1,260 
feet long, the long axis of the area being east-and-west. Ihis area 
underwent two radical changes in cover during the stu^ period. On 
April 23-25, 1949, all of the trees were uprooted and left lying in 
haphasard positions on the ground. On Noveinber 9, 1949, the trees 
wore pushed into ibio* long windrows. Ihe resulting three types of 
oovor will be described separately. An analysis of ihe cover in Area 
I, by peroontag® composition of food and proteotivo cover plants 
and brush available to cottontails is ^ ven in llEible I. 
1, Area I, from Oct. 1, 1948 to April 23 1949 (Figs. 5, 6 and 10) 
Area I, in the period from October 1, 1948 to April ZZ, 1949, 
consisted of an old seedling apple orchard nhich had a bluegrass 
cover* Uost of the trees wore mature but bora v«ry little fruit. 
Ihey had not been pruned for a number of years, so Ihere was a 
tangle of branches reaching to the ground under most of them. Die 
bluegrass cover had become heavily seeded with fbxtail. Volunteer 
shrubs, diiofly blackberry end poison ivy, wore scattered throughout 
the area. This area is here treated in two units, separated by a 
north-and-south line in the position of an old access road. 3hese 
units were distinctly different. Ihe vegetation of Area I in -this 
period is shown on Uap III. 
Area I was bordered on the north and west by a large, open field 
planted to oats in this period. It was bordered on Ihe south by 
Area II and on the east by Area III. 
The west unit of Area I consisted of 4.9 acres. Ihis unit con­
tained older trees and was more heavily overgrown with volunteer 
blackberry canes, grape and Virginia creeper than the other unit. 
Ihere wore 705 apple trees standing, at the rate of 142 trees to the 
acre. This was a more dense stand of trees than was present on the 
east unit. The estimated percentage composition of the vegetation by 
specios available for cottontail food and shelter is given in Xable I 
16. 
Fi(». 5. Woat unit of Area I, April 23, 1949, 
showini; tho cover much more donao ttian in tho 
oast unit (Fig, 6), 
Pig» 6. East unit of Area 1, April 23, 1949, 
showing the relatively sparse cover compared to 
tho west unit. 
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Table I 
Estimated Peroeatage Coo^osition of Cover in Area I 
1§46-Mar 164^ 
kast 
Apr-Oct 1949 
West Basi 
uziit unit 
Nov-Apr 1950 
West & east 
units 
Plant speoies West 
unit unit 
!RB£S 
Malus puaila 
SHRUBS AIID ;TOO0r VINES 
Parthonooiasus 
quinquefolia 
Pn^us amorio ana 
feKus r'adioans 
Rubus oooidentalis 
Vitis TU Ipina 
FORBS 
Ambrosia olatior 
Aaoloplaa vortlolllata 
Oacalis repens 
lanoaolata Plantaf^ 
Polygonum convolvulus 
Ru^eokja hirta 
Taryaoum palus'tre 
Trifolitm repens 
GRASSES 
Cenohrua pauoiflorus 
Panioum spp. 
Poa pratensis 
Setaria lutesoens 
APPLE BRUSH 
PER CENT OP GROUND 
COVERED 
SO 20 5 5 1 
4 1 T T 
2 - 1 
4 6 5 6 r 
7 1 T T 1 
5 1 
2 T 3 2 
T T 
T T 
2 2 1 1 1 
1 T 1 
2 2 
6 6 1 1 1 
T T 
T T T 
2 1 T 1 
14 24 15 15 10 
20 36 18 27 15 
m 
- 60 40 70 
9B 95 80 80 40 
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and nay be readily oon^ared nith that of tho east tmit in the same 
table. 
Ihe east xmit of Area I consisted of 4.S acres. It was oore 
open, containing 507 apple tx^es or 118 trees to tho acre. About one-
fifth of these trees were under thi^e inches in basal diameter. 
Very little blackberry and grape were in •tiiis unit but low-growing 
poison ivy was particularly abundant. 
2. Area 1, April 25 to HOT. 9, 1949 (Pig. 7) 
Die applo trees wex*e uprooted with two large caterpillar tractors 
which toro up tho ground a good deal and destroyed much of the grass 
and most of tho shrubs and woody vines. Ihe trees were left scattered 
in a disorderly tangle that was difficult to penetrate. Although a 
very few of the trees put forth leaves in the sunimor, only a few 
scattered sprouts and branches remained alive in November. With the 
shade of tiie trees removed and much of ihe undergrowth destroyed, 
bluegrass, foxtail and poison ivy becamo the dominant plants. Ihe 
two units of Area I were nearly alike in this period as is shown in 
tho tabulation of the estimated percentage composition of the vegeta­
tion in D&ble Z. Uxo cover of the west unit was denser. 
In this period, the large field to the north of Area I was plainted 
to corn and the field to the west was planted to alfalfa with a nurse 
crop of oats. 
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Ki(^. 7. lY*aotor uprootinf, trees in tho east vmit 
of Area I, April 23, 1949. A rapid do a truetion of 
rabbit oovor nooossary in form jnanaRoraont. 
Flp;, 8. TVindrows of uprooted apple trees in Area 
I, iiovomber 29, 1949. "Die south ends of two 
vrindrows are shown. 
3. Area I, NOT. 10, 1949 to April 15, 1950 (Pigs. 8 and 9) 
On IToveraber 9, 1949 liie dead apple trees were pushed into 
windrows by a bulldoser* Ihia operation destroyed much of the grass 
and other vegetation Khioh had grown up amng the dead trees* As a 
result, the four long windrows of trees formed excellent oover, 
separated by stretches of sparse cover* She two units of the area 
were nearly alike at this tins and so the estimated oomposition of 
the vegetation and brush cover is given for the entire area in 
Table I. 
In Ihis period, the large field to tho north consisted of com 
stubble. Ihe alfalfa field to tho west provided little oovor* 
Area II (Figs. 10 and U) 
Area II was rectangular, 340 ft* by 1,260 ft., chiefly on a 
south-facing slope* It consisted of 9*8 acres planted in seedling 
orchard and small plots of com and soy beans. It was bordered on 
the north by Area I, on the west by an oat field in 1948 and a newly 
planted alfalfa field in 1949, on the south by a olosely-grased 
bluegrass pasturo and a grassy slope descending steeply to the creek, 
and on tho east by Area III* The area of the plots and percentage 
composition of available cover are given in Ikble II* Itep III shows 
the vegetation in detail. Ihese plots were well kept and thus the 
orchard plots presented little cover for cottontails at any tins. 
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Flf^. 9. Space betwjon two windrows of uprooted 
applo trooR, nhowinf^ the sparao covor. Area I, 
November 29, 1949. 
Fig. 10. View across bha young jeodling jipplo 
orchard in Area II, northwest to the old seedling 
trees in Area 1, April 23, 1949, 
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Map III. Vegetation map of Area I, Ootobor 1948 to March 1949 (upper section 
in apple orchard) and Area II, October 1948 to March 1950 (lower aeotion). 
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M<l 
Map lY. Vegotatloa map of Area I, April to October TM?. 
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Map Y. Vegotatlon nap of ;u:oa I, Novacbor 1949 to April 1950. 
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Fip,, 11. Foar, plum and poaoh plots in Area IT, 
looking southeast from near the west end of Area 1, 
Jwe 15, 1949, 
Pig. 12. ^luo spruce unit with the west pines unit 
in the baokpround, in Area ITT, (October 24, 1948. 
Looklnf^ weat from forestry plots in Area IV, aoroos 
oreek. 
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Table II 
Bstinated Peroentage Composition of Cover in Area II in July 
Plant speoies 
Aoi>e8 Per cent Aorea Per oent 
ISSBS 
Halus pimila (489 trees) 
Prxmus persioa 
Pyrus oonmunis (120 trees) 
2.5 
0.43 
0.2 
2 
10 
1 
2.5 
0.45 
0.2 
2 
10 
1 
SHRUBS 
Prunus (Prunophora) sp. 0.42 5 0.42 5 
F0RB3 
Olyoone soja 
Trifoliura repens 5 
0.6 17 
5 
GRASSES 
Agropyron repens 
Avena sativa 
Poa pratensis 
Seiaria lutesoens 
Zea mays 2.04 
5 
20 
20 
10 
22 0.92 
5 
20 
10 
5 
20 
PER CENT OP GROUND COVERED 80 20 
The small plots of corn and soy boans provided cover in the suniner 
only. Good plaoes to set traps were few and only a small number of 
cottontails made use of the area, as is explained in the section on 
oover use. 
Area III (Pigs. 12 and 15) 
Area III is a someirhat triangular piece of land planted to 
coniferous trees and bluegrass* It is bordered on the west by Areas 
I and II and on the north by neglected farm-land. On the east side it 
is separated from Area 17 by College Creek, a small stream which went 
dry in midsummer althou^ it flooded most of the bottom-land in ihe 
spring of 1950. It consisted of 5*8 acres. Ihe conifers, with the 
exception of the blue spruce, were planted in solid stands in well-
ordered plots. Some of the plots have been thinned and are ragged 
about tho edges through the death of trees. Ihe vegetation of this 
area is shown on Uap VI. Ihe estimated percentage composition of the 
vegetation available for cottontail use as feed or shelter is given in 
Table III. 
The area is divided into three units according to vegetation. A 
swale of quackgrass nmning oast and west nuts off a unit which is 
here referred to as the tmit north of the swale. Iho two units south 
of the swale are separated by the dividing lino between tho blue spintce 
and Douglas fir plantings and tho pine plantings. Ihs unit west of 
this line is referred to as the west pines unit, that east of the line, 
as tho blue spruce unit. Ihe swale and oreek bottom of quaokgrass are 
not included in the analysis of the three units. 
1* West pines unit of Area III (Fig. 12) 
The ground under the trees in the nost pines unit was covered 
almost entirely with a layer of pino needles and was nearly bare of 
herbs and shrubs* Ihe shade was fairly dense* Ihe trees were planted 
in even rectangular plots and were kept tritsned of lower branches* 
This unit presented very little feed or shelter for cottontails at 
any time and changed very little through the seasons except Ibr the 
accumulation of snow in midwinter* 
2* Unit north of the swale in Area III (Fig* IS) 
About 40 per cent of the ground under the trees in the unit 
north of the swale was covered by pino needles and was thus bare of 
vegetation. Tho bluegrass and the low branches of the spruce presented 
laost of the feed and shelter available to cottontails* Ihe bluegrass 
cover becamo nuoh reduoed in the fall and was covered with snow for a 
period each winter* 
3* Blue spruce unit in Area III (Figs* 12 and 14) 
The best protective cover for cottontails in the study orea was 
ibund in the blue spruce ixnit* Here the Douglas fir and blue spzntce 
were planted in moderately open and Irregular stands* Ihe low branches 
of these trees provided excellent cover* Ihe bluegrass patches in 
the spaces between the trees were not easily accessible to the mowing 
machines and so provided excellent oovor throughout the year except 
29. 
Fig, 13. Swnle in Aroa HI, Juno 15, 1949. Blue 
spruce and wast pines units on loft side, unit north 
of swalo on right. 
Fig. 14. Detail of good rabbit oovor in tho blue 
spruce unit of Area III, June 15, 1949. A rabbit 
under those troes is relativoly safe. 
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Ikble III 
Estimated Peroentage Coinposition of Cover in Area III, July 1949 
Plant speoies West pines North of Blue Spxnioe 
unit nrale unit 
roESS 
Pioea glauoa 13 
Pioea jpungena 8 60 
Pinua' panjMiana 18 
^Inus nigra austraioa 7 
pinua ponderosa 36 
Pinua reainoa^ 22 
Pinua aylveatris 18 13 
Paeudotauga taxi'folia 22 
Auja ocoldentalia 12 
simuDs 
Orosaularla hlrtella 1 1 
Queroua 1 1 
hubua oocidentalia 3 1 
FORBS 
Ranunoulua ap* T T T 
D&raxaoum paluatre T 1 
nrifoliim re pens T 2 
GRASSES 
Agropyron repens 3 
Poa pratenais 1 24 22 
PER CBIIT OP OROUND COVERED 1 60 95 
trhen they wore covered by anow* This unit contained very little browae 
•uitablo for cottontail winter forage. Oie conifers showed very little 
evidence of browsing* Ihus ihe cottontaila talcing shelter in thia 
unit foraged elsewhoro tiiroughout the winter* 
Area IV 
Area IV was a nearly rectangular piece of land originally 
planted in bluegrass and small plots of a vairiety of trees and shrubs. 
The vegetation and contours of this 16*2-aore area are shown on Uap 
VI* Foxtail, and to a much lesser extent panic grass and a few other 
grasses* had encroached upon the bluegrass in the drier portions. 
Quaokgrass had largely replaced bluegrass in the swales and bottom 
land. Vdth respect to available cottontail cover, the vegetation in 
Xkble IV is listed under 14 cover types* Ihe percentage composition 
of each cover type is given for the more important species contained* 
Species representing less than one per cent of the available cover 
although still prominent are designated "I" to indicate "trace*** 
Other less consnon species are not listed* 
Ihis area was bordered on the north by woedy farm land and on 
the south and oast by woll-kopt apple orchards* Ihe orchard land 
bordering on the east and made up Areas V, VI and VII. On the west 
this area was separated from Area III by College Creek, a small 
stream which ran almost the full length of the area near the north 
border* 
1* South plum thickets of Area IV (Figs. 15 end 16) 
Near the southeast comer of Area IV were four small thickets 
of plum bushes* Ihe two southernmost of these tended to coalesce to 
32. 
Fig. 15. South plun thiokots In Area IV, Juno 16, 
1949. Looking northwest from the southwoat oomor 
of Area V, 
Fig* 16. South plum thiokots and east swale in 
Area IV, June 15, 1949. Looking southwent from 
near the aumao clump. 
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form one nearly square thioket covering about 0.13 acres. A short 
distance north of this, on a north-faoin;; slope was another less 
dense plun thioket of ix*regular shape and about 0.06 aores in area. 
A very snail patoh of low, straggly plun bushes was between these 
leirger thickets. Bluegrasa covered most of the ground under the 
bushes, and lowgrowing wild roses were scattered throughout the 
thickets. 
2. North plum thicket in Ai>ea IV (Fig. 17) 
A thicket of plum bushes and choke chorry trees on the north 
border of Area IV covered about 0.5 acres. It was much more open 
than tho south plum thickets and had a more dense ground cover of 
forbs and grasses. Ihe pines on the north edge of the thioket were a 
continuation of liie "pine fence-row" cover type, 
8. Rose thickets in Area IV (Figs. 16 and 19) 
Five distinct thickets of roses irregularly spaced along the south 
side of tho area bordered on tho service road. Ihe central and largest 
part of the easternmost of those consisted of multiflora rose, the 
remainder consisted of several undetermined species of roses. Ihis 
easternmost thioket was uneven and straggly, from two to five feet in 
height and somewhat open. Ihe other thickets also consisted of several 
undetermined speoies of roses. In tho westemnost of these tho bushes 
were about six feet high and quite dense. In the central thiokets the 
34. 
PiR» 17. Quaok r;ras3 plot in orook bottom and north 
plum thiokot in Area IV, October 24, 1948. 
FIR. 18. Wogtommoat roao thicket in Area IV, 
Uovenibor 29, 1949. 
35. 
bushes 7.-Qro low-gro'ning, although the cover was dense because of 
the hir;h percentage of grasses which "Biey contained. 
4. Willow thickets in the swale in Area IV 
Two small Tdllow thiolcets in the east swale consisted of near­
ly solid stands of willow. Ihe southemioost of those was a single 
large olump with practically no herbaoeous material among the small, 
olosely-spaced trunks. Ihe northernmost thicket was larger and more 
open, aliiiough too dense for a dog to penetrate. 
5. Tfillow thickets in the creek bottom in Area IV (Fig. 20) 
The willow thickets in the oreok bottom were fairly open and 
had a good ground cover of qxtack grass, cone-flower and other forbs. 
Most of tho vdllow shoots were slender, flexible and not more than 
eight foot in height. Ihese 'ttiiokots wore sinall and wore scattered 
along tho banks of the creek. 
6. Pino fence-row in Area IV (Fig. 20) 
A very irregular double row of western yellow and Austrian pines 
formed a narrow strip of good cottontail cover Just inside tho north 
fenoe. The low branches of those small trees togother with plum 
bushes and woody vines provided good although scattered shelter. 
Between the trees and bushes the cover of short bluegrass and low-
growin,^ forbs and roses was quite open. 
36, 
FIP;. 19, Donso oovor of westornmoat roso thickot, 
usod in fall and wintor, Aron iV, Novombor 29, 
1949, Forestry plots In baokrround. 
Pif^» 20* Willow thiokoto in tho creek bottom In 
the foref^round and pine fenoo-row in the middle 
baokn:round. Area IV, June 15, 1949, 
37. 
7. Ragweed fenoe-row in Area IV 
Along that part of the north fence oast of the orsek a dense 
growth of ragweed and nettle was present. Aithou^ the ragweed was 
taller and more eonsplouous, the nettle was more abundant* Ihis 
was a part of a large patoh of ragweed on the north side of the 
fence* 
8* Bast fence and sumo in Area IV (Figs. 21 and 22) 
The east fenoe, separating Area IV from Area VII, was not par­
ticularly distinct from tho adjoining bluograss plot, except that 
tho grass T.-as unmowed and a higher pox*centage of rose and forbs was 
present. Iho olunp of sxunao near this fence is included here because 
tho ground cover of forbs tmd grasses was about the same as that of 
the fence-row and not enough trapping data wore obtained from eitiior 
of those units to consider them separately. 
9* Forestry plots in Area IV (Fig, 23) 
!Ihroe adjacent plots of trees wero plonted on tho knoll and 
north-faoing slope between the west swale and the bottom-land at the 
western end of the area* Ihese consisted of 0*2 acres of American 
elm, 0*13 acres of haokberry and 0*04 acres of seedling northern red 
oak* The elm and haokberry plots presented very near the same cover 
conditions. 3he trees averaged about three inches basal diameter, 
vary fow low branches wex^ present and volunteer shrubs were soaroe. 
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Plfi;* 21* Siunao olump in Area IV, Uotobor 24, 1948. 
Us«d as aafoty atop-over cover In the aurnnor and 
early fall. 
Fig. 22. Sxtnao olmp in Area IV, November 29, 1949. 
Comparison with Fig, 21 will show the rapid reduction 
of cover in 36 days. 
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Nearly all of -ttxe cover was supplied by bluegraas* Ihe low, spread­
ing branches of tiie very small seedling oak trees provided good 
cover, as did also -the uneven ground and uninowed bluegrass In -ttils 
plot. 
10. Osage-orange plot in Area IV (Pig. 24) 
At the south side of the area on ihe knoll overlooldLng the bottom­
land at the western end, O.IS acres of Osage-orange provided moderate 
cover fbr cottontails. Ihe stand of Osage-orange v/as quite open 
althouf,h unpleasant to penetrate. Most of the cover was supplied by 
the uninowed bluegrass. 
11. Walnut plot In Area IV (Pig. 24) 
A plot of young black walnut trees was located Just west of and 
below the Osage-orange plot. Siese trees were about three inches in 
diameter and had very few low branches. Most of the relatively poor 
cover was supplied by bluegrass. 
12. Bluegrass plots in Area IV (Figs. 16 and 16) 
Map VI shows ihat sweet clover and quack grass had replaced blue-
grass as tho characteristic species in about half of Area IV. 
Bluegrass remained the diaracteristic species on drier and higher 
portions of tho area and in such situations it had become mixed with 
foxtail. It is these plots of mixed bluegrass and foxtail that are 
here referred to as the bluegrass plots. Because of this mixture the 
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Flp;, 23, East sido of forestry plots in Aroa IV, 
Juno 15, 1949. Fron the knoll wo3t of the oast plum 
thickets, looldnf^ iwost across tho Trest swalo. 
Fi)^, 24. Osage orange (at loft) and walnut plots 
in Area IV, June 15, 1949. Looking south across 
tha sweet clover and bluegraas plot above the west 
swalo. 
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Map 71* Vegetation mp of reas III 
Aroa III la the aoinewhat triangular i 
rooton^ular unit'in the southeast oo: 
of the map. 
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Map VI, Vegetation map of . reaa III, I? and V. ^ ^ „ 
Aroa III is the aomewhut triangular unit at the western end, Area Via the amall 
rootangular unit'In the southeast oomor and /ocea IV Is sbowa'by the remainder 
of the oap. 
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Table IV 
Bstixatod Poroontage Composition of Coiror in Area 17, July 1949 
Plant epooiea 
Soutii Horth Eose Willow Willow 
plxxm plum thiokata thickets thiokata 
thioketa tiiioket in awalo in oreok-
bottom 
rosss 
Pinua ponderoaa -
Prvinxia 
virKinlana 
Robinia 
paoudoaoaoia -
SHRUBS AMD 
WOODY VIHBS 
Rosa ap. 10 
Prttnua 
anBrioana 80 
Rubua 
oooidontalia -
Sallx app. 
Vltia •yulplna • 
FORBS 
Anbroala trifida -
Fragarla •oaoa 
amoriiTana 1 
Horaoleun lanatim 
Laotuoa Toariola 
Lupinua app. 
tionarda fiatuloaa 
PlantaRO lanoaolata -
Ranunoulua ap. 
Rudbookia^irta 
Solidago ap. 
jWraxaoiaa paluatra 1 
tfrtioa pFooera -
GRASSES 
ARTopyron ropena 
Poa ivatenaia 
"SeFaria luteaoona 
PER CSHT OF 
OROUIID COVERED 
58 
T 
90 
5 
20 
T 
5 
80 
2 
1 
2 
2 
5 
20 
96 
SO 
T 
90 
2 
10 
15 
23 
95 
T 
1 
1 
2 
8 
T 
80 
60 
10 
20 
10 
99 
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Table lY, oontinusd 
Pine Ragweed Bast Forestry Osage-
fence- fenoe- fenoe plots orange 
row row and plot 
svnnac 
Plant species 
IRBSS 
Aoer negtmdo 
Celtis 
ooordentalis 
Uaolura ponifera 
^nus "^^erosa 
Queroua borealis 
^lix ap« 
Ulmus amerioana 
25 
20 
7 
3 
SHRUBS AHD 
WOODY VINES 
Parthenooisaus 
quinquofolia 1 
Rhua t^hina 
itoaa app. 3 
Prunua 
anorioana 12 
Vitia vulpina 5 
PORBS 
Ambrosia trifida 3 
Asparagus 
officinalis 
Cirsium sp« 
Fragaria Tresoa 
a^rioana -
Heraoleua 
lanatum 1 
Luptous spp« 1 
ttelilotus spp* -
Polygonma 
oonvol^lus 1 
Solidago sp» 
Ifturaxaoxm paluatre T 
Urtioa prooera 
QRASSES 
Agropyron repena 1 
Poa pralensla 40 
Setarla luteacena 3 
PER CENT OP 
GROUND COVERSD 95 
32 
50 
5 
10 
95 
1 
6 
T 
T 
3 
T 
69 
T 
90 
T 
1 
3 
80 
T 
95 
1 
1 
5 
70 
1 
80 
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Table IV, continued 
Walnut Blue- Sweet Quaok 
Plant speoios plot grass clover grass 
plot plots plots 
1RBE3 
JuRlons nigra 
SHROBS AND WOODY VIHBS 
Rosa sp« 
PORBS 
Asolepias Tertioillata 
Ceanothus amarioanus 
Equisotuin sp. 
iteraolouia Itmatum 
Laotuoa soariola 
Luplnus spp. 
L'elllotus spp. 
Qxalla repena 
#lantago lanoeolata 
^dbeo&La hirta 
Ruaax orlspuj 
Sisyrinohlm oampestre 
Ikraxacum palustre 
^agopot^n pratensls 
Tl'lfolium repens 
ORASSEIS 
Agropyron ropena 
P^loum spp. 
Poa pi^tenaia 
Setaria lu-fcesoena 
PER CENT OP GROUND COVERED 
- r 
- -
m T 
- • m 2 
«• am - T 
- T 
- - 20 
- T 
m T 
2 
-
•> m T 
- T 
- 1 m T 
T 
• 2 
5 75 
m T m 
85 80 78 22 
2 10 2 
70 96 98 99 
area presented deoidedly different aeasonal aapeots. In the spring 
and early aumer blue grass «ras oleea*ly dominant. In midsusiner the 
fbxtall OBoe Into head and was then a ntuoh ncre proolnent feature 
of the vegetation. All of the grass plots wore mowed at least three 
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tlnos eaoh sunnier In a somewhat irregular fashion as a fill-in 
nhen otiier work was not pressing. Mowed and unmowed patohes were 
evident throu^out the summer. In the tiluegrass plots in the 
eastern port of the area apple trees and orab apple trees were 
scattered irregularly. 
IS. Sweet clover plots in Ar«a IV 
Those parts of Area 17, that wore on north- and west-facing 
slopes and were originally planted to bluegrass, were well seeded 
in yellow sweet clover for the most part. A few sirall patohes of 
white olo7or were also present, ^luegrass, still dominant in volume 
of plant material in these plots, was much more evident in the spring 
and after niowing. Ihe sweet clover plots were not mowed until 
August, thus forming patches of good cover for cottontails through 
most of the summer. In the eastcmcnat plot flowerin;^ crab trees 
wore growing in an irregular group. 
14. Quack grass plots in Area IV (Fig. 17) 
The two swales and all of the creek-bottom land were covered 
with a heavy growth of quack grass. 3his appeared to be poor cover 
fbr cottontails in the spring and suimter. In the fall of 1948 some 
plots of this grass in the bottom land were not mowed and ivere then 
used as protective cover by cottontails. In the easternmost plot, 
mature apple trees were growing in v^at appeared to be remnants of 
regular rows. 
Area V 
Area T was a rectangular plot 155 feet by 330 feet, set into 
the southeast oomer of Area IV. These 1*2 aores oontained 41 
nature apple trees in five rows. Only a few lower branches of the 
tx^os were available to oottontails* A good oover of red olover 
was present and weods were only noderately represented. A muloh 
of dry grass around the bases of the trees had resulted in a con-
siderablo bare area under each tree. Ihis area was bounded on tiie 
east by Area VI and on the north by another section of producing 
orchard. Iho rod clover was mowed in September of each year. An 
analysis of the vegetation is given in Table V and Ihe orientation 
of tho aroa and the placing of tiie trees is shom on Map VI. 
Area VI 
The 4*9 aores of seedling orchard which constituted Area VI 
was rectangular, 370 feet by 580 feet. 3ho trees wore about three 
inches in dianoter and protected at tho base with hardware cloth. 
Ihs area was divided into three distinct plots according to ground 
oover. Sie ground between tiie eastemcsst 12 rows of trees had a 
good stand of red olover. Between rows 12 and 14 from the east end 
the ground was covered by a rather heavy growth of weeds, largely 
peppergrass and oats. Ihe remainder of the ground, between rows 14 
and 18, was pertly covered by low-growing weeds, particularly 
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Ikble 7 
Bstioated Percentage Coiq>osltion 
of Cover in Area V, VI and VII, July 1949 
Plant species 
Area V Area VI Area VII 
red pepper white 
clover graaa clover 
10 T T T 5 
m m T 
m 
*• • T 
•* T 
T 1 T 
> • - - 1 
- - T T 
T - - 1 
- - 50 40 
- - r 15 
- - - 1 
- T 2 T 
-
- T T 
- T T T 
2 T 2 1 1 
75 90 2 
8 m m 40 1 
T 1 1 
4 8 10 
1 
T «• T T 
- - 50 
5 1 1 1 90 
90 100 95 80 98 
IRBBS 
Malua pranila 
SHRUBS AND WOODY VINES 
Parthonooissue 
quinquefolia 
Rhus radioans"* 
FORBS 
Aaolepiaa vertioillata 
Capsella bxiraa-pastorTi 
rt'aKarTa vosca anarioana 
Qeraniun mollo 
LaotuoT"goariola 
tepidium spp* 
^alis re 
i*lftntago ianoeolata 
pens 
.. l  
^lygonSa oonvolvulua 
Polygonua persioauria 
Irtunax orispus 
ikraxaoum palustre 
^Ifoiiun pratense 
l!rtfoli\;m repena 
GRASSES 
A^opyron repena 
A^na sativa 
Brbnua' 'ine'i^a 
j^roajuB teotorum 
Gaatridium •en'^ioosum 
Poa pratenaia 
PER CfiWT OF GROUND COVERED 
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peppergraas, oxalis and iriiite olovor. last plot presented 
very poor cover for oottontalls* An analysis of the vegetation 
is given in IJable 7 and the vegetation is Aoim on Map VII. This 
area was raoned in September of each year but not at any other time. 
Area Vll 
Area VII was a rectangular section of mature apple orchard 
with a gaod ground cover of bluegrasa. Weeds ware present in 
only snail percentages. An analysis of the vegetation is given 
in Ifeblo V. tlap VII givos tho orientation of the area and placing 
of trooa. Ihis 4.1 acre airea was 310 feet by 660 feet and contained 
10 east-west rows of apple ti^es. About one^third of tho tx*ee8 
woro roprosentod by stumps two or throo foot high. 
Area VIII 
The northenuoDot 13«5-acre rectangle in the study area con­
stituted Area VIII. Ihis was a part of the College Arboretum 
originally planned as a shrub garden. Ihe bluegraas ground cover 
was dotted nith lilacs and a few other shrubs and otxt by two bands 
of quack grass. Ihne forestry plots were present and a hawthorn 
hedge bordered the north end. An analysis of 'the vegetation of 
the area is given in Ibble VI and the orientation of the area and 
tho location of vegetation types is shown on Hap VIII. On -ttie west 
side this area was separated from a row of small homea and gardens 
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Logond 
Lep Lepidium app. 
Itol tlalus punila 
Poa Poa pratonsis 
Sal Sallx spp. 
Tri-p 'lyifoliun prator.ae 
Tri-r Trifolium ropons 
o treo or slirub 
X stump or doad tree 
X trap location 
noat location of 
littor Ko. 6 
Light squarac aro ono-fourth 
acre 
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Table VI 
Bstitnatod Percentage Composition of Cofver in Area VIII, July 1949 
Hawthorn Loouat Syoa- Willow- Bin 
Plant speoies hsdge plots r»ro elm olus^ 
plot plot 
IREBS 
Acer noRundo - T T 
(^leditala triao«ntho« - 7 
Platanua oooidentalia - - 6 
teobinia paeudoaoacia - 5 
Sallx spp. - - - 15 
lilnua amerioana - - 1 30 20 
SHRUBS AND TfOODY VINES 
Crataegua ap. 25 
Qroaoulairia hirtella - T 
Lonicara ap. - - 40 
Monia irubra - I - T 
Parthenooiaaua 
qulnquefolia - - - T 
Rhua glabra - - - 10 
Rubua 00 0 identalia - 13 
Sambuoua canadenaia • T 
Vitla vulpin* - - - T 
FORBS 
Ambroaia trifida - - 6 
Xaoleplaa inoamata - T 
Bquiaetim ap* - - T 
yragaria veaoa 
aiaari<rana • - - • T 
Qallun aaperine - - 5 1 
Horaoletm lanattan > 1 10 10 5 
^otuoa aoarlola ' - T 
Lupinua app. - T 
Ru^x criapua - T 
aoiiciaKo ap. - - 10 
larajcaovun palustre « 1 
Trifoliim pratenae 2 
Urtloa pTooera - - 10 20 
QRASSBS 
}na 3 I - 2 Agropyron rejper 
BronSSrTneraia' 50 10 
10 
Poa pratenala 70 35 - - 75 
PER CEIIT OF GROUND COVERED 90 98 95 85 90 
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Table 71, oontlnued 
Bluegrass Quaok Sweet Vetoh 
Plant speoiee plots graia clover plot 
plota plots 
SHRUBS 
Syrlnga spp. 1 - • x 
FORBS 
Aaoleplas Inoamata T 
Ceanoihu? aaerloanus - - - T 
Cirsiun 7p» - T - T 
Laotuog soariola - T 
Kelilotua spp. - - 20 
PlantaKo"^anoeolata - T 
Ruittox orlspus - 1 
ikraxaoum palustre T TIT 
Arlfolivm praten"ae 1 
Brlfoliim ropens 1 
Viola vlTloaa - - - 10 
ORASSBS 
Agropyron repens - 95 
Poa pratensls 90 3 78 90 
^etarla lutesoens 7 - 2  
PER CBNT OF OROUND COVERED 95 100 98 95 
by a road nhioh served only these homaa. On the east side a well-used 
county road separated the area from another section of the College 
Arboret\in« At the north and the hawthorn hedge separated the area 
from a series of trial plots of Imported truck-garden plants. Ihls 
trial area vaa known as the Herbaceous Garden. On the south aide this 
area was separated from Area Vll by a hogwlre fence topped by three 
strands of barbed wire. A milk oow was staked out in the area nearly 
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OTsry day 'through the sumer and sometlmos one or tuo horses were 
staked thore also. !Ihe grass plots tvere mowed at least tiiree tioss 
eaoh summer. %e sweet olover and vetoh plots were not mowed 
until September eaoh year* 
1. Hawthorn hedge in Area VIII 
A well-trisnied haw^oni hedge along the north border of the area 
provided noderate cover for cottontails. In the northwest ooi*ner a 
one-half aore square was set off by a hawthorn hedge which was 
oontinuoua with that of the north border. Blue grass provided moot 
of the oovor under the hedge. 
2. Looust plots in Area VIII (Fig. 25) 
On tho oast side of the area two adjacent forestry plots pro­
vided excellent cover Ibr cottontails. 3he northernmost of these, 
a 0*2 aore plot of black looust, provided tho best cover in the area. 
A variety of shinibs and forbs were present in small percentages. 
Uost of tho cover was provided by smooth brome grass and bluegrass. 
Adjoining on the south side of the black looust plot, the 0.17 
acres of honey looust were more open and contained less variety of 
plants. Smooth bio ma grass and bluegrass provided almost all of 
the available cover. 
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Fin, 25. Loouat plots in Area VITI, Juno 15, 1949, 
Looking woct from noar tho center of the ridfro north 
of ^ho orook. 
Fie;, 26, Syoamore plot and blue^raas nesting E^cund 
in Area vni, June 15, 1949, Looking west from near 
the gate in the oast fonoo. 
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3. Sycaaoro plot in Area VIII (Fig. 26) 
^0 0.15 acre plot of Amarioan syoamore in the bottom-land 
on the west aide of the area was provided with a good understory 
of honeyauokle and forbs. A privately ovmed vegetable garden 
bordered this plot on liie west side. Ihe trees were large and 
with few low branohes. 
4. Willow-eln plot in Area VlII (Fig. 27) 
On the south side of the creek in tiie bottom-land and on the 
adjaoont hillside elm, willow and sumac fonasd a dense and mixed 
volunteer growth. Shrubs end forbs in this plot forosd a dense 
ground cover except on the steeper part of the hillside where the 
loose soil would not support much vegetation. 
5. Blm clun^ in Area VIII (Fig. 27) 
A small oluoq) of shrub-like elms on the hillside near the 
center at the south end of the area provided a patch of cover too 
small for daytime use by cottontallSf although of sono value as 
temporary shelter. Bluegrass provided most of the cover among the 
•lender elm trunks. 
6. Bluegrass plots in Area VIII (Figs. 26, 26 and 27) 
Iho bluegrass plots in this area were less weedy and provided 
bettor oover than similar plots in Area IV. Ihey were dotted with 
lilao end a scattering of other shrubs. She locations of the plots 
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Pif5» 27. Quaok grass crook bottom with willow-olm 
plot nt the rif^t, Area VIII, June 15, 1949. Elm 
olximp shows as a small, compaot olump in oontor of 
near baokground, on orest of rise* 
: 
Fig, 28. Brush pile south of Area IV, near the 
Osage orange plot, February 26, 1949. 3he winter 
quarters of four or five cottontails. 
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and the shrubs are shown on Uap VIII* 
7. Quack grass plots in Area VIII (Fig. 27) 
IWo bands of quaok grass out across the area, one on ei-tiior 
side of tho creek near the south end of the area and -the otiier 
in the bottom of a swale near tho north end. Before mowing 
these plots wew covered with a very heavy mat of qxiack grass 
in a nearly pure stand* 
8. STTOOt clover plots in Area VIII 
In five places on tho drier slopes yellow sweet clover had 
beoone established in the bluegrass and provided good cover in the 
second half of the sumor* A small amount of iidiite sweet clover 
was also present in these plots. Blue(;^rass remained tho dominant 
spooios as in similar plots in Area IV. Ihese plots nere not mowed 
until September eaoh yoor* 
9. Vetch plot in Area VIII 
One large plot of hairy vetch covered a dry ridge-top and north 
slope in the northeast quarter of the area* Ihis was similar to 
the sweet clover plots* except that the vetch took the place of 
tho clover* It was not mowed until September eaoh year* 
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Brush pile south of Area lY (Figs. 28 and 29) 
Aoross the service road south of the Osage-orange plot in 
Area IV and outside of the area under intensive study, a large 
brush pile provided excellent cover for cottontails from Ootober 
to March each year. Ihis brush pile consisted chiefly of primings 
from the apple orchards with some corn stalks, boxes and other waste 
naterial i^ich could be burned. It was burned in March each year. 
Census Data 
Calculation of the number of cottontaila probably present 
In the trap-censusing« it was likely that not all animals Tvere 
trapped and that some anitaals trapped at the beginning of a period 
may have been lost from an area before -ttie end of the period. Other 
sources of error are also apparent, so that a mere totaling of 
animals v.rapped did not usually result in a true population figure. 
A nuoiber of factors were ccnsidered in computing the population 
numbers from the trapping data. 
1. Ihe nuniber of cottontaila known to be present 
An animal was assumed to be resident in an area in the period 
between its first and last trapping dates and including those dates. 
An animal may have loft the study area and returned later. Biis 
probably happened in some cases, pairtioularly nhen there was a very 
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long interval betwesn trapping da'^ea for the animal. Such wander­
ing were disregarded for the most part since such long trapping 
intervals wore very few in nunber. 
Tho "Number of Cottontails fiiown to be Present** is here taken 
as the sura of the cottontails found to be resident in an aroa in 
any one period or on any one date, by their trapping records. 
2. Zhe number of cottontails probably present 
Estimates of the population were obtained by building mathemat­
ically a hypothetical population with the "^Number of Cottontails Known 
to bo Present" as a foundation. This was done by adding the average 
periods of time during whioh the individuals were probably in the 
area before and after their trapping dates or periods of known 
residence. 
Baokward extension in time of the known present. In many oases 
a cottontails could be correctly assumod to have been in the trapping 
area for some period before it was first trapped. In computing 
the "Number of Cottontails Probably Present" for Ootober 1940, all 
cottontails tagged on or before October 26 were assumed to have been 
present in ithe area sinoe Ootober 1, because no movement of cotton­
tails into or out of the area was evident before October 26. All 
cottontails tagged on or aftor Ootober 27 were assumed to be newly 
arrived in -the area because there was a marked moveiosnt of cottontails 
into tho area starting on that date, as described under "Fall movement 
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of 1948''. 
Forward extanaion In time of tho known prosont. Nearly all 
of the cottontaila probably remained in Vcie area for aome days or 
even months after the last date on which they were trapped. On 
the avera^^e, a cottontail remained in the area after its last 
trapping date for a period equal to one-half of the artthmetio 
mean of the trapping intervals for its sex-age group in the period 
following the last trapping date. A trapping interval is the number 
of days between datos on which a certain aninal was trapped, includ-
inf, tho sooond date. 
Ihis Qsthod of coaputinr, the probable period of residence of 
each animal is sumarised in Fommla No. 1 of the next section. 
From this -^e probable population numbers present on certain dates 
and in various periods were computed according to Formula No. 2. 
Corrections for deficiencies in trapping data. 
Inadequate representation of males. Male cottontails 
moved about more than the females and covered a much larger range, 
as shown elsewhere in this paper. 3his nay result in census 
figures which are not representative if the trapping is done in an 
area smaller than the average seasonal range of an adult male of 
the species. Ihe error resulting can be corrected by determining 
the ratio of adult males to adult females of the species at that 
timo and, if possible, in that place. Ihe known percentage of males 
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to feoalos for ihe speoios is then oultiplied ly the niraber of 
fetoales "Probably Present" to obtain the number of oales "Probably 
Present", as shorm in formula No. S in the following section. 
Cie oorx*ection for inadequate representation of males was not 
made in computing the "Nunber of Cottontails Probably Present" be­
cause the sexes as represented were in vexy near agreement with 
reported sex-ratios (see discussion under "Sex-Ratio") and because 
the unoorreoted data would serve as well to indicate poptilation 
fluctuations. 
Inadequate representation of juveniles. Cottontails 
just out of the nest had a very limited range (see "Nesting Study") 
and •therefore it was very difflcialt to trap and tag even one-third 
of thoso present before they trore three months old. It was 
estimated that only 87 per cent of all juveniles emerging from the 
nests in the study ai^a were trapped before they reached 64 days of 
age. Ihe average computed age of juveniles on first entering traps 
was 39 days. Ihis made it desirable to compute the "Number of 
Juveniles Probably Present" in some way other Ihan by adding the 
trapping records, '^e number of litters of cottontails which 
ewrged from the nests in the study area and their emergence dates 
were determined fixm the weights, nsasuroments and locations of the 
young cottontails which were trapped, as described in the section 
on "Nooting Study". It has been determined that the Meams 
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cottontails average very olose to 5.0 yovmg to the litter (Allen, 
1938} nrippensee, 1936; Dalke, 1942| Hendrickson, 1948). From 
'UiesBdata the nuidber of young enorgin^ from the nests in the area 
wag computed* Die interval between the date of emergence and the 
first trapping date for each individual was treated as a trapping 
interval* Die average length of life of tho young -ffhich were not 
trapped, but which must have boen present in order to fill out the 
averar;e complensnt of five to the litter, was determined as one-
half tho arithmetic mean of iho emorgence-trapping intervals of 
tho so young ivhich wore trapped* Ihose young which must have been 
present even though they were not trapped constituted 35 per cent 
of tho estimated 135 Juveniles emerging from the 27 successful nests 
in the stu^ area* 
Tho nusdber of young probably present was also computed by 
formulas No* 7 and 8 of the next section, as a check* 
Cottontails on the periphery of the area. An animal 
residing on the periphery of an area with only part of its range 
in the area should be counted as one-half an animal in computing 
the animals-to-the-acre in the area and the total number of animals 
in the area on any one date* Ihe error resulting from counting 
peripheral animals will decrease as the ratio of periphery to area 
decreases* If the area is sufficiently large this error may be 
negligible* Correction for peripheral animals may be made by 
oounting the numbor of animals having hosw-ranses on the border 
of -tiie area, dividing by two and subtraoting this nujifcer from the 
total population* Ihls is expressed in formula No* 6 of 1^e next 
section* Ihis oorreotiLon was sade in oomputing the number of 
cottontails probably present in eaoh area by assi^ing the halves 
of a trapping interval to different areas when suooessive trappings 
of an individual oooiirred in those areas* Ihe oorreotion was not 
made Ibr the entire study area because the nature of the area and 
its surroundirj^s wore such that the error was not large and the 
corrootion would not help in bringing out the population fluctua­
tions* 
Usmlly lees than 100 per cent of the animals trapped* No 
matter how long or how carefully tho trapping is done, the nunber of 
animals caught is always a minimum estimate of tiie population* 
Uore cottontails may be present and it is difficult to determine 
how many more* Ihis applies particularly to adults and to fall and 
winter populations* Some help may be had from the use of formulas 
No* 7 and 8 of Ihe next section, if enough animals have been trapped 
and tagged* lihe data obtained in this study indicate that probably 
96 per cent of the animals were tagged In October, November and 
December each yaar* Ihis is sufficiently close to the act\uil popu­
lation £br the pxurpoaes of this study* Since no means was found for 
estimating -the ez7or more closely, the estimated "Nudber of Cottontails 
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Probably Present" is used as the aotual population nmnber without 
fVirthor oorreotion. If a poroentago of error could be estimated 
Qore acourately, it could be added to the uncorrected population 
data as shown in fornnila No. 6 of the next section. 
Loas of animals during trap-oensusing operations. Prob­
ably aorao loas of cottontails oocurred in every month of the year 
end the loss was found to be heavy in Movembor and December. 
Iherefbre there was no assurance that all of the animals tagged 
at tho bogjinnint; of a trap-oensusinp; period were atill there at the 
end of the poriod. Ihis error was automatically corrected by the 
use of formula No* 2. In the use of formulas No. 7 and 8, this 
error was partly corrected by making the censuaing periods as short 
as was consistent with obtaining adequate data. Formulas No. 7 and 
8 woro used only to check the results obtained from the other formulas. 
8. Formulas for computing populations from live-trapping data 
Iho probable period of residence of each animal and the total 
probable population of cottontails in each area in the several 
periods and on certain dates were counted from the live-trapping 
and tagging data by the formulas presented in this seotion* 
Moaning of the symbols used in the formulas! 
A - adult 
d - the period the animal is Imown to be present 
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(the intenral between tho first and last trapping 
dates and inoluding these dates). 
d' - the number of days the animal was probably present in 
the area before being caught (days sinoe erarging from 
neat or noving into the area). Bnsrgenoe dates of 
juveniles were computed from maasuremsntst weights and 
other factors* 
F - the estimted percentage of the population which failed 
to enter the traps. 
J - juvenile 
II - total of all animals narked previous to the trapping 
period in question (cumulative N^^). 
- number trapped and tagged in the first period. 
Nj - total nixnber trapped in tho second period. 
K* •• nximber of tagged animals retrapped in the second 
period from tho first period. 
N" - number of tagged animals retrapped in a certain period 
from all preceding periods. 
m noxml peraentage of adult males in a cottontail popula­
tion at this time. 
n9P - normal peroentage of adult females in a cottontail 
population at this time. 
P - the total population in a given period or on a given 
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date, with no error assumed* 
P' - the total population, corrected for errors, 
p' - -the number of animals residing on ihe periphery. 
R - the probable period of residence of one animal. 
R^ - a certain date or period included in the 
probable period of residence of one animal. 
'3^ - arithmetic mean of the trapping intervals in 
the period following the last trapping date fbr 
the individual animal. 
^A9R^ - the resident adult female population for any one 
date or in any certain period* 
(5IA?R^) ^ P • the estimated nxmiber of adult 
male oottontaila present for any one period or 
date. 
]^JR^ - the estimated number of juvenile cottontails 
present, from tho nesting dates and litter 
numbers, with each litter assumed to contain the 
established average of five young. 
Formula No. 1. 
Ihe hypothetical period of residence of one animal in case 
tho dates of entering and leaving the area are not known and as­
suming it did not leave the eorea between its first and last 
trapping dates. 
*i 
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Formula No. 2. 
Ihe probable population of cottontails on a certain date 
or in a certain period, assuming -that 100 per cent of the 
animals have been tagged and that all of the animals tagged 
reside entirely within the area. 
P » 
Ponmila No. 3. 
Ihe population of cottontails, assuming titat the tirapping 
of adult males was not representative as a result of their 
groQtor range or greater activity or other factors. Otherwise 
the conditions fbr formula No. 2 are assumed to be fulfilled. 
Pt - ZA9Rt > 
Formula No. 4. 
Ihe population of cottontails, assuming that the trapping 
of Juveniles has not boen representative as a result of a 
small percentage of them being trapped or to other causes. 
Otherwise the conditions for formula No. 2 are assumed to be 
fulfilled. 
P' - ZA9Rt +£35^ 
Formula No. 5. 
She population of cottontails^ in case it is knonn that 
less than 100 per cent of the animals have been trapped and 
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provided this peroentage of orror cEin be estimated approxi­
mately. It is fxxrthor asstrnted that all of the animals tagged 
reside entirely within the area. 
P» =. P + PP 
Formula No. 6« 
Bie population of cottontails, after correcting for 
those animals nhidi reside on the periphery of the area and 
have port of their range outside of the area. It is assumed 
that 100 per cent of the animals have been tagged. Ihe error 
rosultlrif; from poripheral animals will decrease as the ratio of 
periphery to area decreases. If the area is sufficiently large 
this error is negligible. 
Formula No. 7. 
Ihe population of cottontails, assuming that all of the 
animals tagged reside entirely within the area and that not 
all of the animals in the area are tagged. Cottontails were 
trapped and tagged for two consecutive periods in the same area 
Ihis formula should be used vdth caution, if at all, with small 
numbers, that is, less than 100 animals trapped in each period 
and less than 10 per cent retrapped in the second period. Ihis 
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fonaula was reoently discussed more fUlly by ^ lyne (1949)< 
It has been in use for a number of ynars. 
N« 
p . .Ya 
Fonnula No* 8. 
Ihe population of oottontails, assusdng; that the 
conditions ibr formula No* 7 are fulfilled* Siis is a 
variation of formula No. 7, applicable to a program of 
continuous trapping. Ihe niuoorator and denominator are com­
puted for each trapping period, ihen a cumulatiTe aunmation 
of tiiose figures for all periods is made* Ihe quotient of 
these sumrations is then the population number uncomoted 
fbr losses or gains* Ihis formula was developed by 
Schumacher and Sschneyer (1943) and applied to Miorotus by 
&yne (1949)* Rayne's formula is hero presented wilh the 
symbols defined above* 
P . -&!!£!_ 
4* Qraphic solution of the population formula* 
Figure 29 shows the graphic method used in this stu(^ to 
solve the population equations. It is a small section from one of 
the graphs used* Ihe "Nuni)er of Cottontails Probably Present" on 
any date was determined easily and quickly by counting 'the lines 
which cross lhat vertical date-column on the graph* Similarly, -ihe 
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number of cottontails probably present in oaoh area was determined 
by oounting the different kinds of linos separately since each kind 
of lino represents a cottontail prosont in a different area* Bach 
horizontal line is a graphic representation of the hypothetical 
period of residence of one cottontail in the stuc^ area* Ihe 
trapping dates fbr each cottontail are also indicated. 
3he "Ruzsber of Cottontails Probably Present" in any pez*iod 
was easily determined by placing a strai^t-edge on either aide of 
the included dates on the graph and oounting the lines which crosscd 
or entered tho enclosed space* In the same way the number of 
cottontails cau^t fbr the first tiino, the number of repeat catches 
and tho nuihbor of trap stccesses was determined. A ruler marked in 
one-day intervals was used to determine tho probable lengths of 
residenoe end the trapping intenrals. Ihis graphic nothod greatly 
reduced tho labor and chances for error in the solution of the 
population equations* 
Movement of cottontails Into the study area in tho fall 
With Ihe advent of freesing weathor in the fall and the consequent 
reduction of cover* a marked movement of cottontails into the study 
area occurred each year. Ihe fall movement of 1949 was deoidedly 
different from that of 1948 as a result of different weather conditions. 
Also the areas covered by traps differed in these periods* Areas 
VII and VIII were not covered in 1948 and Areas 1 and II were not 
oovared until Novoinber 10 in the fall of 1949* Iharefbre, in 
oonparinf; the fall population nuabera In the two years, only the 
data from Areas III, IV end 7 wore used* Ihe population data are 
presented graphioally in Pigs* 50 to 46, inolusive* Ihese graphs 
show Ihe average "Number of Cottontails Probably Present" each 
week plotted on the midpoint of eaoh week. Ihe one'week intei>7al« 
start on the Uonday of oaoh week, so that the week ends are not 
divided as would be the ease if the week were to start on Sunday. 
Human influence was of considerable importance in the stuc^ area 
and TAdo itself felt on week ends more than at any other tine. 
Ihis influence was particularly important on certain holiday week 
ends. Thus, koepln(; the week ends Intact made the data easier to 
interpret. Ihe population data are j^iown graphically by sex-age 
groups for oaoh area separately. In addition, Figs. 40, 41 and 
46 suranarise the data Ibr all tiie areas. So few trapping records 
wore obtained in Area II that it is not included in these graphs, 
except in tm> which are aimmaries. Ihe data for these graphs 
were computed by the graphic solution of formulas No. 4, 5 and 6, 
as described in a previous section. 
1. Fall movement of 1948 
In October and November 1948, a marked increase in untagged 
cottontails in the traps indicated that a mass movement was in 
progress. Ihis made the interpretation of the trapping data in 
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tenns of population numbers and density highly complicated. 
Ihis nass moveiaent was in two distinct waves and was governed 
by frequent and severe changes in the weather. 
Bvidenoe that a mass noveniBnt took place. In Iho first 27 
days of October 1948, 57 cottontails were tagged. In the fbllow-
ing 28 daya 47 additional cottontails were tagged. If all of 
these 84 cottontails were assuned to have been present in the 
area on October 1, the total population on that date would have 
beon not loss than 2.04 cottontails to the aora, a very hi^ fall 
density and entirely out of line with the 1-1.5 cottontails to the 
aore estimnted to have been in this area ovezy fall since 1940 
(Itondriokson, 1943 end verbal comunication of 1949). 
Purthor support for tho asaunption of a mass movement was 
obtained from the use of ^ 'ormula No. 7 of tho section on "Foimi-
las for computing populations from live-trapping data", although 
tho U30 or this formula with such small numbers should not bo given 
much weight. % using one-week periods with this formula, the 
population was found to be as fbllows for the four weeks in which 
sufficient data were obtadned for the use of this formulat 
Ootober 18-24i 65 cottontails November 8-14i 60 cottontails 
October 25-31i 60 " November 15-2li 58 " 
November 1-7t 759 " 
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The first two figures are hig^ in oonparison idth the 42 cotton­
tails calculated to be "Probably Present" by formulas No. 4, 5 
and 6, although they are within reason. Only one cottontail was 
retrapped in the week of November 1-7, resulting in -the unreason­
able figure of 759 cottontails from formula No. 7. 3hia indicates 
a marked upward trend, even 'tiiou^ it does not indicate 'the true 
population number. In -the following two weeks, formula No. 7 
again yields figures which are high compared to the estimated 
"Number of Cottontails Probably Present" although still within 
reason. 
By the use of formula No. 8 with one-week periods, the popula­
tion was found to be as followsi 
October 18-23i 66 cottontails 
October Z4-Sli 64 " 
Nofvember 1-71 99 " 
The population figure for November 1-7 is too hi^ because no cor­
rection was made for the 8 estimated to have been lost and the 16 
which were new arrivals in this week. Figures for the other two 
weeks ore high compared to -the estimated numbers "Probably Present" 
althou^ they closely approach the results from formula No. 7. Since 
formula No. 8 involves a summation of periods preceding the one for 
which census data is desired, it results in the summation of errors 
when cumulative rather than compensatory errors are involved. In 
this case losses occurred throughout October and no gains were 
evident before Ootober 28« Ihese losses constitute a cusulatiTe 
error which is not corrected by -the ibnaula* Die formula does re­
flect tho upwturd trend after October 28 and ^us supports -the 
assumption that a mass moTement took place* It appears to compensate 
for errors resulting from too few animals retrapped in certain 
periods. 
Sis fall quarter of each year was the only time in iihioh 
sufficient data were obtained to malce use of formula No. 7 with 
one-weok periods. IWo-week periods were fbund to be less satis­
factory. Periods in uhlch only one animal wns retrapped were not 
suitable. In oaoh example given from 4 to 13 cottontails were re-
trappod from each preceding period and the total number trapped in 
oaoh porLod varied from 12 to 50. Iheoe numbers are too small to 
give dependable results with this formula and the fall of ihe ^ ar 
is an unsuitable tLios fbr its use because it is a period of hea^y 
losses in cottontail populations. 
On llovember 1 and 2, at the peak of the movement of males, 
4 males were tagged on each day. Previously no more than two had 
been tagged in one day and none were tagged after Oaoember 23. 
The assumed fall movement corresponded olosely with changes 
in weather, as described elsewhere in this section, ^is provides 
a logical explanation for the timing of the two waves of movement. 
Heavy losses occurred in the period of movement, as tiie result 
of hunting and predation by dogs. An unsuccessful attempt was made 
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to determine the extent of ihls loss* Ibn oottontalls were known 
to have been killed by dogs and hunters in the period of morement 
and three others were killed prarious to this period in Ootober* 
Many more must have been killed* Hunters were difficult to 
approaoh and denied any hunting suooess, because the area was well 
known to be a ^ aB» refuge and closed to hxmting* On Thanksgiving 
morning nine hvmters were interviewed in the stucfy area* All of 
these denied any hunting success, although rifle and shotgun shots 
were hoard frequently throughout the morning. A paok of local farm 
dops hunted in the study area nearly every day throu^out Ootobor 
and Hoveihbor* This paok, sometimes numbei*ing nine dogs, probably 
killed more cottontails tham did -ttie hunters. In any case, the 
estimated loss of 40 cottontails in the poriod from October 1 to 
Novembor 26 is reasonable in view of tho numbers of hunters snd dogs 
in pursuit of cottontails in tho area* 
Population befbre the fall movemont of 1948* In tite two weeks 
of Ootobor 11-17 and 18-24, preceding the period of movement in the 
fall of 1948, 42 cottontails or approximately one cottontail to the 
acre was estimated to be present in the 41,2 acres under intensive 
study at that time, Ihis consisted of Areas I, II, III, IV and T, 
Period of movement in the fall of 1948* In •the period Ootober 
28 to November 25, inclusive, a marked movement of cottontails into 
tho study area ocourredl, Ihe two waves of this movement wex*e 
separated by two lif^hts of frae«in?: teniporatures with a trace of 
snow. Iho first wave of the movenjont covoired the IS days from 
Ootobor 28 to Novenber 9, inoluaive. 3his wave consisted almost 
entirely of juvenile males. Ihe seoond wave oovered the seven 
days from November 12 to 18, inclusive. It consisted of juveniles 
of both sexes. No evidence indicated that adults took part in 
the movement althou^ so few adults were present that the data 
conoeming Ihem are inadequate for generalisation in -this respect. 
Iho novenent of juvenile males ended November 17, eight days before 
the ond of the movement of juvenile females. 
Population at tho peak of the fall movement in 1948. XWo 
peaks in the popxilation numbers vrere evident in the period of 
moveosnt, one on November 3 with 49 cottontails estimated to be 
"Probably Present** and the other on November 25 with 46 cottontails. 
Forty-nine cottontails was the maximum population in -the fall of 
1948. 
Qains and losses in the period of movement. In the 29-day 
period of movement in Areas 1, II, III, IV and V, 27 juvenile 
males ond 12 juvenile females were trapped Ibr the first time, 
indicating that they were new arrivals in these areas. In the 
same period 26 juvenile males end 9 juvenile fenmlos were estimated 
to have been lost to -tiie area* Only one adult, a female, was es­
timated to have been lost in this period. Ihe only previous losses 
estimated in October were four juvenile females. Ihese estimates 
of losses were obtained from the graphic solution of foraulas 
No* 4, 5 and 6, in the same manner as the "Number of Cottontails 
Probably Present" was obtained* 
Fall population of 1948 after the period of movement* The 
population dropped rapidly from the 44 estimated "Probably Present" 
at the end of tho period of movement on November 25 to 15 cotton­
tails on December 31. These 15 consisted of 7 J\nrenile mles, 
4 Jxxvenile females, 1 adult male end S adult females* Ihe pre­
dominance of Juvenile males was contrary to the findini^s of the 
next yoar. Ihe Juvenile males were predominant in all of tho aroas 
except Area IV* 
Movemont of Jitvenile males in tho fall of 1948. Juvenile male 
cottontails moved into the study area in tm distinct waves governed 
by quite different weather conditions. Iho first wave covered tiie 
11 days from October 28 to November 7, inclusive. In this period 
19 juvenile males were tagged and assunod to be new to the area* 
Just prior to this period the estimated sex ratio of Juveniles had 
been 14 males to 17 females* At the end of 'ftis first wave the 
sex ratio of Juveniles was estimated to be 27 males to 10 females* 
Only three Juvenile females mre tagged in this period* 
2he second wave of Juvenile males covered the period from 
November 12 to 18, inclusive* Bi{^t more males were trapped for 
tho first time in this period. Indicating that they were new arrivals* 
This seoond wave Inoluded females also, although the movoment of 
females continued \mtil November 25* At the end of the seoond 
wave of males the sex ratio of Juveniles was estixated to be 17 
males to IS females. No more juvenile males were tagf;ed until 
November 27 and only six more wore tagged from that date to 
Deoeraber 6, inolusive. 3hen no more were tagged until the next 
May. Ihis indicates that the movement of males ended on Noveobor 
18. 
Movement of juvenile females in the fall of 1948. Ihe move­
ment of females covered the poriod from November 12 to 26, 
inoluaiva. Dsn Juvenile females nere tagged in this poriod. With 
-the three tagged with the first wave of males, this makes a total 
of 13 Juvonilo females entexdng the aroa during the period of 
movement. Ihe sex ratio of juveniles was estimated to be 15 males 
to 18 females at the end of the movement of females on November 26. 
Only threo Juvenile female cottontails nero tagged from November 
27 to December 8. IVto more were tagged on January 17 and none after 
that date until Ihe next Uay. Ihis indicates that the movemsnt of 
females ended on November 25, 
Adults in the poriod of movemont in the fall of 1948. So few 
adults were present in the aroa in the pexdod of movement that re­
liable data concerning their behavior at this time were not obtained. 
In tho fell of 1949, when the previous histories of the adults were 
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bettor known booause of longer trapping records, no indication 
of the nDvement of adulta was fovind. Iherefore the four male 
and seven female adults proaent in the area in the fall quarter 
of 1948 are assumed to have been resident since Ootober 1 and 
throughout the period of movement. 
Comparisons of -the fall populations in the five areas. The 
fall populations in four of tho five areas under intensive study 
in 1948 are shown in the population graphs (Pigs. SO, 32 and 34). 
Sex-aso groups in each area are shown by lines of different types 
on tho sarao ^x*aph. ^tals for adults, juveniles and the entire 
population in oaoh area ore aloo shown. Similar graphs present 
tho data for tho other twelve months of this stud^. 
Area I supported the highest oottontail population density of 
the five areas throughout tho fall quarter 1948 (Fig. 30). Ihis 
area had a population density of 2.28 cottontails to tho aoro 
"Probably Present" on Ootober 1 and maintained practically this 
aamo concentration until November 22, three days before tho end of 
tho period of movement. Losses from hunting, predatiLon snd other 
causes very nearly equaled the gain of 13 cottontails moving in 
before November 23. After November 22, the population density 
declined rapidly to roaoh 0.43 oottontalls to tho acre on December 
31. In Ootober the sex ratio of juveniles was Itl. In November 
and December the males wore somewfiat more numorous so that on 
Deoembor 31 the ratio was 2 males to 1 female. 
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So few oottontails nere trapped in Area II that the population 
fluctuations of this area were not drawn on graphs* One oottontall 
or 0.10 cottontails to the aore were "Probably Present" on October 
I. A peak population of 6, or 0.61 oottontails to the aore, was 
attained the week of November 8-14. 3he population was baok to 
one cottontail on Dsoember 8 and remained there the rest of the 
n»nth. Approximately two-thirds of the juveniles in this area 
were males* 
The population density in Area III renained the lowest of tho 
Ibiu* largo aroas in this quarter (Fig* 32), even though tho total 
rabbits trapped to the acre in this quarter was nearly as hi;^ as 
that of Area I* Ihis was because a great deal of movement between 
Area III and the other ax*eas took place throughout the fall qaartor* 
On October 1, a density of 1.12 oottontails to the aore was ostitmtod 
for Area III* 3ho peak density of 1*38 oottontails to the aore in 
the period of movement was reached in the week of October 18-24, 
much earlier than tho peak in the other aroas* She density then 
declined to 0*62 cottontails to the acre in tho week of November 
15-21* Another and higher peak was attained in the week of Deoembor 
6ol2, 11 days after the end of the mass movement, with 1*72 ootton­
tails to tho aore* Ihis peak resulted from late stragglers moving 
into tho stu(^ area and apparently in some cases passing up the cover 
in Aroas I and IV to settle in Area III* From this high of 10 
cottontails, tho population slowly declined to six cottontails or 
84. 
1.03 to the acre on December 31. Ihroughout the fall quarter 
the predominance shifted from one sex to the other of the 
juveniles althou^ on Ihe average the males were a little more 
numerous. 
After Area I, Area IT contained the highest population density 
in this quarter (Fig. 34). Since Area T had no resident poptilation 
because of the lack of suitable cover and very few animals were 
trapped in the area, it is combined with Area IT in this discussion. 
Iho population graph (Fig. 34) also cotaS)ino8 the data for these 
two areas. On October 1, Areas IT and T had an estimated popula­
tion density of 0.81 cottontails to the acre. Ihis density resodned 
noarly constant until ^ e beginning of tha mass movement on Ootobor 
28. Ihe population density reached a peak of 1.10 cottontails to 
the acre in the week of November 22-28 and then declined rapidly 
to 0.23 cottontails to the acre on Decombor 31. Ihroughout the 
quarter the juvenile females wore predominant over the males, 
except at the peak of movement of the males. 
yfeattier changes in the period of movement in the fall of 1948. 
IWo changes of weather in the period of movement corresponded to 
the two waves of movement. After the first killing frost on the 
night of Ootobor 17 with a temperature of 20°P, the days remained 
cool and the nights decidedly cold. Uinimum temperatures eaoh 
night wore between 22°F and 36°P until the ni^t of October 26, 
when the minimum temperature was 36°F. 
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In the first three ni^ts of tiie first wave of novenent, 
starting Ootober 28, the rdninium tenofjrature olinbed steadily 
to 51®P. 3he teaperature then roinained atove 38°F tlirough the 
night of Novenibor 6, near the end of tho first waire of movement. 
After lhat it dropped steadily- to reach 29®P on November 10, 
Qoinoident with a marked reduotion in the nusfcer of cottontails 
tagged and retrapped. In that part of the first wave from 
Ootober 29 to November 6, inclusive, four light rains and two 
fairly heavy rains occurred# 3he li^t rains averaged 0.83 
inohos and tho heavy rains 1*48 inches. Ihis was preceded by 
20 days of no precipitation except ibr a trace on October 15* 
In susnary, -tho first wave of movement occurred in a period of 
higher minimum teaporatures and light rains which followed a 
poriod of cold and lack of precipitation. 
The weather during the second wave of movement was quite dif­
ferent from that of the first. Ihe tomporature dropped to freeling 
or below in all but 4 nights of Uie 14. Ihe maxisoun daily tempera­
tures vrore much lower also, remaining below 59^ except for a 
temperature of 70°F on one day. Ihis v/as also a period of light 
rains. Bight days had light rains and cne had a fairly heavy rain 
of 1.29 Inohes. V^ith the exception of November 12, most of the 
cottontails were trapped on the wannor ni^ts, both new arrivals 
and retrapped animals. Although on tho night of November 12 the 
minimum temperature was 32*^, four cottontails were trapped. Ihe 
nl^ts of November 16« 18 and 19 were warmer, with temperatures of 
41-46^, and trapping suaoesses were 5, 5 and 4,re9peotiTely,on 
these nights* A few cottontails, including some of the new arrivals, 
were trapped on some of the oolder ni^ts. On one night of this 
period, three cottontails were trapped when the temperature dropped 
to 27^* On 'the other five ni^ts in nhioh the temperature dropped 
to 28^F, or below, no adult cottontails were cau^t and only one 
Juvenile was cau^t in each of these nights* Ihis second wave was 
soparated from the first by two nights of freeting temperatures with 
a traco of snow. It was terminated by a drop in the miniotua tempera-
twe to 26°P on November 26, followed by ni^tly temperatures below 
that figure for the next 15 nights* In summary, tho second wave 
of movenont occurred in a period of lower minimum temperatures and 
light rains, although most of the movement took place when the 
minimum temperature raised to above 29°P* 
Changes in cover in the 1948 period of fall movement* Starting 
with tho first killing frost on October 17, a rapid reduction of 
cover took place* Ihis logically wotdd drive the cottontails to 
seek more substantial winter cover, such as the trees and shrubs 
of the College Orchard and /rboretiun, as soon as Ihe weather warmed 
enough for them to movo about* 3he cover afforded by forbs, except 
stands of tall ragweed and nettle, was reduced first by this heavy 
frost* The cover provided by the leaves of trees and shinibs was 
reduced also at this time. Stands of tall ragweed and nettle 
rezaained good oover Ihroughovit the ivinter* 3his first heavy frost 
somsii^t reduoed the oover value of the shrubs although most of 
the loaves held on for some time. Later, after the end of the 
period of novemsnt, the grass cover was reduoed also. As the 
Arboretum mis not noirad in the fall of 1948, the grass oover was 
quite good ibr oottontails. %e oover in the areas surrounding the 
College Orohards and Arboretum was not good for the nost part after 
the frost of October 17. Very little shrub oover was present and 
most of the herbaoeous cover was reduced or eliminated. 
Ifiaoellaneous environacntal factors in the 1948 fall movement. 
A nvunber of environmental factors othor than temperature and pre­
cipitation were investigated in the soaroh for causes of this fall 
movetnont. Ihe reduction in nusiierB of both -a\e resident population 
and the newly arrived population was a possible factor. If cotton­
tails had not been removed from the area to make room for others, a 
mass movement mi(^t not have taken place. 
Winds averaged much stronger in the period of movement than in 
the preceding part of October. On five days the winds had velocities 
from 5.2 to 6.2 miles per hour, but on most of the other days the 
volooities were below three miles per hour. Examination of the daily 
records showed that the changes in nuni)er of cottontails tagged and 
retrapped each day did not in any way ooinoide with the changes in 
velocity of the wind. Five cottontails were trapped on a nig^t 
with a wind velocity of 6.2 miles per hour and four were trapped on 
89 
a night with a wind velooity of 1.6 miles por hour. Ihe ohanges 
in dirootion of the wind were also of no signifioanoe* 
Koonli^t would appear to be of importanoe to a nootumal 
animal allhough it was not found to have any effect on the move­
ment of cottontails in this period* Ihe taoon entered into its 
last quarter four days "beibre the mass movement began. Ihis 
movement continued Ihrou^ the Ibur phases of the moon and into 
-the last quai*ter again without showing any response to the phases 
of the noon or to the ntmbor of hours of moonli^t each ni^t. 
A very 8lir;ht oorx^lation betwoon baronntrio pressure and 
the nunibor of trap-suocosses por day in -the period of movement 
soems apparent. Ihis probably results from the relationship of 
baromotrio pressui*e to temperature and precipitation rathor than 
to a diroot effect on cottontails. 
Since tiie periods of higher minimum temperature were also 
periods of light rains and consequent higher relative humidity 
and the cottontails were moving about more in periods of higher 
temperatures, a positive correlation existed between precipitation, 
relative humidity and cottontail movement in this period. !Ihis was 
probably not the result of the effect of either precipitation or 
relative humidity, since other periods of lif^t rains and higjh 
relative humidily did not bring about cottontail moverasnt. 
i 
Haavier rains appeared to reduce cottontail movsnent ev9n 
though the temperature conditions were ideal* On the ni^t of 
Iloveihber 5 with a precipitation of 1.48 inches, only two juvenile 
nalos and one Juvenile female were caught. On the ni^t of 
November 19, with a precipitation of 1*29 inches, only three 
Juvenile males and one Juvenile female were caught* The tempera­
ture on each of those nights was above 40°F* On more favorable 
nir,hts six cottontails had been trapped* 
2* Pall movement of 1949 
Iho fall movemont of 1949 was more distinct and less compli­
cated -than the similar movement of 1948* Ihe weather in the fall 
of 1949 was more mild and the movemont covei>ed a Sorter period and 
was in one wave only* Ihis discussion of the 1949 fall movemsnt 
does not include Areas I and II except ytioro noted* 
Evidence that a mass movement took place* In the 39 days 
before the mass movement, from Ootobor 1 to November 7, inclusive, 
54 cottontails were trapped* In the following 14 days 40 additional 
cottontails nero tagged* If all of those 94 cottontails were 
assumed to have been in -the area on October 1, the total population 
density on that date would have been not loss than 2*28 cottontails 
to the acre, an even more tJDireasonable figure than that obtained 
for the fall of 1948 by the same me'Oiod* 
91. 
The use of foraila Ho. 7 giTos support for the aaaumptlon of 
a mass ooveinent* Cie data in this oase are more adequate than 
were the similar data for 1948 although the numbers are still too 
soall to give dependable results with this fbmula. By using one-
week periods with this fonnula the population was found to be as 
followsI 
Ootober 10«16t 72 oottontalla 
Ootober 17-2St 43 " 
Ootober 24-80i 82 " 
Ootober 81-
HoTSober 6i 87 " 
HoTendber 7-18i 47 " 
SoTeniber 14-201 62 " 
Rorember 21-27i 174 " 
These seren weeks were the only ones in iriiioh sufficient data 
were obtained for the use of fomula No. 7, unless periods of at 
least two weeks were used. It was found that periods of two weeks 
resulted in oven less satisfactory fig\ires. Sie above population 
data ibr Ootober are within reason^ although the figure for the week 
of Ootober 10-16 is 7 more than was estimated "Probably Present" as 
shown in the population graphs for this period (Figs. S6» 87 and 41). 
Ihe results from formula No. 7 then drop rapidly until they reach a low 
of 82 in the week of October 24-80, 19 less than was estimated to be 
"Probably Present". In the week of November 21*27 the result from 
formula Ho* 7 ia not within reason* Sixteen cottontails, or 89 
per oent of the population, were estimated to have been lost in 
this week* Ihis heavy loss is responsible ibr the high flgiure 
resulting from the ibrioula* 
The results fron formula No* 8 correspond olosely to those 
from fox*siula No* 7, end eo are not reproduced here. 
On November 14, at the peak of the morement of Juvenile males, 
nine males were tagged although previously no more than Ibur had 
been tagged in one dsy* In the three weeks from Ootober 17 to 
Novombor 6 only 12 cottontails were tagged although in the week of 
November 8-14, 28 cottontails were tagged and assxaned to be new 
arrivals in tho area. Ihese marked Increases in the numbers of 
animals caught fbr the first time indicate that a mass movement 
into the area was taking place* 
As in 1948, the period of movement corresponded with changes 
in vtoaHier although these changes 7,oro not so marked in 1949* 
Qoavy losses occurred in this period of movement as in 1948 
and from the same causes. Only four cottontails were known to have 
been killed in the pezdod of movement althou^ 24 were estimated to 
have been lost to the area in that time. An estimated 56 cotton­
tails were lost from the area from October 1 to November 26, 
inclusive, making room fbr more cottontails to move in. 
Population before the fall movement of 1949* On October 1« 
1949, the estimated "Number of Cottontails Probably Present" in the 
43*7 acres tiien under intensive study was 75. This acreage 
included Areas III to Till only* Traps were not placed in Areas 
I and II until KbTendber 10 because of clearing operations in 
progress before that date. Ihe poptilation dropped rapidly and 
sosBwhat ovenly throu^ October, as shown in the population graphs 
for -Uiis period (Figs* 86, 87, 39 and 41). In the week of October 
81 to Noveni)er 6, Just before the period of moveinsnt, 48 cottontails 
were estimated to be present* 
Period of novenent in the fall of 1949* Ihe nass movenent 
of 1949 covered the 16 days from November 6 to 22, inclusive, a 
much shorter time than the sioilar period in 1948* It consisted 
of only one wave, as opposed to -the two waves of 1948 and tho males 
and females started to come in at tho same tins, contrary to the 
sequence of 1948* Ihe peak of the movomont of males was only three 
days in advance of that of the females* Ihe movenisnt appeared to 
consist entirely of juveniles* None of the 11 adults whose ages 
were determined from -their long trapping records, were found to have 
moved from one area to another at this time* A slow infiltration 
of new arrivals continued through December 27* 
Population at the peak of Ihe fall movement in 1949* The 
estimated maximum population in the period of movement was 55 cotton­
tails on November 17* This is without ccnsidering the results from 
Areas I and II, which were not covered by traps in the first part 
of this period* Losses occurred almost as rapidly as the cottontails 
moved into -Uie area* resulting in a nearly constant population 
number until aTter HoTember 22* 
Gains and losses in the period of fall roveiaent of 19^« In 
the 14-day period of movement 16 Juvenile males and 23 juvenile 
females were trapped for the first time, indicating that they were 
now arrivals in Ihe area* In the same period nine Juvenile males 
and 18 Juvenile females were estimated to have been lost to the 
area* Of the adults, one male was estimated to have been lost and 
none was believed to have entered l^e area in this period* 
Fall population of 1949 after the period of moveasnt* On 
Novombar 2Z, the estimated population in Areas III to Till was 41 
cottontails* Iho population was slowly reduced until it reached 
25 cottontails on Decosabor 31* Ihose consisted of ei^t Juvenile 
•ales* 11 Juvenile females, two adult males and three adult females* 
The predominance of Jtzvenile females is a reverse of the condition 
found in 1948* Adult females were more numerous than adult males 
in both years* 
Movement of Juvenile males in the fall of 1949* Ihs mass 
movement of Juvenile males occurred in the seven days from Hovember 
8 to 14, inolusive, with twelve males coning into the 41*2-aore 
area under intensive study in that period* After November 14 a slow 
infiltration of new arrivals continued through December 27* Eleven 
males wore trapped for the first tine in this period. Just prior to 
the poriod of movement the sex ratio of juveniles was estimated to 
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be 15 oales to 22 females* At the end of the mass movonent on Novem­
ber 22 the sex ratio of jureniles vras estimated to be 19 males to 
26 fetaales* on Deoeaber 81 this sex ratio was estinated to be 11 
males to 15 feoalos* Bie peak of the noTement of laales ocoturred on 
Noveniier 10 fihen four were trapped and tagged. 
Morenflnt of Jurenile fentales in Ihe fall of 1949« The mass 
novoaent of juvenile females started on the same date as 'ttiat of 
ihe males and covered the 16 days from November 8 to 22, inolusive. 
Fourteen Juvenile females were trapped for the first time in the 
41*2 aoros in this period* Iho poak of this movement oane on 
Hoverbor 13, when five females were trapped for the first time* Pour 
more wero trapped in Area I, emphasiiing that the peak ooourred at 
^is tiffio* Four wero also oaught fbr tho first time on November 10, 
at tho peak of the movement of males* Four more juvenile females 
were trapped for the first tl'ne in tho two and a half mon'ttis follow­
ing the period of mass movement* Ihese are considered to be new 
arrivals* 
Comparisons of the fall populationa in the eipjit areas in 1949* 
Adequate data for population estimates fbr Areas I and II were avail­
able after November 14* Ihe dalai for Area I are shown in a 
population graph (Fig* 31)* Bleven cottontails, or 1*19 oottontails 
to tho aore, were "Probably Present" in this area on November 17, 
1949, as oompared to 18 oottontails or 1*96 to the aore in 1946* 
97. 
This differenoe was ohiefly the result of the drastio ohange in oover 
in this eo^a. Ihe population increased only slii^tly in the period 
of novenezrt, with a peak of IS cottontails or 1.41 to the acre. After 
this period the population dropped one oottontail eadi weak to reaoh 
a density of 0.98 cottontails to the aore on December 31* Ste 
Juvenile population was pradoninantly femala throu^ most of the 
quarter, in contrast to the condition in 1948* Figures S8 and 39 per­
mit a oofflparison of tho population in combined Areas III, 17 and 7, 
Thx^e cottontails« or 0*13 to the aore, were present in Area 
II on Ho-Tomber 17. Ihese consisted of two Jurenile females and one 
juvenile nale, tho reverse of tho sex ratio in 1948. The population 
renainod at this level throughout the period of noveoent* This is 
in contrast to the similar period in 1948, when the population 
increased to six in the middle of the period of moveiaenb • On 
Decetober 81, no cottontails wore found to be resident in this area* 
In Area III 16 cottontails, or 2*76 to the acre, were "Probably 
Present" on October 1, 1949 (Fig* 33), in contrast to the seven 
cottontails, or 1*12 to the acre, present on tho samo date in 1948. 
Ihe population changed very little from that date tixrough the 
week of November 14-20. Aa in Ijie previous year, the period of 
fflovemont was not strongly indicated in this area even though much 
shifting of the population ooourred. Ihe losses to the area about 
equaled the gains. After the period of oovemant the population 
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dropped to five oottontaila, or 0*86 to the aore, in the neek of 
Deceiaber 5-11 and remainod at this level through Deoeiaber 31* 
In 1948 it had dropped to six on this date* Predominanoe 
shifted froQ one sex to the other of the jxxveniles althou^ on 
the averaf^ the Juvenile population tias predominantly female, 
the reverse of the sex ratio of 1948* 
Area 17 was seoond to Area III in the nxxaber of oottontails 
to ^e aore, as in tiie fall of 1948. As with the disoussion of 
the 1948 data. Area IV is ooiabinod with Area 7 in oooputing the 
population densities in this diooussion* In the first part of 
tiie fall qmrter of 1949 the population was tauch higher than in 
1948* On October 1, 1949, 41 cottontails or 2*35 to the aore were 
"Probably Present" in teis area (Pig* 35)» 3he population declined 
to 21 cottontails, or 1*30 to the aore, in the week of October 31 
to November 6* Ihe peak of the population in the period of move­
ment came in the week of November 7-13, with a density of 1.60 
cottontails to the acre* From this date the population deolinod 
showly to 12 cottontails, or 0*74 to the aore, on December 31, 
throe times as many as were estimated to be "Probably Present" on 
that date in 1948. From 25 to 50 per oent more juvenile females 
than males were present throughout this quarter, as in 1948* 
Ko cottontail was trapped in Area V in the fall quarter of 
1949, altiiough the traps were set as in 1948* 
Sinoa the oottontalls trapped in Area Yll included Area 71 
as part of their ranges* these two areas are oonsidered toge-Qior 
and Iho "cottontails to tho acre" are estimted on tho basis of 
9*0 aores instead of 4*1 acres, the acreage of Area VII i^ere they 
were trappedt Only a few cottontails were present in these two 
areas (Fig. 86). IWo were "Probably Present" on October 1, 1949. 
This nuiaber dropped to one cottontail, or 0.22 to the acre, on 
Kovenber 2 and raised to three in mid-Oecenber. 3he sexes of 
Juveniles wore equally represented. 
Area VIII supported less cottontails to the acre than did 
Areas I, III or IV in the fall quarter of 1949 (Fig. S7). On 
October 1, a population of 14 cottontails* or 1.07 to the acre, 
was "Probably Present"* Ihis nuinbor declined slowly until the 
period of norement, whan a slight riso in numbers caused the 
density to reach a peak of 0.74 cottontails to the acre. After 
thia period the population dropped slowly to reach three cotton­
tails, or 0.22 to the acre, on December 31. Ihe sexes of the 
jurenilos were nearly equally represented. 
Y/eather chmges in the period of fall apvement in 1949. lha 
first killing frost of 1949 oame on Ootober SI, 14 days later than 
in 1948. No nasi tnoveisiont of cottontaila occurred before the 
frost either year. In both years the mass noveoent started on the 
second or third day of tho first period of above-freeiing weather 
101, 
after ths first killing frost* The miniaum temperature reaohed 
34°P on November 6 and the movement started on November 8 with 
the minioua tes^rature still at 34^« Ihe movement of oottontails 
into the stuc^y area oontinued throu^ Hovenber 22, even though the 
temperature dropped to 29*'? on Novoitbor 16 and stayed between 
27®P and 30®P through Hovetaber 18* On November 19 the weather 
warmod to 35^ and then dropped to 20^ on Ihe twenty-first and 
to 16^F on the twenty-seoond* Continued mass movement was evident 
even on these last two cold nights* 
After November 22, Ihe minimua temperature remained below 
freerinp; ovory ni^t through the remainder of Noveinber and all of 
Deoodber except the last day of the year, yet a slow infiltration 
of oottontails Into tiie area oontinued* Sons of the new oatohes 
were made on the coldest nights* 
Changes in oover in the period of novenent in the fall of 
1949* Available oover for oottontails was not nmoh reduced until 
the first killing frost of October 31, although the loss of loaves 
from loms trees wag noticeable belbre that date* After this frost 
tiie reduction of oovor was very rapid* Windy days reoioved the 
dead leaves from trees end shrubs ao that by November 8 only the 
uxuBowed units of grass, the more dense thickets, the dry weed 
patohes and the fence-rows remained as good cover* 
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Population in tho winter quartor 
3he population data for January* Febriiary and March for Areas 
II, III, IV and V and the totals for these fiyo areas nsy be 
oos^iared for 1949 and 1950. All five were adequately covered witii 
traps in iho winter quarter of each year. 
In the week of January 5-9, 1949, the number "Probably Present" 
was IS, as opposed to the 24 "Probably Present" in the sane acreage 
in the week of January 2-8, 1980 (Figs. 40 and 41). Diis difference 
was largely the result of the later fall in 1949, causing the popula­
tion to deoline to the winter stabilization nximber at a later date 
than in the previous winter. One other factor was also particularly 
important. Ihe windrows of uprooted trees in Area I supported approxi­
mately twice as many cottontails throu^ the winter quarter of 1950 
as did the living trees and accompanying ground cover in the same area in 
the winter qxiarter of 1949. 
In both winter quarters the population became relatively 
stabilised in tho week of January 10-16, with IS oottontails "Probably 
Present" in 1949 and 19 in 19G0 in the five areas (Figs. 40 and 41). 
Area I sheltered six cottontails at this time in 19G0, one-third more 
than at the same time in the previoxis year (Figs. 80 and SI). The 
number "Probably Present" in Areas III and IV were respectively tm 
and three more in 1960 than in 1949 in this week (Figs. S2, 38, 54 
and 55}. Ihe population in Areas VI and VII became relatively stable 
with four oottontails in January 1950 (Pig. 86) idiile Area VIII 
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supported an estimated tuo cottontails in the same period (Fig* 87)* 
No cottontail iras found to be resident in Area II in this 
quarter in 1950, althou^ one was found to be resident there in the 
winter quarter of 1949* 
At the point of stabilisation in the winter quarter, the 
numbers and ratios of the sexes in the five areas in 1949 were 
estimated to be five Juvenile males to four Jinrenile feaales and 
one adult oale to three adult females* At Ihe anno point in 1950 
the nurobers and ratios of the sexes in the sains acreage were 
estimated bo be five juvenile males to ten juvenile females and one 
adult sale to throe adult females* 
In March 1949 a sli^^t upward trend in the population number 
was evident as a result of the early oovement of two or three cotton­
tails into Area 17. Ihese probably cams from nearby farm biiildings 
and iiere the first indication of tho beginning of the mating season* 
No such upward trend was noted by March 31, 1950, v^en trapping 
operations were suspended* 
Spring movement snd ihe breeding*population 
Uovement from winter quarters as a prelude to mating and nesting 
activities started In the week of Maroh 7-13, 1949, with four trap 
successes in this week as compared to only one in the previous five 
weeks* The nvunber of oottontaila "Probably Present" in Areas I to 
7, inclusive, increased from 12 on March 1 to 14 on March 31* The 
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inoreaso tms the result of the ingress of cottontails iriiioh 
apparently had wintered outside the study area. On April 1 all 
oottontails irere recorded as one year older. Juveniles of the 
previous nesting season were transferred to the tally of one-year-
old adults and all adults of ihe previous nesting season were 
recorded as two or more years of age* With this rearrangeiasnt, 
all oottontails in the study area on April 1 were recorded as 
adults* Ho Juveniles of the 1949 season were found to be out of 
the nooSis in the area before that date althou^ a few Juveniles 
wero soon and reported in the vicinity of Asos in the last week 
of l!aroh. 
Area I was not included in the nesting study because the 
tangle of uprooted trees and poison ivy made it is^ossible to hunt 
for nests in that area. Area II was not included because so few 
cottontails used the area that a search for nosts would have little 
chance for success. Ihe census data for the remaining six areas 
are presented for each area and in total fbr the spring and suomor 
quarters in Figs. Ko. 42 to 46, inclusive. 
With the ingress of adult cottontails from farm buildings 
and other winter cover outside of the study area, ti\e breeding 
population reached a high of nine oalos and 15 females or 22 
cottontails in the week of June 13-19 (Fig. 46). Some further 
shifting of the population occurred so that the estimated total 
nvBiier of femlos possibly concornod with nesting in the stu^ 
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area was 15* Ihe estimated total nichber of icales concerned was 
14* Not all of these wore in the area nt one time* Ihe popula­
tion of isalos shifted ctuoh more than did that of the females, so 
that the sex ratio of adults in the stu^y area remained at 
approximately one male to two females throughout the spring and 
suixnsr quarters* 
Population fluotuations in the nesting season, 1949 
Iho first litter of the 1949 nesting season in the six areas 
oonoomod in tho nesting study was ostimated to have oane out of 
the neat on April 27* She last littor of tiiis nesting season in 
the sanio acreage was estimated to havo emerged from the nest on 
SeptODibor 27* In the period including these two dates* ovidonce 
indicated that 22 litters emerged from tho nests in tho stu^ 
area* Ihis is discussed further under "Nesting Stu^"* Each time 
a littor emerged from a nest in ihe area tho population was in-
oreaood by an estimated average of five oottontails* Some of 
these probably did not live 24 hours and some older ones vrsre lost 
at the same time* 3hus the population graphs do not indicate iho 
nuiii3)ers of young emerging from nesti* 3hey Indicate only averagei 
of losses and gains* As a result, the population graphs show a 
steady rise in the spring and early summer and a steady drop in 
the fall, with only a moderate midsuseoer sag to indicate the 
intorval between the two no sting periods* Ihe peak population 
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ntmdber in the first nesting period oane in the ireelc of June 13-19, 
with 78 oottonteils, or 1.79 to the aore, "Probably Present". 
Iho sanowhat hi^er peak population in the second nesting period 
casB in the week of September IZ-IS* with 83 cottontails* or 1.91 
to the acre, "Probably Present". Up to Jtme 19, six Juveniles 
and two adults were estimated to have been lost to -tiie area. TTith 
no losses, 86 cottontails wtxild have been "Probably Present" on 
this date, 63 of which would have been Jureniles. Up to September 
18, in the week of the second peak, 37 Juveniles wore estimated 
to have been lost to the area. Wi-Ui the 71 which were "Probably 
Present", a population of 108 juveniles would have been "Probably 
Present" if no losses had occurred. After this last peak the 
population dropped steadily to 76 on September 31 and to 48 Just 
before the fall nsvestent started in November. Of these 48, 37 
were Juveniles assumod to have emerged from nests in the study area. 
Ihe 22 successful litters were ostianted to have supplied 110 
Juvenile cottontails, of which number 89 were trapped and tagged 
before the fall movement started. 
Estimated early losses in the nesting period were relatively 
small. Pidor to July 10, the end of the first nesting period, 22 
per cent of all Juveniles emerging from nests in the area were 
estimated to have been lost. Only 39 per cent of all Juveniles 
were estimated lost prior to the Septeniber 12-18 peak of an 
estimated 83 cottontails. Prior to September 31, 43 per cent were 
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estlmted lost* estimated lo3s of an additional 25 per oenb of 
ttie Juveniles in October brought the total losses of juveniles prior 
to Ootober 31 to an estiiaated 68 per cent* This loss of 25 per oent 
in 31 days was the heaviest loss sustained in one month prior to the 
period of fall movement* Estimates of losses are shonn on the 
aooompanying graph (Fig* 47). 
The seoond population peak in liie week of September 12'18 wms 
evident in Area III, althou^ the first peak in the week of June 
13-19 was not evident (Fig* 42)* In Area IV, boti\ peaks were 
evident (Pig* 45} and in Area VIII, only the first was evident 
(Fi^. 45). Apparently no litters escrged from the nests in 
Area VIII in the second nestinr; period* So few cottontails were 
in Areas VI and VII that the three litters produoed there 
caused the p>ak to come in the week of June 4-10, with 13 cotton­
tails "Probably Present" (Fig, 44), 
The use of "trap^nirJits* in oensusinn oottontalls 
In the course of this study, frequent reference to "trap-
nights" was fbund In the literatxire conceniing live-trapping 
(Allen, 1939 and 1942| Bvans and Holdenriod, 194S| Hanson, 1944| 
Haugen, 1942f Sohwarti, 1941| Jaiasson, 1949| Stiokel, 1946), At 
the beginning of trapping operations in October 1948, it was noted 
-that some serious errors would be introduoed into the oaloulations 
if "trap-nights" were used* Data pertinent to this partioular 
problem were gathered throughout April, 1949, in addition to -fche 
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data cocoernln;; the larger population problem* 
1* Definitions of "trap-night" and "trap-day" 
Aa defined in the literature, "One trap aet one night is 
oalled a trap nig^t" (Haugen, 1942). A variation of this is 
the "trap-day", nhioh is similar if not identical, in that 
"One trap set fbr 1 day « 1 trap-day" (Brans and Boldenried, 
194S)* Allen (1942) also used "trap-days", although most of 
tho roferenoes are to "trap-ni(^ts". Ihe choice of torms seemed 
to dopond on whothor tho spooies conoemed was nocturnal or 
diurnal. Ihooe terns might be defined more broadly and perhaps 
more aoouratelyi One trap set for one period of anioal activity 
in a 24-hour period, but not exceeding 24 hours, equals one "trap-
night" or one "trap-day". In practioc, a 24-hour period would 
seem necessary for small nouamals. 
Iho definitions of "trap-day" and "trap-night" aa quoted 
above imply that a trap must remain sot and in operating condition 
throughout the "day" or "night" unless an animal of the specios 
sought is cau^t. Ihls moaning seems quite clear and "trap-nights" 
have boon used throughout the litex^ture as though they did have 
this exact significance. As will be shown, the "trap-ni^ts" and 
"trap-days" given in the literature are really based on the 
dofinitiont Ono trap set at the beginning of a period of animal 
aotivity in a 24-hour poriod, but not exceeding 24 hours, equals 
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ona "trap-ni^t" or ono "trap-day". Tao torn "trap-sotting" is 
haro U30d for this latter definition. In doing this, tho 
terrainolo^ of Sohimrts (1941( pp. 388 and 392) has been laodifled 
so that his "traps-sot" bocones the moro Torsatilo noun "trap-
lottings"• 
2. Conditions undor irhioh "trap-nights" would bo valid 
Iho definition and use of tho terms "trap-nights" and "trap-
days" by Haugen (1942), Allen (1942), Brans and Holdenriod (194S) 
and others require that tho following oonditions must bo net in 
tho trapping operationsi 
Srery trap counted must bo so plaoed, adjusted and sot 
that it is oapablo of oatohing the spooies sought, at the 
beginning of tho "trap-nigjit". 
Bvory trap whioh is not sprung at tho end of tho "trap-
night" must bo asoortainod to bo still in operating condition 
and capable of oatohing an animal of the species sou^t, if 
it is to bo oountodi for one "trap-night". 
In tho oaso of traps whioh are fbund to bo not in operat­
ing condition at tho end of tho "trap-night" and not oontaining 
the animal sought. It must bo aacertainod at v^at tine of tho 
ni^t the trap beeano non-functional, so that tho remaining 
fraction of the nig^t oan bo subtracted from the total 
"trap-nights". Ihe fraction of tho night during which tho 
trap was functional must be included in the total "trap-
ni^ts". 
3* Difficulties in meeting the required "trap'Ui^t" conditions 
The first and second of these conditions can be net by 
careful attention to the traps* although opportxmity is present 
for considerable error if every trap is not checked carefully 
every day. In nine loonths of trapping for cottontails* traps 
failed to be aprun;; for the following reasonst (1) ant nests 
in tho door mechanisni or under the treadle* (Z) spider webs and 
ef;--saos in tho door nechanisn, (3) ico or snow in the door 
mochaniflia or under tho treadle* (4) improper setting of tho trap* 
and (5) oschanical defccts of the trap* A trap having any of 
these five defects appeared to be in functional condition to a 
casual observer making a hurried round of tho traps* 
Ihe third ccndition is difficult and in most cases impossible 
to noet* To determine at what time of the day or night cach tz*ap 
became non-funotional ia out of the question in most oases* One 
solution would be to use a failure-proof trap under such conditions 
that it could catch only tlw speci is of animal in question* 
Durward L* Allen, in a letter of September 8* 1949 to Oeorge 0* 
Hendriokson* statesi "It has* itowever* boon our practice to sub­
tract half a trap-day for every trap that was sprung or which 
contains an animal*" Arnold 0* Haugen* in a letter of September 10* 
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1949, to Bendriokson, also stated that he subtracted half a 
"trap-night" for every trap accidentally sprung and non-gaE» 
animal taken* Ihis oorrection irould ceirtainly contribute to 
tho validity of conolusions drann from "trap-night" data* Even 
80( both Allen and Eaugen recogniee that the corrected data may 
contain a considerable error* 
In April 1949, traps nere spnmg 97 times out of a total of 
131C 8o-oalled "trap-nights" without catching rabbits* These 
traps were spning in the fbllotring wayst 
1* By catching aninals othor than rabbits, as followsi 
1 prairio spotted skunk, Spilegale interrupta (Rafinesque)} 
2 Virginia opossums, Didelphis v* vlrftLnlana Kerri 11 Ord neadow 
nice, liicrotus p* pennsylvanicus (Ord)) 1 t»!dto-footed mouse, 
Poronyscus sp*} 8 tiiirteen-striped ground squirrels, Cltellus t. 
trideoemllneatus (Uitchill)} 1 sparrow, Fringillidae* Ihla makes 
a total of 24 tmwanted animals caught in April 1949* 
2* By being sprung and loft ompty, twico as a result of 
tampering by persons and 71 titaos as a result of wind, wet weather 
the presence of doga and other undetermined cauaes* n*apB were 
sprung and empty 73 tines in April 1949* 
3* By the release or removal of animals in tho traps after 
atioy wore caught* None of the animals were released in April 1949 
Considerable additional disturbance of traps was enoountered 
in tho fall and early winter, the effect of which was difficult to 
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evaluato. IDraps were frequently reset by persona unknown after 
they had been tripped by some noens other than by rabbits. Ihis 
•was frequently determined by •Cie manner in nhioh the traps were 
sat. Some persons went so far as to make minor repairs on a 
trap and set it after x^leasing a groundsquirx^l nhioh had done 
sosie damage to the trap. IVaps were moved from a few feet to 
100 yards* Sometimes strange baits were placed in the traps. 
Four traps out of 60 were stolen in seven months, soioe of them 
perhaps with rabbits in them. In the same period, one trap was 
simahed completely for no apparent reason. 
4. Errors resulting from the use of "trap-nights" 
Dable VII was oosqnited from tho trapping data on cottontail 
rabbits for Ootobor, iSoveciber and Dooentbor 1948, in the same manner 
that similar tables have been presented in the literature, except 
that no per cent of error has been shown by other workers. Ihe 
-7.2 per cent of possible error found for April 1949 is used here 
as thou^ it applied to the fall quarter, to show what such an 
error can do to the computations. Ihe table shows that the 
following disorepanoies may develop as a result of using "trap-
nl^ta"t 
1. When comparing populations of different areas by use of 
"per cent of trap-nlghtsi filled", the apparent sig;nifloant dlf-
forence siiown between two areas may be less than -the possible 
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error* Also, -the apparent olose approxLiaation in "per oent of 
trap-nights filled" fbr two areas nay develop into a significant 
differonoe if one of the areas is assxisied to have a possible 
error of -7,2 per cent, as shown for Areas 1 and II in Table 
VII* If the possible error in each of these areas were the sane, 
the olose approximation would remain* IDiis was not the case* 
Of the ten traps which were tripped four or more times, seven 
wore in Area IV, two were in Area I and one was in Area III* 
2* VJhen oomparing "per oent of trap-nights filled" for 
difforont periods of tims, an error cay result because the per 
cent of error siay not be the sane for any two pexlods, even on the 
same area* In the first 16 days of April 1949, the possible 
error in "trap-nif^ts" was •8*57 per oent, because 56 trap settings 
out of 656 were tripped without catching rabbits* In the second 
16 days the possible error in number of "trap-nights" was -6*21 per 
oent, because 41 trap-settings out of 660 were tripped without 
oatchinr, rabbits* Vfeather and the activities of various animals 
and man varied widely at different times so that they caused a 
wide voriation in the number of traps idiich were rendered non-
funotional in a night* Also, rabbits and other small namznals 
exhibited marksd seasonsil variations in type and amount of 
activity and changes in activity of one species did not always 
coincide with such changes in other species, so the "per cent of 
trap-nights filled" for different periods cannot be conqpared with 
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satisfaotoiy results. Six "trap-nl^ts" were filled in Jaxiuary, 
none in February and ten in Uaroh 1949, although the population 
remainod at about 13 oottontails "Probably Present" -Uiroughout 
these three laonths and the sane number of traps renaimd in the 
samo positions throu^out this pexdod. 
3. Differences in "per oent of trap>nights filled" do lot 
neoossarily ooinoide irlth differences in "aninals to the aore". 
In lable VII, the "per cent of trap-nights filled" indicate that 
Area 17 was used 12.42 per oent raore by rabbits than was Area II, 
while the "rabbits to the acre" indicate -that 9.8 per cent nore 
rabbits to the aore used Area IV than used Area II. Ihis data is 
fbr Ootober, Norember end Deoen&er 1948. Areas I and III of Ikble 
VII have nearly the saste "per oent of trap-nights filled", yet 
the "rabbits to the acre" for Area III is 26.80 per cent higher 
than -that for Area I* Exaadnatlon of Ihble VII will disclose 
other dlsorepanoies. 
4. Ihree loonths is too long a period from which to compute 
either census data or comparative use of cover lypes or areas. 
This is a difficulty inherent in trap^iensuslng and is not 
restriotod to "trap-nights". In this study, too great a shift 
in population took place over auoh long periods* In the College 
Orchard and Arboretura a heavy loos of rabbits in Koveiaber 1948 
took place end a marked movement of rabbits into the area replaced 
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those 'crtiioh were lost. This gives a very distorted view of the 
population nuniiers if ihey ere taken fron the throe-oonths trapping 
record totals given in liable VII. Only 47 oottontaila were "Probably 
Present" in the area at one time, yet 93 were tagged in the 'tiiree 
months. An inoorreot oonoeption of the use of cover types or areas 
is also given by data totaled from a three'-aonth pexdod. As an 
example, the two traps in the 1.2 acres of Area V oaught seven rabbits 
a total of 11 times. Uost of these rabbits were individuals noving 
into the area. Ihe route of sovement happened to pass through Area 
V and 30 these rabbits were trapped in this area first, although 
none of thom stayed there regularly because of the very poor covcr 
afforded. 
Table VII 
Per cent of Arap Nights Filled and Babbits to the Acre, 
With Possible Error, October, November and December 1948 
Area Total Rabbits Arap Psr cent of 
Ho. nuiaber to the •uc- Trap nights trap nights filled 
rabbits acre en-* ceises Inolxiding Vlnua Including kinus 
entering tering error 7.2 error 7.2 
area area per cent per cent 
error error 
I 45 4.89 63 1139 1057 6.53 5.96 
II 11 1.12 13 441 409 2.93 3.18 
111 36 6.20 47 847 786 6.55 5.98 
IV 20 1.23 34 978 908 3.46 3.74 
V 7 5.83 11 92 86 11.95 12.78 
Entire 
area 93 2.21 168 8497 3246 4.80 6.02 
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5. The U8« of "trap-nights" in the literature 
"Drap-nighti" and "trap-days" have been used in the literature 
oonoeminc small oascal populations to aerro Ihroe main purposesi 
!• lb indioato the anount of trapping ufaioh ims dona* Ihis 
is the cnst ooauoon iise of "trap-nights"* Some such figures raay be 
very useful, but "trap-nights" as defined oannot be stated aootirately 
to foiur or five significant figures, as was made clear in preceding 
pages* "Drap-settings" as defined herein, could be used for tiais 
purpose* 
2* To compare the "trap-ni^ts" and the number of animals 
caught* An example of this is Hanson (1944, p* 92)i "During a 
total of 2100 trap nights, 67 rabbits itero caught*" Mote here 
lhat Hanson gives "trap-nights" to only two significant figures, 
indicating -that he recognised the error nhich tnuld be introduood 
by giving the nt]n2)or to four significant figures* Hanson's use 
of the term appears to be correct* 
3* To compare population densities of different areas or of 
the aama area at different seasons of the year* Ihe "per cents of 
trap-nights filled" have been compared to give an indication of 
comparative population numbers* 
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Use of CoTer lypes by Cottontails 
The data of Ikibls VIII were eocqpiled by assigning eaoh 
trap-location to a partioular coTor type and tabulating Hie tag-
nuinbers of the oottontails that wore oaught in eaoh oover type 
in eaoh month and in eaoh quarter, ^e number of timds that oaoh 
individual was oau^t was also tabulated* For prirposes of oompari-
son the percentage of the nuniier of different oottontails trapped 
in eaoh area was oomputed for eaoh included cover type. In oases 
whore such figures were sigxiifioant, the number of different 
oottontails trapped to the acre was computed. Ihe ei^t different 
eo'oas are considered separately in this discussion of cover lype 
use. Ihe plant cover of tiiese areas was deooribed in detail in a 
previous section. 
Possible sources of error considered in interpreting trapping 
results in terns of cover type uae 
1* Cottontails nay be trapped more frequently in some cover 
types than in others, evea thou^ the types of cover may be re* 
oeiving the same amount of use. Althouj^ part of this may be the 
result of the necessarily different placing of traps, ti\is is 
certainly and frequently the result of the different responses of 
oottontails to trap»cover situations. IDraps placed in the center 
of a unit of oover rarely caught cottontails. For this reason it 
was difficult to evaluate the uae of large expanses of poor cover 
8Uoh as short grass* IVaps plaoed sano distance in from the 
edge of suoh cover usually wore not productive even though tiie 
area •.•jas determined by oliior zeans to be receiving moderate 
use* Traps plaoed at the border between good and poor cover and 
facing the poor oover usually oau^t the rest cottontails* 3hus, 
in addition to harboring more cottontails, the best cover gave the 
Qost oatohes to the rabbit* In Area I (Ikble VIIl), the west unit 
with 15 cottontails trapped in October 1948 had 1*60 trap successes 
to the rabbit, while the east unit in loss dense cover and with 
10 cottontails trapi.-ed, had 1*20 trap successes to the rabbit in 
the sanie period* %is indicates t^iat the "trap^successes to the 
rabbit" figures are of very doiAtful value in computing cover use* 
In the same way, tho use of "trap^sucoeoses'* per unit of time or 
per "trap-night" would not be valid in computing cover-type use. 
Al^ough in some instances "trap-successes" may indicate that 
cottontails spent nu>re time in a certain unit of cover or entored 
it more frequently, this interpretation should not be made without 
some supporting evldenoe* The nuober of cottontails that are known 
to have been in a oertaiin unit of oover in a oertain period of 
time appears to be the best single nsasture of oover use* 
2* A higher percentage of the population was usually trapped 
and tagged in tho same period of time in a unit-area containing a 
high population than in a unit-area containing a low population, 
and tho point at which the high population was adequately trapped 
tor oensusing was mora readily determined* 
Uae of the cover typoa in the eif^t areaa 
!• Use of cover-types in Area I, October 1948 to March 1949 
Since Area I exi>erienced two drastic changes in cover during 
tiiis study, the use of tiliis area by oottontails id 11 be considered 
in three sections, as thou^ each period of cover-stability were 
concerned with a separate area. See the description of the area 
in a previous section for the time and extent of these dianges* 
In tiiis six-nonlh period this area is considered as consist­
ing of tm> distinct cover types, corresponding to the differences 
in density of cover as previously described and as defined briefly 
in Iteble VIII. 
In the two units of this area, differing primarily in the 
greater nuoiber of apple trees and shrubby undergrowth in the west 
\mit, a narked difference in cottontail uae was evident* Ihe nuaiber 
of different cottontails to the acre trapped in the cover of the east 
imit was decidedly less than in the wost unit* It was 28 per cent 
less in October 1948, 51 per cent leas in November and 72 per cent 
less in December 1949 (liable VIII}. No cottontail was trapped in 
the east unit in January, February and Uarch 1949, although the traps 
remained set as in the previous quarter. For the last quarter of 
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Table VIII 
Cottontails Ibrapped in Coror lypes. Area I, Ootdbor 1948 to Uaroh 1949 
Cover typo 
and looation (Area I, 1948) Oot. Nov. 
Fall 
Deo. quarter 
West unit. Diffez*ent rabbits trapped 15 14 4 30 
Mal-Poa-Set, Babbits trapped to the aore 8.S1 2.86 0.82 6.12 
4.9 aores. Peroentage of total trapped 62 70 80 68 
142 trees l^p suooesses 24 16 4 44 
per aoro Srap suooesses to the rabbit 1.60 1.14 1.00 1.46 
East unit. Different i>abbits trapped 10 6 1 16 
Mal-Poa«Set, Babbits trapped to the aoro 2.57 1.39 0.23 3.72 
4.S aores. Peroentage of total trapped 42 SO 20 36 
118 trees Srap suooesses 12 7 1 20 
por aore Crap suooesses to the rabbit 1.20 1.16 1.00 1.25 
Entire area. Different rabbits trapped 24 20 5 44 
!ial-Poa«Set, Rabbits trapped to the aore 2.65 2.18 0.54 4.78 
9.2 aores. Srap suooesses 36 23 5 64 
132 troos IVap suooesses to the rabbit 1.60 1.15 1.00 1.60 
per aoro Rabbits oossnon to both units 2 
Cover type 
and looation (Area I, 1949} Jan. Feb. 
Winter 
Itaur. quarter 
West unit, 
Ual-Poa-^et, 
4*9 aores, 
142 trees 
per aore 
East unita 
Itfal-Poa-^et, 
4«S aoros, 
118 trees 
per aore 
Different rabbits trapped 1 
Rabbits trapped to the aore 0*20 
Srap suooesses 1 
Srap suooesses to the rabbit 1 
Different rabbits trapped 
2 
0.41 
5 
2.5 
8 
0.61 
6 
2 
1948, the rabbits trapped to -ttie aore in the east unit was 40 per oent 
less than in the west ^ mit• this oonsiders only the numbor of differ­
ent rabbits trapped and not the nusber of tizoes that each was oaught. 
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Although only two oottontails were caught in both units, this 
should not be taken as pxroof that there was very little movement 
between the units* Ihe "trap-suocesses to the rabbit", which was 
1.GO in ihe last quarter of 1948, is useful in pointing out that 
eaoh rabbit was oau^t so few times that its chances of being caught 
in each of the two units in three cunths were Teiy sli^t* In other 
words, the data giren here for cover-type use are for coo^aratlYe 
purposes snd are not census data* 
2. Use of cover-types in Area I, July 29 to August 12, 1949 
It was not expedient to trap continuously in Area I from April 
to November 1949 because the tangle of dead apple trees was dif­
ficult to penetrate and oversrown with poison ivy. Bie borders of 
the tangle of brush were trapped in tiio 15 days from July 29 to 
August 12, inclusive* Ikelve traps were moved four times about the 
borders of the tangle of brush in this period* 3he data obtained 
indicate the density of the population only roughly* Ihe 1*40 trap-
successes to the rabbit compares favorably with the 1*60 and 1*46 
trap-successes to the rabbit given for the trapping periods respective­
ly preceding and following this period* Ihis indicates that a high 
percentage of the oottontails was trapped and tagged* 
Thble IX presents a oompeurison of the trapping results in ihe 
several segmsnts of the border around the tangle of brush* Ihe east 
unit, which was more open, supplied 80 per cent of the rabbits trapped 
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ISLble IX 
Cottontails Crapped in Cover l^pes. Area 1, July 29 to August 12, 1949 
and location (Area I, 1949) August 12 
West end Different rabbits trapped 1 
Percentage of total trapped 10 
Trap successes S 
firap successes to the rabbit 8*00 
^^uprwted South side Diffarent rabbits trapped 1 
apple trees Percentage of total trapped 10 
Arap successes 1 
Crap successes to ihe rabbit 1*00 
Entire Different rabbits trapped 2 
west unit Percentage of total trapped 20 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 0*49 
Crap successes 4 
Srap successes to the rabbit 2»00 
South side Different rabbits trapped 4 
Percentage of total trapped 40 
Srap successes 6 
li'ap successes to the rabbit 1*25 
East end Different rabbits trapped 2 
Percentage of total trapped 20 
li^p successes 2 
East unit, i^ap successes to the rabbit 1.00 
North side Different rabbits trapped 2 
appie wees Percentage of total trapped 20 
!firap suoccsses S 
l^p successes to the rabbit 1*G0 
Entire Different rabbits trapped 6 
east unit Percentage of total trapped 80 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 1*86 
Srap successes 10 
Crap successes to the rabbit 1«25 
Entire area. Different rabbits trapped 10 
uprooted Rabbits trapped to the acre 1*87 
apple trees, firap successos 14 
9*2 acres X^ap successes to the rabbit 1*40 
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axid half of those vere fron the south side of this unit* The 
north aide of the east imit, bordering on a corn field, supplied 
only half as many cottontails as did the south side. 
S. U:70 of cover-types in Area I, Nareiniber 10, 1949 to ICeuroh 1960 
In this period one trap was set send.-permanently near each 
end and one in the middle of each of the four long windrows of 
uprooted apple trees. Ikble X presents a conparison of the number 
of different cottontails trapped in each and totals for comparable 
parta of ti\o windrows. Ihese data show that the westenuaost 
windrow received ao nuoh use by cottontails as did the other 
throe together in Navesiiber and Dacedber. Ihis windrow was in the 
most reniote and isolated location in the study area. It was in 
that unit of Area 1 whioh had the highest populati<m in the fall 
of 1948 and the lowest population in July and August 1949. 3he four 
windrows appeared to be nearly aliko in every respect. A large, 
newly-planted alfalfa field adjacent to the area on the west is 
•the only evident faotor vihich nay have contributed to this 
differenoo in cottontail use. n*aps in the north ends and in 
the centers of the windrows caught more rabbits than those placed 
elseviiere. Ihe traps at the north ends were ao placed that 
cottontails foraging in the adjacent corn field would be likely 
to enter them when returning to the windrows. Apparently mora 
cottontails frequented the north ends of the windrows because 
of proximity to the cornfield. 
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Table X 
Cottontails trapped in Cover ^rpes. Area I, November 10, 1949 
to January 31, 1950, InolualTe 
I5i§ 3OT 
Cover type (Area 1, 1949-1950) Not. Deo. Conibined Jan* 
and location 10-50 NoT.-Deo. »
Windrow 1 Different rabbits trapped 11 5 13 3 
(irastem) Foroentago of total trapped 56 55 54 43 
Ual-Poa-Set Itap suooesses 14 5 19 8 
3^p suooesses to the rabbit 1.27 1.00 1.46 1.00 
Windrow 2 Different rabbits trapped 3 3 5 3 
(west- Peroentage of total trapped 15 38 20 43 
oenter) Srap swjoesses 8 8 6 4 
Ual-Poa-Set l^p suooessea to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.20 1.33 
Windrow 3 Different rabbits trapped 6 1 7 1 
(eaat- Peroontage of total trapped SO 11 29 14 
oontor) l^ap suooesses 7 1 8 1 
Kal-Poa-Sot Irap suooesses to tho rabbit 1.15 1.00 1.14 1.00 
Windrow 4 Different rabbits trapped 1 1 2 1 
(eastorn) Peroontage of total trapped 5 11 8 14 
Mal-Poa-Set Qrap suooesses 1 1 2 1 
Srap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
North ends Different rabbits trapped 10 4 18 2 
of all Peroentage of total trapped 50 40 54 28 
windrows firap suooesses 11 4 15 2 
Arap suooesses to Ihe rabbit 1.10 1.00 1.15 1.00 
Centers Different rabbits trapped 10 2 12 5 
of all Peroentage of total trapped 50 20 50 71 
windrows nrap suooesses 10 2 12 6 
l^ap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.20 
South ends Different rabbits trapped 4 4 7 3 
of all Peroentage of total trapped 20 40 29 43 
windrows l^ap suooesses 4 4 8 3 
!Brap suooesses to Ihe rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.14 1.00 
Entire area. 
Different rabbits trapped 20 9 24 7 
Babbits trapped to -Uie aore 2.18 0.98 2.65 0.76 V A  U044 
il wtnhfowtf Srap suooesses 25 10 35 11 V if XXJl\M Wff9 
9.2 aores firap suooesses to the rabbit 1.25 1.11 1.46 1.57 
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In January 1950, windrows nuolier one and two reoelv^ed about 
the sane amount of use* %e other two windrows were used muoh 
less* All of the windrows together were frequented by 65 per 
cent less cottontails in Janxiary than in 'ttie previous NoTember 
and 22 per oent less than in Oeoomber. 
No oottontails entered the traps in the windrows in Febmary 
and only one was oau^t in Maroh* It is difficult to interpret 
these low trap^uooesses for these two laonths in terms of cover 
use because trap-successes for all units of the study area were 
low In this period and in tho equivalent period in 1949* It 
seems [Tobable that the area roooived sossnhat less uso in February 
and Maroh than in January* 
4. Use of cover types in Area II 
Very few oottontails stayed In Area II in the dajrtlBis* In 
-the fall quarters of 1948 and 1949, rospeotively, 11 and 8 cotton­
tails were oauf^it in this area* Ihis indicates that a considerable 
novomont of cottontails through ihe area took place at night in 
tiie fall and this indication is further substantiated by the number 
of tracks seen in the snow* Ihroxi^out the rest of the ^ ar the 
area received little use by cottontails* Ihe number of cottontails 
trapped and the average number of times caught are shown in Ikble 
XI* Periods in which no animals were caught are omitted from the 
tablo. Ihla area presented very poor cottontail cover, as 
ISO. 
described in sji earlier section. 
Thble XI 
Cottontails IQrapped in Cover lypes. Area II, 1948 and 1949 
(Area II, 1948) Oct. Kct. Dec. 
quarter 
Entire area 
9*8 acres 
Different rabbits trapped 
Babbits trapped to the acre 
Trap successes 
l^ap succeases to the rabbit 
5 
O.SS 
5 
1.00 
9 
0.92 
9 
1.00 
1 11 
0.10 1.12 
2 14 
1.60 1.27 
(Area II, 1949) Jan. Feb. Winter quarter 
Entire area 
9.8 acres 
Different rabbits trapped 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 
IVap successes 
Srap successes to the rabbit 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 1 
0.10 0.10 
1 1 
1.00 1.00 
(Area II, 1949) Apr. May Sprite quarter 
Entire area 
9.8 acres 
Different rabbits trapped 
Rabbits trapped to the aero 
Crap successes 
Ibrap successes to the rabbit 
1 
0.10 
1 
1.00 
0 
0 
1 2 
0.10 0.22 
1 2 
1.00 1.00 
(Area II. 1949) Oct. Nov. Dec. 
quarter 
Entire area 
9.8 acres 
Different rabbits trapped 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 
S^ap successes 
Qrap successes to the rabbit 
0 
0 
4 
0.42 
4 
1.00 
4 8 
0.42 0.82 
4 8 
1.00 1.00 
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6* Use of cover types in Area III 
Ihe numbers of different cottontails trapped in each of the 
three units of Area III do not coincide T»ith difference® in avail­
able cover (Dable XII). Fifty par cent and 57 per cent of the 
cottontails trapped in Area III in the fall quarters of 1948 and 
1949, respectively* irere trapped in the blue spruce unit. In the 
same periods 46 per cent and 4S per cent, respectively, ifere 
trappod in the west pines unit. Cottontails did not stay in tiie 
west pines unit. Uost of the cottontails ndiioh took shelter in 
tho bluo spruce unit foraged in Area I and passed Ihrough the west 
pines unit to and fro. Iho unit nortii of the swale was not adequate­
ly trapped because the traps placed in it were stolen, smashed and 
tanpered with too frequently to give dependable results. In each 
fall quarter 25 per cent of -the cottontails trapped in Area III 
were trapped in Ihia unit, and this is probably a fair indication 
of l^e number of cottontails usint; tho unit. Ihese animals ap­
peared to spend most of their time in the weedy fans-land bordering 
the unit on the north. 
Ibo few cottontails were trapped in the winter* spring and 
sumner quarters to persdt of generalisations concerning cover 
use in Area III. Xbracki in the snow in winter and the number of 
rabbits flushed throughout the year indicate the blue spruce unit 
received heavy use the year-round. 
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liable XZI 
Cottontails lapped in Cover Sypes, Area III, October 1949 to Uaroh 1950 
Cover type Fall 
and location (Area HI. 1948) Oct. Hov. Deo. quarter 
Horth of Different rabbits trapped 1 2 8 6 
swale Peroeotage of total trapped 10 40 88 25 
Arap suecesses 1 2 8 6 
Srap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
West pines Different rabbits trapped 6 2 8 11 
Percentage of total trapped 60 40 88 46 
firap sticcesses 7 2 8 12 
Arap successes to the rabbit 1*16 1.00 1.00 1.90 
Blue spruce Different rabbits trapped 6 2 4 12 
Percentage of total trapped 60 40 44 SO 
Arap successes 7 2 4 18 
Srap sucoeases to the rabbit 1«17 1.00 1.00 1.68 
Entire area Different nbbits trapped 10 5 9 24 
6*8 acres Rabbits trapped to the acre 1.72 0.86 1.55 4.14 
It'ap successes 15 6 10 81 
Qrap successes to the rabbit 1*50 1.20 1.11 1.29 
Cover type Spring 
and location (Area HI. 1949) Jan. Feb. Mar. quarter 
Horth of Diffsnnt rabbits trapped 2 0 0 2 
swale Percentage of total trapped 67 0 50 
Srap successes 2 0 0 2 
Srap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
West pinos Different rabbits trapped 0 0 1 1 
Percentage of total trapped 0 100 100 
Srap successes 0 0 1 1 
firap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Blue spruce Different rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
Percentage of total trapped 100 100 
l^ap successes 1 0 0 1 
Trap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Entire area Different rabbits trapped 8 0 1 4 
5.8 acres Rabbits trapped to liie acre 0*52 0 0.17 0.69 
Tk'ap successes 8 0 1 4 
Srap successes to tiie rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Table XII, continued 
Cover typo 
and location (Area III. 1949) Apr. Kay June 
Spring 
qttarter 
North of 
enrale 
Pin-Pio-Poa 
Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
West pines Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
Srap successes 
firap suoceases to the rabbit 
0 
0 
2 
66 
2 
1.00 
1 
50 
1 
1.00 
3 
60 
3 
1.00 
Bluo Spruce Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
l^ap successes 
firap suocesaes to the rabbit 
0 
0 
1 
33 
1 
1.00 
1 
60 
1 
1.00 
2 
40 
2 
1.00 
Entire area 
5.0 acres 
Different rabbits trapped 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 
nrap successes 
&ap auocesses to the rabbit 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0.S2 
3 
1.00 
2 
0.34 
2 
1.00 
5 
0.86 
5 
1.00 
Cover typo 
and location (Area III. 1949) July Aug. Sept. 
Susxner 
quarter 
North of 
swale 
Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
West pines Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
l^p successes 
Arap successes to the rabbit 
2 
66 
2 
1.00 
3 
100 
3 
1.00 
0 
0 
1.00 
5 
56 
6 
1.00 
Bluo Spruce Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
firap successes 
Arap suoceases to the rabbit 
1 
83 
1 
1.00 
1 
33 
1 
1.00 
4 
100 
4 
1.00 
6 
67 
6 
1.00 
Bntire area 
5.8 acres 
Different rabbits trapped 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 
!Drap successes 
Srap successes to the rabbit 
s 
0.62 
3 
1.00 
3 
0.62 
4 
1.33 
4 
0.69 
4 
1.00 
9 
1.65 
11 
1.11 
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Itftble XII, continued 
Cover type Mi 
and location (Area III. 1949) Oct. HOT. Dec. quarter 
Horth of Different rabbits trapped 0 7 0 7 
smile Percentage of total trapped 39 26 
Pin-Pio-Poa Srap successes 0 7 0 7 
li'ap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
West pines Different rabbits trapped 4 8 0 12 
Percentage of total trapped 36 44 43 
Srap svecesses 4 9 0 13 
!Drap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.12 1.08 
Blue spruce Differexxt rabbits trapped 8 7 1 16 
Percentage of total trapped 73 39 100 67 
l^ap successes 8 9 1 18 
Crap successes to tho rabbit 1.00 1.29 1.00 1.12 
Sntire area Different rabbits trapped 11 18 1 28 
5.8 aoros Rabbits trapped to tho acre 1.90 3.11 0.17 4.83 
l^ap successes 12 26 1 38 
Srap successes to the rabbit 1.09 1.39 1.00 1.36 
Cover type Winter 
and location (Area III, 19E0) Jan. Feb. Uar. qxxarter 
North of Differtnt rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
swalo Percentage of total trapped 25 20 
Srap successes 1 0 0 1 
Ik'ap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
West pines Different rabbits trapped 2 0 0 2 
Percentage of total trapped 60 40 
Srap successes 2 0 0 2 
Crap s\Mceases to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Bltra spruce Different rabbits trapped 2 0 1 3 
Pei*oentage of total trapped 60 100 60 
Srap suceesses S 0 1 4 
Srap suooesses to the rabbit 1.60 1.00 1.33 
Entire area Different rabbits trapped 4 0 1 6 
5«B acres Rabbits trapped to the acre 0.68 0.17 0.86 
Srap successes 6 0 1 7 
Srap successes to the rabbit 1.60 1.00 1.40 
7. Ubo of oover 1yp«8 in Area IV 
The moabera of cottontails trapped in tho various oovar 
types in Aroa IV indicate a wide variation in cover use in that 
area throughout the year* Traps were maintained in this area 
continuously fron October 1« 1948 to March SI, 1950* Ihe trapping 
data in Ikble XllI pertain to the tree md shrub cover types only* 
The covor types listed in this table are the same as those in 
the section describing the study area with the exception that the 
"apple troes" listed in S&ble XIII were not described as a cover 
type* These trees were in three covor types near the east end of 
the areai bluograss plots, sweet olovor plots and quaok grass 
plots. 
As shown Ikble XIII, adequate trapping data for the cstioa-
tion of cover type use were obtained for tho fall months only in 
each jvar* For other months of the ^ ar covor use was estimated 
from tho barldng of branches, pellets, tracks in the snow and 
flushing* 
Araps wore not set in the south plum thickets and in the 
ragweed fence-row until Deceodser 22, 1948* Ihus adequate data 
for estimating the use of this cover were obtained for 1949 only* 
In each of tho four months from Septonber to December, in-
olusive, 1949, more cottontails were trapped in the south plum 
thiokots than in any other cover type* Ihese constituted about 
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Table XIII 
Cottontails trapped in Cover lypea. 
Area 17, Ootobsr 1948 to Uaroh 1950 
Cover typo Fall 
and looation (Area IV, 1948) 0ot» Hot. Deo» quarter 
South plxxa Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
thiokets (Ibraps set Deo* 22) 
Horth plum Different rabbits trapped 4 2 0 5 
thioket Peroentage of total trapped 29 11 18 
l^p suooesses 4 2 0 6 
X^p suooesses to ^ e rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.20 
So«« Different rabbits trapped 2 2 1 4 
thioksti Peroentage of total trapped 14 11 20 15 
l^p suooesses 8 2 1 6 
Srap suooesses to tho rabbit l.SO 1.00 1.00 1.50 
Willow Different rabbits trapped 0 2 0 2 
thiokota Peroentage of total trappod 11 7 
in the l^ap siKioesses 0 2 0 2 
swale Arap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Willow Difforent rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
thiokots Peroentage of total trappod 7 4 
in tho Srap suooesses 1 0 0 1 
oroek- I^rap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
bottom 
Pino Different rabbits trapped 8 1 1 5 
fenoe- Peroentage of total trapped a 6 20 18 
row Af^ p suooesses s 1 1 5 
firap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Ragweed Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
fenoe-row (Sraps set Deo. 22) 
Bast fenoe Different rabbits trapped 1 4 0 6 
and suoao Peroentage of total trapped 7 20 18 
3^ p suooesses 1 4 0 6 
Irap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Forestry Different rabbits trappod 4 6 2 10 
plots Peroentage of total trapped 29 28 40 57 
li'ap suooesses 6 5 S 18 
Irap suooesses to -tfie rabbit 1.26 1.00 1.60 1.50 
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Xable XIII, oontinued 
Cover type Pall 
and looatlon (Area IV, 1948, oontinued) Oet« Hot* Dee» quai^r 
Osage orange Different rabbits trapped 4 1 1 6 
plot Percentage of total trapped 29 6 20 22 
Ik'ap suooesses 4 2 1 7 
&rap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.17 
Hiokory- Different rabbits trapped 0 2 0 2 
iralnut Peroentage of total trapped 11 7 
plot Srap suooesses 0 2 0 2 
firap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Apple trees Different rabbits trappod 0 1 0 1 
Peroentage of total trapped 6 4 
Srap suooesses 0 1 0 1 
Arap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Entire area Different rabbits trapped 14 18 5 27 
16.2 Rabbits trapped to the aore 0.86 1.11 O.Sl 1.67 
aores l^ap suooesses 22 21 6 49 
Srap suooesses to the rabbit 1.57 1.17 1.20 1.81 
CoTor type Mnter 
and looatlon (Area IV. 1949) Jan. Peb. Uar. quartei 
South plum 
thiolcoti 
North plum 
thioket 
Boae 
thioketa 
ffillov 
thlokets 
in the 
•wale 
Pine 
fenoe-row 
Differont rabbits trappod 
Different rabbits trapped 
Different rabbits trapped 
Different rabbits trapped 
Different rabbita trapped 
Feroentage of total trapped 
lyap suooessos 
firap iuooesses to the rabbit 1.00 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
50 25 
1 0 0 1 
0 1.00 
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Table XllI, continued 
Cover type Winter 
and looation (Area IV. 1949. oontinued) Jan* Feb. Uar. qtuurter 
Bast fenoe Different rabbits ti*apped 0 0 0 0 
and sumao 
Forestry Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
plots 
Osage orange Different rabbits trapped 0 0 2 2 
plot Percentage of total trapped 100 60 
Srap suooesses 0 0 2 2 
Srap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Hiokory- Different rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
walnut Percentage of total trapped 60 25 
plot l^p successes 1 0 0 1 
nrap successos to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Apple troos Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
Entire area Different rabbits trapped 2 0 2 4 
16.2 Rabbits trapped to the acre 0.12 0.12 0.25 
aores 3^p suooesses 2 0 2 4 
Qrap successsB to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Cover type Spring 
and looation (Area IV, 1949. oontinuod) Apr. Uay June quarter 
South plum Different rabbits trapped 0 1 0 1 
thiokets Percentage of total trapped 25 11 
l^ap successes 1 0 1 
Srap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
North plum Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
thiolcat 
Rose Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
thiokets 
Willo* Different rabbits trapped 0 1 1 2 
'tiiiokets Percentage of total trapped 26 25 22 
in the firap successes 0 1 2 S 
swale Crap successes to the rabbit 1.00 2.00 1.50 
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Table XIll, oontinwd 
Co-nr typo 
and location (Area IV, 1949, oontiniied) April May June 
Spring 
quartei 
Fine Different rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
fenoe-row Percentage of total trapped 100 11 
Qrap suoeesies 1 0 0 1 
Ik'ap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Ragneed Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
fenoe-roir 
Baat fenoe Different rabbits trapped 0 0 1 1 
and svunao Percentage of total trapped 25 11 
nrap suooesses 0 0 1 1 
Qrap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Forestry Different rabbits trapped 0 2 1 5 
plots Percentage of total trapped 50 25 SS 
l^ap successes 0 2 1 8 
Arap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Oaage orange Different rabbits trapped 0 0 1 1 
plot Percentage of total trapped 25 11 
firap successes 0 0 1 1 
Srap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Hiokory- Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
valnut 
plot 
Apple treei Different rabbits trapped 0 0 1 1 
Percentage of total trapped 25 11 
Drap successes 0 0 1 1 
Irap suooesses to tiie rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Entire area Different rabbits trapped 1 4 4 9 
16.2 Rabbits trapped to the acre 0.06 0.26 0.25 0.56 
aoroa Srap successes 1 4 6 11 
Srap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.50 1.22 
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Ikble Xlll, oontinusd 
Cover type 
«aid location (Area 17, 1949, oontinued) July Aug. Sept. 
SusBoer 
quartex 
South plum Different rabbits trapped 2 1 7 10 
thiokots Peroentage of total trapped 20 17 41 29 
Srap suooesses 2 2 10 14 
Srap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 2.00 1.43 1.40 
Horth plum Different rabbits trapped 1 0 2 8 
-tttickst Peroentage of total trapped 10 12 9 
Srap suoeesses 1 0 2 8 
Ik'ap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Rose Different rabbits trapped 1 1 5 6 
thiokota Peroentage of total trapped 10 17 29 18 
l^ap s\x)cesses 1 1 5 7 
nrap suooesses to tho rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.16 
Willow Different rabbits trapped 2 0 4 6 
thiokets Peroentage of total trapped 20 24 18 
in tiio Srap sviooesses 3 0 5 6 
mrale l^p successes to tho rabbit 1.80 1.25 1.83 
Pine Different rabbits trapped 3 2 0 S 
fenoo-row Peroentage of total trapped 30 83 16 
Srap successes 8 2 0 6 
Srap successes to tho rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Ragweed Different rabbits trapped 0 2 1 3 
fenoo-row Percentage of total trapped 33 6 9 
Srap successes 0 3 1 4 
Ik-ap suooesses to the rabbit 1.60 1.00 1.88 
Salt fence Different rabbits trapped 0 1 1 2 
and Bumao Percentage of total trapped 17 6 6 
!Qrap successes 0 1 1 2 
!Drap sucoessea to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Poreatry Different rabbits trapped 1 0 3 4 
plots Percentage of total trapped 10 18 12 
nrap successes 2 0 8 5 
nrap sucoessea to the rabbit 1.50 1.00 1.25 
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Ikble XIII, oontinued 
Cover typo 
and location (Area 17, 1949, oontintiod) July AUR. Sept. 
Sumer 
quarter 
Osage orange Diffsrent rabbits trapped 1 0 1 2 
plot Peroentage of total trapped 10 6 6 
firap suooeases 1 0 1 2 
Il*ap suooesses to Ihe rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Hiokory- Different rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
walnut Peroentage of total trapped 10 3 
plot Ibrap suooesses 1 0 0 1 
nrap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Apple trees Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
Entire area Different rabbits trapped 10 6 17 84 
16.2 Rabbits trapped to the aore 0.62 0.37 1.06 2.05 
aoros firap suooeases 14 9 26 52 
nmp suooesses to the rabbit 1.40 1.67 1.85 1.58 
Cover type 
and looation (Area 17, 1949, oontinued) Oot. Nov. Deo. 
Fall 
quarter 
South plum Different rabbits trapped 10 9 4 20 
thiokets Peroentage of total trapped 38 27 81 86 
Trap suooesses 14 14 5 84 
firap suooesses to the rabbit 1.40 1.56 1.25 1.70 
North plum Different rabbits trapped 1 2 2 4 
fhioket Peroentage of total trapped 3 6 15 7 
I^ap suooesses 1 2 8 6 
Srap avnoesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.50 1.50 
Rose Different rabbits trapped 7 7 4 16 
thiokets Peroentage of total trapped 23 21 81 29 
Srap suooesses 11 7 4 22 
l^ap suooesses to the rabbit 1.48 1.00 1.00 1.87 
Willow Different rabbits trapped 8 8 2 5 
thiokets Peroentage of total trapped 10 9 15 9 
in tiie Lrap suooesses 6 8 2 10 
swale Crap suooesses to the rabbit 1.65 1.00 1.00 2.00 
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Ttible XIll, oontinued 
CoTor type 
and looatlon (Aarea IV, 1949« oontinuod) Oot« 
Fall 
Not« Deo» quarter 
Pine 
fonoo-row 
Ragiroed 
fence-row 
East fenoe 
and sumo 
Poroatry 
plots 
Osage oran^ 
plot 
Hiokory-
walnut 
plot 
Apple trees 
Satire area 
16.2 
acres 
Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
l^p auooesses 
lirap successes to '^e rabbit 
Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
Xrap successes 
Srap successes to the rabbit 
Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
Itap svBcesses 
£rap successes to the rabbit 
Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
Srap successes 
Srap ste cesses to the rabbit 
Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
Srap successes 
Crap auooesses to the rabbit 
Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
n:ap successes 
l^ap successes to the rabbit 
Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
Crap successes 
Srap successes to the rabbit 
Different rabbits trapped 
Babbits tx^pped to the acre 
Srap successes 
^ap successes to the rabbit 
5 6 2 12 
17 18 15 22 
5 6 2 18 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.08 
1 8 2 5 
5 9 16 9 
1 7 4 12 
1.00 2.32 2.00 2.40 
4 2 1 6 
18 6 8 11 
4 8 6 18 
1.00 l.GO 6.00 2.17 
5 11 2 16 
17 38 15 29 
6 12 2 20 
1.20 1.90 1.00 1.25 
4 8 1 7 
13 9 8 18 
4 8 1 8 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.14 
0 4 0 4 
12 7 
0 4 0 4 
1.00 1.00 
6 1 0 7 
20 8 18 
6 1 0 7 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
90 88 18 55 
1.86 2.02 0.80 8.40 
57 62 29 149 
1.90 1.88 2.22 2.71 
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liable XIII, oontinusd 
Cover typo Winter 
and location (Area IV, 19SO) Jan» Feb. Mar« qxiarter 
South plum Different rabbits trapped 2 2 1 3 
tiiickota Peroentage of total trapped 38 100 100 43 
l^ap suooesses 2 4 3 9 
Srap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 
North plun Different rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
thiokst Peroentage of total trapped 17 14 
l^ap suooessea 1 0 0 1 
l^p suooessea to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Rose Different rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
tiilokots Percentage of total trapped 17 14 
Ijrap suooesses 1 0 0 1 
Crap siwoesses to tiio rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Willow Different rabbits trapped 2 0 0 2 
^iokets Percentage of total trapped S3 28 
in iho Qrap suooesses 2 0 0 2 
swale Irap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Pine Different rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
fenoe-row Percentage of total trapped 17 14 
Crap suooesses 1 0 0 1 
Z^ap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Ragweed Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
fenoe-row 
East fence Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
and sunao 
Forestry Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
plots 
Osage orange Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
plot 
Hiolcory- Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
walnut 
plot 
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Aible XIII, oontiniisd 
Cover type Winter 
and location (Area IV, 1960, continued) Jan. Feb. tt>r» quarter 
Apple trees Different rabbits trapped 1 0 1 1 
Percentage of total trapped 17 100 14 
l^ap sucoesses 1 0 1 2 
Crap sucoesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 2.00 
Entire area Different rabbits trapped 6 2 1 7 
16.2 Rabbits trapped to the acre 0.S7 0.12 0.06 0.4S 
acires Srap sucoesses 8 4 4 16 
Ik-ap sucoesses to the rabbit l.SS 2.00 4.00 2.88 
ono-third of all oottontaila trapped in the area in each of these 
monbhs. In the sam period the forestry plots and the rose thickets 
appeared to be second and nearly equal in amount of use. Ihose tno 
cover typos Kore not eonsistently in second place in each month. In 
1948 the rose thickets were not trapped as adequately as in 1949, 
although the 1948 data ihow these thickots to sixth in point of 
cover use* Ihe fbrestry plots imre in second place in 1948 also. 
Six of the tabulated cover t^'pes my be grouped in third place 
on the scale of cover type use. Ihose are the north plum thicket, 
willow thickets in the swale, pine fence-row, ragweed fence-row, 
east fence and sumac, and Osage orange plot. All of these received 
moderate use by cottontails, as indicated by the number trapped in 
them. All exhibited some decided variations in the different months 
and in the two years. 3hs greater use of the willow thickets in the 
swale in 1949 over that of 1948 was the result of nowing the red olovor 
in Aroa 71 in Septeober 1949* Cottontails novsd from this area 
to the willQw thiokets in the swale and thenoe to the south plun 
thioiaats and elsewhorot 
Ihe walnut plot was used little by oottontails at any tine 
and the willow thiokets in the oreek-bottom were used even less* 
Six oottontails were trapped in ihe apple trees in tho east 
end of the area in October 1949* Ihis was Ihe result of noTeiaent 
of oottontails in the fall migration and does not indicate that 
they spent nuoh time aiaong these trees* 
No trapping, data are availablo oonooming the use of tho 
grass and swoet olover plots, sxoept thnt the oottontails trapped 
in adjaoont tree and shrub coror nay be astuzasd to have made sane 
use of those plots* Tracks in tho snow indicated that those plots 
reoeivod only light use in the fall and winter quarters* In the 
spring and susner quarters they wore the principal habitat for 
oottontails under six woeks of age* In this same period the adults 
used those plots extensively at night, as indicated by Ihe number 
of fresh droppings and resting places* Forms in the heavier grass 
were also used in tho daytime by adults and larger juveniles, 
although this was less oomnon in the spring and summer than in the 
fall* '.ioBt of the adults and lari^er juToi^les spent the dayli^t 
hours in tree and shrub cover* 
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The nusiber of droppings, tracks in the snow and use of bark 
and twigs Indicated that the nusiber of cottontails making use of 
Ihe various cover types in the Tdnter quarter was in general 
proportionate to that of the ffcll quarter, although the total 
number of cottontails was much soallor* 
8* Use of cover ^ pes in Area 7 
Cottontails were trapped in Area V in the fall quarter of 
1948 and in Uarch 1949 only, although traps were in operation 
oontinuously in this area througji the entire 18-n»nths trapping 
period* In the fall the cover in this l*2-aore area was too poor 
to pox*init cottontails to spend the daylight hours in it* Alcost 
all of the cottontails trapped in this area in the fall of 1948 
wore moving into the stu^ area from adjacent cotrer which was being 
reduced or eliminated by weather conditions* After this fall 
moveiacnt no store eottontails were trapped in this area until the 
sprinif, movetnent started in March* trapping data for these periods 
arc shown in Table XIV* Ihe traps remained in the same positions 
in the fall of 1949, and it was anticipated that they would give 
results coiq)arable to those of 1948* Ihis anticipation was not 
realised because of the deoidedly different pattern of movement 
in the fall of 1949 as ooiqiared to that of 1948* Ihis io described 
in the discussion of fall laoveoent under the heading "Census Data*** 
Cottontails did not spend much tints in this area at any time of the 
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Thbls XI7 
Cottontails Crapped in Cover l^pes. 
Area 7, Ootobor 1948 to Mai*oh 1949 
pnr 
(Entire Area V. 1948) Oct. Hov. Dee. quarter 
Different rabbits trapped 4 8 2 12 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 8.85 6.66 1.67 10.00 
I^ap successes 4 8 2 14 
l^ap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.17 
Winter 
(Entire Area V, 1949) Jan. Feb. Uar. quarter 
Different rabbits trapped 0 0 2 2 
Rabbits trapped to the aore 1.67 1.67 
nrap miocesses 0 0 2 2 
l^ap successes to tho rabbit 1.00 1.00 
year. 
9. Uso of 007er -typei in Areaa VI and VII 
As no good trap looationg wore present in Area VI^ traps were 
not placed there. Cottontails which spent the daylight hours in 
Area VI frequently entered Area VII at ni^t. Ihey seldom spent the 
daylight hours in Area VII. lWenty»nine of tho 81 catches in Area 
?II were made on the south side adjacent to Area VI* Cottontails 
trapped in Area VII must therefore be considered as making use of 
both areas. In September 1949 no cottontails were trapped in Area 
VII, because they moved into Area IV when the red clover and weed 
plots in Area VI were mowed. Sraps were placed in Area VII on 
May 7, 1949 and remained in continuous operation through Uaroh Sl« 
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1950. Throughout; this period the use of these areas by oottontails 
appeared to be about the same eaoh months exoept in Septasber and 
March (ikble X7). 
Zkble 27 
Cottontails Srapped in Cover 
Area VIZ, April 1949 to March 1950 
(Sntire Area VII, 1949) April May June 
Spring 
quarter 
Diffex^nt rabbits trapped 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 
Srap suooesses 
n*ap suooesses to the rabbit 
«• 
«• 
1 
0.24 
8 
3.00 
3 
0.73 
3 
1.00 
4 
0.98 
6 
1.50 
(Sntire Area VII, 1949, continued) July AUK. Sept. 
SussoBr 
qxtarter 
Difforont rabbits trapped 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 
Srap successes 
l^ap suooesses to the rabbit 
6 
1.22 
10 
2.00 
2 
0.49 
2 
1.00 
0 
0 
7 
1.71 
12 
1.71 
(Entire Area VII, 1949, continued) Oot. Nov. Deo. 
Fall 
quaz^er 
Different rabbits trapped 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 
l^ap successes 
firap successes to the rabbit 
5 
0.73 
6 
1.67 
2 
0.49 
2 
1.00 
1 
0.24 
1 
1.00 
5 
1.22 
8 
1.60 
Entire Area VII. 1950 Jan. Feb. Mar. 
Wlnier 
quarter 
Different rabbits trapped 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 
Urap successos 
l^p suooesses to the rabbit 
4 
0.98 
4 
1.00 
1 
0.24 
1 
1.00 
0 
0 
5 
1.22 
5 
1.00 
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10* Use of cover types in Area VIII 
The data on covor use in Area VIII aro given in Table XVI* 
Sraps wore set in -this area on Uay 7, 1949 and remainod in con-
tinaoua operation 'throu^ March 31, 1950* 
In Uay 1949* during the period of spring movement of cotton­
tails, -the locust and sycamore plots on the west side of the area 
received tiie heaviest use* Ihese plots presented -the best 
cottontail covor in the area and were near the principal nesting 
ground. In Juno tho trapping results tvere too light to bo 
intorproted in toms of cover use. Ihe location and nuidsers of 
focal pellets and resting spots indicated that the bluegrass 
plots, particularly Iho south-facing slopo east of the locust and 
sycasiore plots, woro much used at nif^t. In tho day time cotton­
tails were flushed more frequently in tho locust plots than else­
where in the area. 
In tho sumer quarter 50 per cent of all tho cottontails 
trappod in Area VIII were cauii^t in tho locust plots. Ikenty per 
cent were trapped in the hawlhom hedge. Other shrub and tree 
cover typos were used little. The bluegrass plots, particularly 
east of -the locust plots, were much used as was indicated by the 
number and distribution of fecal pellets and resting places. 
In tho fall quarter 1949, equal nusibers of cottontails were 
trapped in Ihe hawthorn hedge and the elm clump. Ihese totaled 
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Table X71 
Cottontails Srapped in Co-rer lypes. 
Area Till, April 1949 to March 19G0 
doTer type ' Spring 
and looation (Area llllt 1949) April May June quarter 
Haw^orn 
hedge 
Different rabbits trapped -
Percentage of total trapped 
&>ap successes 
&ap successes to l^e rabbit 
1 
11 
1 
1.00 
1 
83 
1 
1.00 
1 
9 
2 
2,00 
Locust 
plots 
Different rabbits trapped -
Percentage of total trapped 
Trap successes 
Tk>ap successes to the rabbit 
4 
44 
4 
1.00 
1 
1 
1.00 
6 
45 
5 
1.00 
Syoaooro 
plot 
Different rabbits trapped •• 
Percentage of total trapped 
Trap successes -
Trap successes to the rabbit 
8 
83 
8 
1.00 
0 
0 
8 
27 
8 
1.00 
Willow-elm 
plot 
Different rabbits trapped •* 
Percentage of total trapped 
l^p successes -
Srap successes to the rabbit 
1 
11 
1 
1.00 
0 
0 
1 
9 
1 
1.00 
Sim clump Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 
Bluegrass 
plots 
Different rabbits trapped 
Percentage of total trapped 
Srap successes 
l^ap successes to the rabbit 
1 
11 
1 
1.00 
1 
88 
1 
1.00 
2 
18 
2 
1.00 
Satire area 
13.5 
acres 
Different rabbits trapped 
Rabbits trapped to the acre 
Srap successes 
Srap successes to the rabbit 
9 
0.68 
10 
1.11 
8 
0.28 
8 
1.00 
11 
1.18 
18 
1.18 
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Xaible X7I, oontinued 
Covor typo 
and looation (Area VIII, 1949, oontintBd) July Auk. 
Susner 
Hnrthorn Difforent rabbits trapped 0 0 2 2 
hedgo Percentage of total trapped 40 20 
Xrap sucoesses 0 0 2 2 
Crap sueoesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Looust Different rabbits trapped 2 2 2 5 
plots Peroentage of total trapped 60 100 40 50 
Srap ouooesset 2 2 2 6 
Srap suooeiaei to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.20 
Syoasnre Different rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
plot Peroentage of total trapped 25 10 
Srap suooesses 1 0 0 1 
Srap suooesses to Ihe rabbit 1.00 ItOO 
Willoir-«lia Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
plot 
Blm oluap Diffex^nt rabbits trapped 0 0 1 1 
Peroenta^e of total trapped 20 10 
Srap auooesset 0 0 1 1 
nrap auQoesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Bluer,raa8 Different rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
plots Percentage of total trapped 25 10 
Srap suooesiea 1 0 0 1 
Qrap suooessea to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Entire aroa Different rabbits trapped 4 2 5 10 
13.6 Rabbits trapped to tiie aore O.SO 0.16 0.37 0.74 
aoros n*ap suooessea 4 2 5 11 
Crap suooessea to iiie rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.10 
1S2. 
Ttible XVI, oontinudd 
Corer type Fall 
and looatlon (Area VIII, 1949, oontlgufld) Oot» Ifar* Deo« quarter 
Hawthorn 
hedge 
Looust 
plots 
Syooaoro 
plot 
Willow-elB 
plot 
Bluegraaa 
plots 
Blm olusqp 
Entire area 
18,6 
aoret 
Different rabbits trapped S 8 2 7 
Percentage of total trapped 27 28 29 29 
Crap suooesaea 8 8 2 8 
Ik'ap suooeates to the rabbit 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.14 
Different rabbita trapped 8 2 0 4 
Peroentage of total trapped 27 IS 17 
!D:ap auooeaaea 8 2 0 6 
Ilrap sucoeaaos to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.25 
Different rabbits trapped 8 0 1 4 
Percentage of total trappod 27 14 17 
Srap suooesaea 8 0 1 4 
!Drap auooeaaea to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Differ«nt rabbita trapped 1 1 1 8 
Peroontage of total trappod 9 8 14 18 
ISrap suooesses 1 1 1 8 
l^ap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Different rabbits trapped 1 2 8 6 
Percentage of total trapped 9 16 48 21 
Crap suooesses 1 2 8 6 
Crap suooesses to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.20 
Different rabbits trapped 8 6 1 7 
Percentage of total trappod 27 88 14 29 
It'ap suooesaes 4 6 1 10 
Srap suooesses to -the rabbit 1.88 1.00 1.00 1.48 
Different rabbits trapped 11 18 7 24 
Rabbits trapped to tiie aore 0.88 0.98 0.58 1.82 
Irap suooesses 16 18 8 86 
l^ap suooesses to the rabbit 1.86 1.00 1.14 1.60 
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liable Tfl, oontlnued 
Cover type 
azid location (Area VIIIj 1950) Jan. Feb* Uar. 
Winter 
quarter 
Hawthorn Different rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
hedge Peroentage of total trapped 100 100 
l^p successes 1 0 0 1 
Srap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
Looust Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
plots 
Syoaaore Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
plot 
Willow-ela Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
plot 
£lm oliQT? Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
Bluet^ass Different rabbits trapped 0 0 0 0 
plots 
Entire area Different rabbits trapped 1 0 0 1 
IS. 5 Babbits trappod to the acre 0.07 0.07 
acres trap successes 1 0 0 1 
firap successes to the rabbit 1.00 1.00 
68 per oont of the oottontaile trapped in Area VIII in thio quarter* 
Iheoe two oover types were used as travel lanes and safety stop-ovor 
plaoes* Cottontails did not stay in then in the day time* She increased 
nuober of oottontaili trapped in the blue grass plots over that of the 
previous two quarters is more an indication of the reduoed oover in 
these plots rather than of their increased use* l^aps in those plots 
were plaood at the bases of relatively isolated shrubs and thus were 
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not well situated for high trapping suooess* Equal numbers of 
oottontoils woro trapped in the looust plots and syoaoore plot* 
Nearly all of the oottontails in Area VIII spent -the daylight 
hours during this quarter in these forestry plots or in the p;ar-
dens aoross 'Uie road to the west* 
One cottontail« trapped in iho hawthorn hedge in January, 
1980, was the only cottontail eau^t in Area VIII in the winter 
quarter* The entire area was nearly deserted by oottontails in 
this quarter. Ihe cover was muoh reduced even in the locust plots, 
and very little feed was availablo when tho ground was covered with 
snow* 
8* Use of cover types in Area IV by the sexes of Juveniles* 
Ihe 8ez<*ratioa of juveniles trappad in tho vnx*ious cover types 
differed markedly* In the 18»nionth trapping period 123 Juvenile 
fesialos and 124 juvenile nales were trapped in tho entire study area, 
giving a sex-ratio of 60t50. In Area IV in the saao poriod 58 
juvenile females and 45 juvenile males wore trapped, giving a sex 
ratio of 44t66* Die juvenile females were thus dominant In this 
area of exceptionally good cover and this was not the result of a 
general inequality of the sexes* Ihe nost dependable data concern­
ing cover use by tho sexes was obtained from September to December, 
inclusive, 1949* Jhese data are sumraarlaed in Table XVII* Per the 
other nonths of the trapping period tiie data are summarised by 
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Tablo XVII 
Sex Ratios of Juvenile Cottontails Trapped in eaoh Cover lype, Coiqruted 
on the Basis of 100 Cottontails in eaoh Case. Area 17, 1949 
Figures in parentheses refer to the numbers of juveniles trapped* 
Cover type Septetaber Ootober korenber Deoeniber 
and location Fenale t kbde Female t Male Female t Uale Female t Male 
South plua 83 » 17 56 t 44 78 t 22 50 1 60 
thiokets (5 1 1) (6 » 4) (7 t 2) (2 1 2) 
Horth plum 60 t 60 100 t 0 100 t 0 100 t 0 
thiokot (1 1 1) (1 t 0) (1 1 0) (2 I 0) 
Rose thiokets 75 t 25 57 t 43 86 t 14 100 1 0 
(5 1 1) (4 t 5) (6 1 1) (3 1 0) 
Willow thiokets 98 1 67 67 1 38 67 1 38 100 t 0 
in tho swale (1 t 2) (2 1 1) (2 1 1) (2 t 0) 
Pine 40 t GO 38 t 67 0 t 100 
fence-row (0 1 0) (2 1 3) (2 1 4) (0 » 2) 
Ra^raed 100 t 0 100 t 0 67 1 33 60 1 50 
fenoe-row (1 t 0) (1 1 0) (2 1 1) (1 1 1) 
Bast fenoe 100 t 0 100 I 0 50 t 60 0 t 100 
and suiaao (1 1 0) (5 t 0) (1 t 1) (0 1 1) 
Forestry 100 t 0 80 t 20 55 t 45 50 t 60 
plots (5 . 0) (4 1 1) (6 t 5) (1 t 1) 
Osage•orange 100 i 0 67 1 83 67 1 33 100 t 0 
plot (1 1 0) (2 1 1) (2 1 1) (1 1 0) 
Walnut plot 50 t 60 
(0 » 0) (0 1 0) (2 1 2) (0 » 0) 
Apple trees 100 t 0 100 t 0 
(0 1 0) (6 t 0) (1 1 0) (0 . 0) 
Entire area 76 1 24 59 t 41 62 t 88 57 t 48 
(all types) (13 1 4) (16 1 11) (20 t 12) (8 • 6) 
quarters of the year in Ibble XVIII* She data for the quarter 
including January to Ifaroh 1949 are not tabulated because only 
one juvenile was caught in that period, a male trapped in the 
walnut plot* Ihe soutii plum thicketSf which were judged to be 
the bost cover in Area IV and were found to have received the 
heaviest use by cottontails, were used by juvenile females pre-
dooinantly in September, October and Novessber 1949 «nd in the 
sussaar and fall quarters of 1949 and Iho winter quarter of 19S0* 
In Doooobor 1949 tho sexes trapped were equal in this cover* 
Iho rose thickots and forestry plots, which were judged as second 
in cover value and-were found to be in second place in regard to 
cover use, v/ore also used by juvenile females prodoiainantly in tho 
sano periods* The pine fence-row was the only cover which was 
used by juvenile males predooinantly and consistently through 
Octobor, November and Deceoijor 1949* Ihis was fair cover although 
by no laioani as good as ihe south plun thickots, rose thickets and 
forestry plots* Ihe value of this cover was judged to be about 
equal to that of the north plum thicket and the willow thickets 
in tho swale and better than that of the ragweed fence-row, east 
fence and sumac, and Osage orange plot, all of which were grouped 
with it in third place on tho scale of cover type use* Ihe north 
plum thicket was used predominantly by females and the willow 
thiokota in the swale were used about equally by the sexes* Zhe 
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T&ble mil 
Sex Ratios of Juvenile Cottontails Itappod in eaoh Cover 3ype, 
Cos^ted on the Basis of 100 Cottontails in eaoh Case* 
Area IV, by Quarters of the Year, 1948, 1949 and 1950 
Pigiures in parentheses refer to ihe nundbors of Juveniles trapped. 
zm si5 ms 
Cover type 
and location 
Oot. -Deo* Apr. July-Sept* Oct* -Deo* Jan* -Mar* 
t m« t m. f. t m* i. t m* f* t m* 
South plum 78 t 22 63 1 37 100 t 0 
thickets (0 1 0) (0 1 0) (7 1 2) (12 1 7) (3 t 0) 
Horth plum 76 t 26 67 t 33 100 t 0 100 t 0 
-ftioket (s « 1) (0 1 0) (2 1 1) (3 t 0) (1 » 0) 
Rose 75 1 25 67 1 33 73 t 27 100 1 0 
thiokets (5 . 1) (0 • 0) (4 1 2) (11 1 4) (1 • 0) 
Willow thiokets 0 t 100 0 t 100 40 1 60 60 1 40 50 i 60 
in the swale (0 1 2) (0 1 1) (2 1 5) (3 1 2) (1 1 1) 
vrillow thickets 
in tiio oroek- 100 t 0 
bottom (1 t 0) (0 « 0) (0 1 0) (0 * 0) (0 » 0) 
Pine 60 1 40 40 1 60 33 1 67 
fence-row (5 1 2) (0 t 0) (2 t 3) (4 1 8) (0 1 0) 
Ragiroed 33 1 67 80 t 20 
fenoe-row (0 1 0) (0 « 0) (1 • 2) (4 t 1) (0 1 0) 
Bast fence 83 t 67 100 t 0 60 t 60 80 t 20 
and suoao (1 1 2) (1 1 0) (1 * 1) (4 • 1) (0 1 0) 
Porestry 76 1 26 67 t 38 100 1 0 69 1 31 
plots (6 1 2) (2 « 1) (5 1 0) (11 1 6) (0 » 0) 
Oaage-orange 40 t 60 0 1 100 100 1 0 67 1 33 
plot (2 » 5) (0 • 1) (1 1 0) (4 I 2) (0 • 0) 
Walnut 0 1 100 60 t 50 
plot (0 1 2) (0 1 0) (0 1 0) (2 • 2) (0 I 0) 
Apple trees 0 t 100 100 t 0 100 t 0 
(0 . 0) (0 1 1) (0 1 0) (7 . 0) (1 1 0) 
Sntire area 65 t 45 60 t 60 60 1 40 68 1 42 83 t 17 
(all typos) (12 1 10) (3 « 3) (18 t 12) (29 t 21) (5 1 1) 
ragffood fenoe>roW( east fenoe and suinao, and Osage->orange plot 
presented the poorest oorror of the six types assigned to tiilrd 
place on the scale of oorer use. In these the sexes were about 
equally represented* 
Keating Study, Spring and Susnor of 1949 
A ayatenatlc aearoh for nesta was mde in Areaa III to Till, 
incluaive, from March 12 to Ootober 1« 1949* In these 45»7 aorea, 
19 nosts judged to have been successful were found, after the 
younc had loft then* From the trappinj* records it was ostimntod 
that 22 litters emerged from nssts in the area or immediately adja­
cent to it« Hests from which the three additional litters could 
have ooorged .vere not found* IVro of the so litters wore thou!;ht to 
have come from nesta Just north of the ragweed fence-row of Area IV, 
outsido the study area* Another noot not located was probably in 
Area III* Seven nests judged to be unsuccessful were also found in 
those areas* 
A search for neats was alao made in a section of the College 
Arboretm acroaa the highway east of the principal study area* 
Four empty nesta Judged to have been aucceaaful were found there* 
nro nosts containing young were found after they had been damaged 
by feo^ machinery* One of these, in a strawberry patch, was examined 
and tho young wore weighed, measured and released. Since the 
straarberry patch was BOOB diatanoa from the attidy area and waa 
under intenaive oultl-Tation, these nestlings were not soen again. 
Ihe second nest was dainaged by a nowing machine outside of the 
study area, across the road south of the walnut plot in Area 17* 
One of the nestlings waa killed^ another escaped and the two 
resaiining were caught and tagged* Ihase two were left in the re­
constructed nest and were later caught in Area IV* Figure 48 shows 
these nestlings at an estimated 10 to 12 days of age. 
Method used in finding nests 
The study area was searched systematically in approximately 
10-foot strips. Units in which nests had been Ibund preTiously« 
or which appeared to present suitable carer, were searched more 
often than other units* Since 16 of the 26 nests found in the 
nostin[; study area were in bluegrass plots, tixese were searched 
most frequently* Tlhenever a very young cottontail was trapped 
for tho first time, a search was conducted in all suitable nesting 
coTor near the trap location* Host of the nests were fbund in this 
manner* Many tintes the searchers walked over and past active nests 
without finding them although the nests wore Ibund later i4\en the 
capture of newly emerged young narrowed tho searoh to a restricted 
area* Empty nests were much easier to locate because of ihe 
blanket of rabbit fur nhich was usually lying outside the hole* 
With the exception of ihe two nests damaged by farm machinery, no 
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Pip;. 48. Youni; oottontails, 10 to IS days old, 
from a nest ri^stroyod by a movrer, July 22, 1949. 
Thoso woro trapped 127 and 196 days later. 
Fig. 49. Detail of the brush pile ohovm in Fig. 28, 
showing: the apple branohoa poeled of bark by rabbits. 
February 26, 1949. 
nests oontaising young ware found. It mis highly desirable to 
find suoh active nests and muoh tine and effort were spent to -this 
end* It ims oonsidered at least equally important to looate as 
high a percentage as possible of the nosts in the study area, to 
obtain data vihioh oould be used vdth the trapping records* Ihus 
the search for nests in particularly favorable locations ivithout 
reference to the study area ms not undertaken even though this 
would probably have resulted in finding active nests and more 
nusts* 
In eoarohinf; for active nests, the descriptions of suoh nosts 
and tiio ncthods used by Beule (1940) and Hendriokson (1940 and 
1943) wore kept in nind* Ihe patch of bare soil about six inches 
in dianoter in front of the nest, dut; out and tramped down by the 
female cottontail in the nest pocket excavation, appeared to be 
the best sign to look for* Poking with a stick in the more dense 
patches of tall grass and sweet clover was also tried, in the hope 
that tho nestlings would squeal when poked and thus betray the 
location of the nest* Ilifts of fur left outside the nest have boon 
reported also and wore sou^t in this study* 
IJowing operations aided in the search for nests, uncovering 
some empty nests which oould not be seen in the tall grass. 
Ihe entire lining and bottom material of each nost were col­
lected and examined in the laboratory to determine if droppings 
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were present. In general, pellets of nestling oottontails were 
found to be a good indication of a suooessful nest, as was found 
by Boule and StudholsM (1942)* Snpty nests which were considered 
to have been suooessful in this study oontained fecal droppings, 
showed no evidence of molestation by predators, did not contain 
remains of young, were looated so they could hare supplied the 
young oottontails whioh were trapped in nearby trap locations 
and were apparently of an age whioh would ooinoide with the 
estinated emergence date of the young* 
Hests, litters, nestinji; periods and nestlinRS 
1« Locationsof nests in cover 
Iho location of all nosts fovmd in the 45*7-aore nesting 
study aroa are shown on Maps III to VIII, inclusive* Ihe cover 
type and area in which each successful nest was found is shown 
in Dables XIX and XX. Iha four nosts found in the section of 
the arboretum east of the study area were in blusgrass* 
Eleven of the 19 successful nests fbund in the study area were 
in bluograss and all except two of theso 11 were on relatively dry 
slopes* In no caserns a nest found in a damp situation* Even 
the three nests listed as in quack grass were in relatively dry 
situations in whioh the quack grass was norging with blue grass* 
I 
I 
I 
1 
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liable XIX 
Cottontail Litters fron bleats trithln the 45 Aores of Nesting Study Area 
Litter 
No. 
Biaergenoe 
date 
Area 
Ho. 
Cover type 
No. trapped 
with hind ft. 
not more than 
9.0 cm. 
1 April 27 17 Bluegrass aoong apple trees 1 
2 Uay 2 VIII Bluegrciss plot 1 
S Uay 4 VI Pepper grass in apple orchard 2 
4 May 9 IV Sireet olover plot 3 
5 liay 9 III Bluegraas u^ng blue spruoe 2 
6 IJay 21 VI White clover in orchard 4 
7 May 25 Vlll Vetoh plot 2 
8 2S IV Quack grass plot 3 
9 June 2 VIII Bluegrass plot 3 
10 June 4 IV Bluegrass plot 1 
11 June 12 VII Bluegx^ss in orchard 2 
12 June 14 IV Quack grass plot 2 
IS June 18 VIII Bluegrass plot 1 
14 July 1 III Pines north of swale 1 
15 July 7 IV (Nest not found) 4 
16 July 29 III Bluegrass plot 1 
17 Aug. 6 IV Bluegrass plot 1 
18 Sept. S III (Hest not fbund) 1 
19 Sept. 6 IV Bluegrass plot 1 
20 Sept. 7 IV Bluegrass plot 4 
21 Sept. 10 IV Quack grass plot 2 
22 Sept. 27 IV (Nest not found) 1 
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Sable XX. 
Cottontail Litters from Nests outside the Nesting Study Area 
Utter 
No. 
Saorgenoe 
date 
Area 
No. 
Cover type 
No. trapped 
with hind ft. 
not more than 
9.0 obu 
23 Uay 25 II (Host not found) 1 
24 Kay 27 I (Nest not fbund) 2 
25 Juno 16 I (Nest not fbund) 1 
26 June 22 I (Nest not found) 1 
27 July 11 I (Nest not fbund) 1 
28 July 22 Bluegrass, south of area 2 
29 Sept. 11 (Nest not found, probably 
just north of Area IV) 
1 
80 Sept. SO (Hest not fbund, probably 
just north of Area IV) 
1 
81 April 80 High Sohool courtyard 2 
82 Uay 14 Hi^ Sohool courtyard 8 
Cteo nost was found at the base of an apple tree in Area VII. Another, 
in Area III, was found in the pine-needle-oovered ground with no pro-
teotlTe cover other than the sparse branohea of the trees* IWo 
suooessful nests were in ihe dense weed oover of Area VI. Ihe young 
from those nests were trapped in Hoy and June, Indicating the 
approximate location of the nests even though they were not fbund 
until mid-July, after the weeds had been nowed. 
2, Detonainati.on of litters 
Snail cottontails idth very nearly the same hind Ibot oeasure-
ment, trapped within a few days of eaoh other near the same neat 
were assuiaod to belong to the sans litter. Since the nembers of a 
litter were likely to be trapped on widely separated dates* a 
meihod of determining the emergence date from Ihe hind foot length 
was used* Iho smallest cottontails trapped had a hind fbot length 
of 4*5 cm. and tiro of this sise were trapped* Ihree other cotton­
tails had hind foot lengths of 5*0 cm* Ihs tno noatlini;;a turned 
up by the movrer just south of the study oroa had hind foot lengths 
of 4*0 and 4*2 cm* On the basis of these data* a hind foot length 
of 4*5 cm* is here taken as "Uie probable average aoasureioBnt of a 
cottontail on leaving ihe nest in the study area* Beule and 
Studholns (1942) found the hind foot of nestlings at 13 days of 
ag* to average 44*7 ma* and at 14 days of age, after leaving the 
nest, 47 ma* Ihe hind foot lengtii of 4*5 cm* used here as t^te 
average noasurement of nowly emerged young is closely in ocoord with 
tiie data of Beule and Studholms, based on the much more adequate 
data from 24 litters of nestlings obseirved until emergence* Five 
cottontails were trapped when quite small and trapped again before 
the hind foot measurement reached 9 cm* Four of these had trapping 
intervals of from 10 to 17 days and one an interval of 86 days, 
providing an opportunity for determininE the growth rate* Four 
young oottont«il8 known to bo fron tvro littors reared by oaptlva 
feaalos in the Anea Sohool oourtyard were furnished by 
Rlohard lyuap^ Biology teacher at Iho Iligh School* 3he dates when 
•ttiese youn(; were first seen in the oourtyard were supplied by 
Ur. Srump also* The known ages of those four cottontails with hind 
foot nsasuremnts ranging from 7*0 to 8*9 cm* furnished additional 
data fron itiich to compute a growtii rate* From tiie itBasuremsnts of 
theso nine Juveniles, it was determined that after leaving the nest, 
tho hind foot of a cottontail in the study area lengthened at an 
avorn'^o rate of approximately 0*7 m* por day, starting at approxi-
•atoly 4*5 cm* on tho day of eiaorgonce from the nest* Ihese nine 
cottontails gavo a moan growth rate of 0*707 m* per day, with a 
ran^e of 0*47 to 1*00 mn* per day* Four fell between 0*6 end 0*8 
mm* por day with three above ihose figures and two below* Ihe 
growth ourve continuos as an approxiciatoly straight line until the 
hind foot roaches a length of 9*0 on. at about 64 days of age* After 
that the ourve levels off to attain tho final adult measurement more 
slowly* Ihls growth rate of 0*7 mm* per day or 0*5 om* por week 
has worked satisfactorily in oomputing tho dates of emergenoe given 
for each litter in Tables XIX and XX and in determining which cotton­
tails trapped near a certain nest were probably from tho same litter 
and wltioh were from different litters, even thou^ they wero trapped 
on widely separated dates* Ihis vms done by oomputing the probable 
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date of eoergenoe from the neat of eaoh young cottontail, based 
on the hind foot raoasuremant and tho growth rate* Those young 
trapped near a oertain nest and having the sans or nearly the 
same probable emergence dato were assixmsd to be from the same 
lif-.ter and from the nest in question* Of the 29 litters estimated 
to have emerged in the entire area of 78 aores, two or more 
trapped cottontails were assigned to 14* Ihe remaining litters 
were assi^ed one trapped cottontail eaoh* Of the 37 cottontails 
assigned to these 14 litters, IS had calculated emergence dates 
identical with the selected emargence dates for the litters to 
which Ihey were assigned and only four varied from the litter 
eiiiargonoe date by nx>re ihan ei^t days* Ihe (^eatest discrepancy 
between the calculated emergence date of a oottontail and the 
selected litter emorgenoe date was 17 days* Ihe hind foot 
msasurementa of older Juveniles of tho sane age differed more than 
those of younger aniimls* giving greater discrepanoies in calcu­
lated emergence dates in older animals of the same age* Ihe 
calculated emorgenoe dates of two juveniles in the Hi^ School 
courtyard, known to be from the same litter, differed by 16 days 
when they were 38 days of age* 
3* Nesting periods 
From the trapping records and calculated emergence dates, two 
periods of nesting were evident, with traces of a third and earlier 
period. Those periods overlapped althour^ they were easily 
distin^Tiishable* In Uaroh and April son» nesting took plaoe in 
the vioinity of ABBS, but very few young wore produced. One 
auooossful litter eimrged in the study area on April 27, and 
this should probably be assigned to tho first regular nesting 
period, as distinguished from the earlier nesting attempts* 
One litter in the High Sohool courtyard emerged on Maroh 6 and 
a fow younj were seen and reported elsewhere in the seoond half of 
Maroh. Iho first nesting poriod in the study area was foxmd to be 
from April 27 to July 11, inolusive, in whioh period IS litters 
were ostiranted to have emerged in tho nesting study area. Five 
others woro ostinatod to have emerged in Areas I and II* In -ttte 
seoond posting poriod, from Septembor 3 to SO, inolusive, five 
litters were estimated to have etnorgod in tho nesting study area 
and two were estimated to have emorgod in Area I. In the interval 
between tho two nesting periods, two litters were estimated to 
have emerged in tho nesting study oroa* A few late young, whioh 
must have emerged after September SO, were seen outside of tho study 
ar«a. No young was thought to have emerged within the area after 
that date. 
4* Hunger of noits and litters to the adult female 
Of the 17 adult female cottontails trapped in the 78 acres of 
study area in tho nesting season, 16 were believed to have nested 
in the area. One adult femle trapped for the first tim in Area 
VIII in September, was assuoed not to have produood a sueeessful 
litter in the study area booause no young of that nonth were 
trapped in Area VIII. If tiiese 16 females are assutoed to have 
produood -the 29 sueoesaful litters estiaated to have been present, 
a ratio of 1.8 lueoesiful litters to the female results. It is 
probable that one or two of these females had earlier litters in 
ihe fana land to the north of Area IV, as they were not trapped in 
the study area until after the oiddle of July. Thus tho ratio of 
adult females to auooessful nests is probably It2 rather than tho 
ltl.8 derived above. Se-ven nests that were belie-ved to have oon-
tainod littors -which did not live to eiaorge were found. Probably 
aotao other unsuooeasful nests in tho area were not found and still 
other unsuooeasful nests were probably tnade by these some females 
outside of the study area. IWenty-four unused nests, partly or 
oompletely oonstruoted, were found, llteao are not counted as 
nests in this study. Ihe data indicate that one litter was lost 
for every two adult females nesting. It was estimated that the 
true ratio was more nearly one unsuooessful neat -to the fenmle. 
Ihis is in ai^eement with Beule (1940). Ihis higher ratio was 
fur-t^er indicated by the four early pref^ianoies n^ich were not 
folloned by any evidence of successful litters, and for which nests 
were not found. 
5. Suxnrival of yoting in tho nesting season 
Of the 135 Juveniles estimted probably produoed in -ttie 
r.osting season of 1949 in tho stu^ area, 65 were "Probably 
Present" on October 1, 1949. Ihe distribution of this 87 per 
oent of loss in the nestin;; season is shoon by months in the seoond 
oolum of liable 2X1* Ihe heaviest loss of Juveniles, IS.S per oent, 
ivas in September* Ihe losses in the other nesting season months 
ranged froa 8*7 per oent to 8»2 per oent of the total Juveniles of 
tho season. Heavier losses ooourrod in tho fall quarter, as 
explainod previously. Cottontails etaerging from tho nests in the 
Septombor nesting period lived only 41 days on an average derived 
from the graphio solution of the population equations. Bven though 
29 por cent of these lived beyond October 1, they weired an 
avorago of only 0.7 pounds and tiould require at least another 80 
days of life in order to reaoh a siso suitable for hunting. Sixty-
five por oent of tho October 1 population of Juveniles was derived 
from tho first nesting period and 60 per oent from May and Jvme of 
that pex*iod. 
Iftblo XXI 
Ckiins, Losses and Survival of Juveniles in the Nesting Season 
Per oent of l^an lengtii of life On Oot* l,of Juveniles 
Month season's in days, emerged in emerRed in eaeh month 
juveniles this month Per oent Mean Per oent 
fimrging Lost Uales Fenaies ibtai probably wt., of juv« 
alive lbs» population 
April 5.7 0 94 99 76 20 2.4 1 
May SS.4 8*0 86 UO 96 36 2.4 25 
JUZM 26*0 6*7 76 137 107 46 2*2 26 
July 14.7 8*2 63 141 91 45 1.9 14 
Aug* 3*7 6.9 6S 154 120 80 1.3 6 
Sept* 18*6 13*5 43 39 41 76 0.7 29 
6* Dispersion of nestlings 
Data aoousulated in this study indicate that young oottontails 
usually loft the nest for the first tine nt night and scattered in­
dependently in random directions at top spoed ond that they do not 
usually re-enter the nest or re-assenible as a family group* Mo evidence 
to the contrary of this hypothesis was found* IWo Juveniles nhich 
could have come from the sane litter wore in no case caught in the 
same trap within 30 days of each other, until after they were six 
weeks old* If nestlings showed any tendency to stay together, at 
least one pair of such associated nestlings should have been trapped 
in the sane trap within a few days of each other in the first SO days 
after thoy loft the nost* Very small cottontails, judged to be only a 
few days out of the nest and belonging to the same litter, were 
found widely separated around freshly vaoated nests* In one oase 
a cottontail judged to be only two or three days old was found 300 
feet from the only freshly vacated nest found in Awa VIII at that 
tine* Ihe nestlings of the two litters which were handled did not 
show evidence of fright and did not try to escape as long as they 
were in a protected position. As soon as -they were released tiney 
ran at top speed in 'niiatever direction they happened to be headed 
and stopped only when thay fbund -themselves in protective cover. 
Ti*a?pinc records indicated that juvonilost on emerging from the 
nests, selected cover at random on the first night and moved on to 
othor cover tho second and -third nights if the first cover was not 
suitable. A permanent and very small ran^e appeared to bo estab­
lished after the first few nights out of tho nest. Ihis range 
seldom extended so far as to inolude tho home nest and was so saall 
that the chances that it would include a trap location were remote* 
Ihis restricted ran^e apparently enlarged as the cottontadls grew, 
so -Uiat the chances of including a trap location in the range 
became increasingly likely. Ihus 39 per cent of all young emerging 
in Aroas III to VIII, Inclusive, were trapped by the tine they had 
been out of the nest an estimated 64 days. Young cottontails just 
out of the nest were quite readily trapped when a trap was well 
located in their range. ^ such entered traps twice each in the 
sane week. 3he mammary glands of three adult females, which 
ezhibitod avidenos of nursings dried up within ttro days and lost 
all appearanoa of nursing, indioating that the break of family 
ties was abrupt and oonplete* Ihis is in contrast with the con­
clusions reached by Dallce (1942). trapping results in this study 
agree witii the findings of Qalke (1942, p* 46), in that the tnale 
Juveniles appeared to have larger ranges than did the females* In 
agx^emsnt with Hayne (1950) in his work on Mlcrotus, the datormina-
ti.on of apparent home range from the trapping data was found to be 
of doubtful reliability in this study and so estimates of hens 
ranf.e ore not given here* 
Use of Browse in the lYinter by Cottontails 
Tho aoououlation of snow on -ttie ground in the winter quarter 
had a marked influence on the availability' of foraga for cotton­
tails* Starting with a two-inch snow on January 18, 1949, snow 
continued to accusulate and drift in tho study area* Ihs (ground was 
continuously coverod from this date until liaroh 1, when patches of 
dry grass began to show in open places* After the sevan-inch 
snowfall of January 27, the snow depth remained about seven inches 
on level ground throughout the following six^'weaks period ^ en tho 
cottontails wore relatively inactive* Drifts from two to five feet 
hi^ were formed in several places* Soma of these drifts covered 
patches of shrubs snd eliminated them from the list of available 
forage. Other drifts in the old seedling orchards enabled the 
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oottontails to poel the bark frost brandss as atuoh as five feet 
above the ground. In some places little forai^e would have been 
available without the aid of tiie drifts, as tho lower branches 
of those trees were dead. 
The large brush pile looated south of Area IV (Fig. 28) 
oonsistod prioarily of apple branohes, the bark of i^ioh was 
peeled by the four or five cottontails vhioh had taken winter 
quarters in this shelter, as shown in Fig. 49. 
About tho middle of Decendber, large branches were out from 
applo trees in ihe produoing seotion of apple orchard south of 
Area IV. Xheso branohos were left on tho ground fbr the rabbits 
and showed heavy use by oottontails after January 1. Figure SO 
shows some of these peeled branohos with tho accunulation of feoal 
pellets around them* In this same period, Miorotus also peeled 
bark from the branches on the ground. Cottontails peeled bark 
from the top and sides of exposed branches. Microtus peeled bark 
from the underside of branches buried in tho snow. Die heaviest 
use of these branches was confined to an area within 60 yards of 
tho large brush pile mentioned above. On Moroh 5, the apple 
branches ware cut up so that nearly all parts were within reach of 
the cottontails. This was followed by further heavy use of this 
food source. Branches more than one inoh in diameter were seldom 
barked. 
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Fi». 50, Pooled applo branohos aiid cottontail 
focal pallets, Indioatlns^ the heavy uso of orchard 
prunlnr.s left on the ?'.round. February 26, 1949. 
Pig. 51. Poison ivy eaten down to about four 
inohas in hoipht by cottontails in Area 1. 
April 2, 1949. 
In the irLnter of 1950, much less enow aoouiaulated -Qian in 
the previous winter. In 1950 the ground was covered with a oon-
tinuous blanket of mow in only one extended period from February 
13 to 27, with a maximum depth of eig^t inches on level ground* 
A light snow cover was present in two other periods of five and 
ten days each* Ihs drifts were fewer and lower than in 1949, tiie 
deepest having a doptii of about two and one-half feet. Ilhus dry 
grass and low>-growing herbs were unavailable to cottontails for 
only about two weeks in 1950 and the low-growing shrubs and tailor 
horbs rtero never buried in snow as they were in 1949. As a result 
of this difference in snow depth in the two winters, a much 
lighter and later use of apple bark was evident in 1950. The first 
use of apple bark in 1960 was noted on January 10 and this use did 
not beooae prominent until about January 20. Ihe use of apple 
buds and tender twigs appeared to bo about the saoo in the two 
winters. Apple branches were not loft on the ground in the winter 
of 1950, except in the bx*U8h pile which was in the sane location as 
in the prerious year and received about the same amount of use. 
Ihs use of apple buds and tender twig-ends became evident 
throughout the study area in both winters by Daceinber 1. By 
February 1, nearly all buds and tender twigs within reach of cotton­
tails had been eaten. Ihe use of apple bark was markedly localised. 
In widely-flpaced locations near the few winter retreats in the area. 
a few brfuaohes or one or two trees irore heavily barlced while other 
trees nhioh appeared to be equally available and often Just as 
close to the winter refuge, were not barkod* 
In Area I, in Maroh, the upri^t stems in poison iyy patohos 
were eaten down to about fbur inches in height by oottontails* 
Ihs aoououlation of feoal pellots and the teeth marks on the stems 
identified this as the work of cottontails# A portion of one of 
these poison ivy patches oaten by cottontails is shown in Pig. 51* 
Hunting and Predation 
Ihe hunting season for cottontails in Ion*, was from Septenber 
15 to llovenber 10, Inclusive, in both yoars of this study. Shoot­
ing hours wore from 6iOO A«&!« to 6i00 P.U. 
luting in the stud^ area with shotguns started on September 
15, 1948, in ihe study area* In the last two weeks of September, 
one or two nen hunted an average of two days a week in the study 
area, early in the mornings* 3he hunting pressure increasod through 
Ootobor and November* Ihe week of Ilovember 21«'27, 1948, saw a marked 
reduction in the cottontails population in the study area, by hunters 
with rifles and shotguns* Ihis oulminated in a grand hunt on 
lhanksgiving morning with at least nine hunters in the area at one 
time* Ihe percentages of kills by hunters and dogs in this fall 
quarter could not be determined, although it appeared that the dogs 
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killed more cottontails than did the hunters* Omters wore 
luiually in the area tiro or -three days a week in this quarter* 
nhile the dogs were usually there every day. 
Hunting of oottontalls in the study area started on 
September 11, 1949* At least two i»n hunted in the area on 
that date and on two or -ftree other days following this in 
Septei±er* The nutaber of rabbits killed was not detersdned, but 
it was not thought to b« large* &mting pressure did not appear 
to be as heavy in the fall quex>ter of 1949 as it was in the same 
period in 1948* A oonoentration of hunters suoh as was seen at 
lhanksgivin;; time in 1948 was not seen in 1949* Aro cottontails 
were known to have been shot by hunters snd four were taken from 
traps* Many more must have been shot* 
Very little hunting was done in tho study area in the winter 
quarter of each jiear and none at all in tho spring quarter* 
Dogs appeared to be tho most iiaportant deoioating influence 
in the study ax^a, as far as cottontails were concerned* From 
November 5 to 8, 1948, a pack of nine dogs load by a stray female 
ranged ihe trapping area almost constantly throughout the daylight 
hours* Ihese dogi were responsible for a large part of the marked 
reduction of population shown in tho population graphs in that 
period* Ihey took seven rabbits from traps* In two oases the 
remains of tiie kills were found with only a snail part eaten* 
Remains of 11 cottontails killod by dogs in Ootober, November and 
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Deoeaber 1948 were fbimd. Ihls nniat have been less than a 
fourth of the total kill by dogs. The dogs did not ustially hunt 
intonsively although they ranged throu^ -the area nearly every 
day throughout the fall and ninter quartora of both ^ ars* 
In the spring quarter of eaoh year, dogs and oats were ob­
served in the area only rarely. It is not likely that they had 
a measurable offset on the eottontadl population. Pox sign was 
fbxmd only oooaaion&lly. 
In the sunrner quarter of 1949, almost no hunting by dogs 
took plaoe until Au^at 25, when two dogs wore observed ayitem-
atioally hunting. After that date hunting by dogs inoreased 
steadily but slowly so ihat this aotivity was observed an average 
of one or two days a week by Ihe end of the quarter. Host of the 
hunting, desultory or for brief periods, did not have a measurable 
effect on the cottontail population. Docsstio oats were rarely 
seen in the area. No other predators were present frequently 
enough or in sufficient numbers to be of importance. 
In -the fall quarter of 1949, six cottontails ware known to have 
been killed by dogs. Uany more must have been killed, as in the 
same period in 1948* The dogs did not hunt as intensively in the 
fall of 1949 as thoy did in 1948 and not as sany were present. 
Particularly, the number of larger dogs appeared to be much re­
duced, probably as a result of the anti-rabies cas^ign of that 
sumer aiul fall in IOTA* Ihus tho rabbit population was not 
reduood to its winter stabilisation lovel as rapidly or as oarly 
as in the pirevious year, as was (SLscussed ixnder "Census Data". 
Diseases, Parasites and Aooidents 
Ho evidenoe of serious disease was ibund in the superficial 
exaninationa of the 283 live cottontails trapped in this study* 
Weights wore oarefulliy oheolced against tnoasureiaents in an effort 
to looate aniraals in poor condition* Iho back was felt to deter-
sdno the relative amount of flesh and fat present, particularly in 
tho fall of the year* One cottontail, which was observed to bo in 
Qood health idien cau^t on September SO, 1949, had a slight nasal 
discharf^ K^n cau^t on October 18* It was normal again when 
trapped on Noveaber 16* Another Juvenile had a pronounced 
diarrhea when trapped on October 23, although it had been in good 
health idien trapped on October 20 and was again normal when trapped 
on Ootobor 26* A Juvenile trapped on September 27, 1949 had an in­
fection resulting in blindness in the right eye* It nas not trapped 
a second time* 
A cottontail with a large warble in the back behind the shoul­
ders was trapped on October 9, 1948* It weighed 2*1 pounds at that 
time and at cach of the fotur subsequent tines it was trapped in 
October* 3he warble was gone vrtien the anintal was trapped on 
Ootobor 15( leaying a sinall wound which was hoaling without 
oonplioationa* On October 27, the lest trapping date for Ihe 
anizaal, the warble wound was no longor visible* 
Fleas wore present on all except three oottontedls trapped 
in this stu^ and about 75 per oent of the animls were heavily 
infested* No ill efftots from flea infestation were apparent* 
Bwlve of the cottontails trapped in the fall quarter of 1948 
were infested with from one to a few ticks* No heavy tick infes­
tations wore found. Only five cottontails with light tick 
infestations wore found in the fall quarter of 1949. 
Ihe remains of two young cottontails with hind foot maasure-
nonts that indicated thoy had Just emerged from the nest before 
they died, were Ibund 40 inches from a nesty in Ax^a 71 on July 
IS* As the ensrgenoe dato fbr the litter from this pai^icular nost 
had boon previously determined as July 7, the nest was assi^od to 
litter No« 15 (ikblo XIX)* The seedling apple trees in Area VI 
were sprayed on July 8 and heavy spray equipment was driven throu^ 
tho area each day from July 5 to 10, inclusive* It seems likely 
that the spray equipment ran over these two nestlings, perhaps first 
frightening them out of tho nest* 
On September 4, 1949, a cottontail with its right hind foot 
dry and stiff and with the bones partly bare, was cau^t in the 
honey locust plot in Area VIII. Ihis animal was caught three tines 
more, on October 14, SI and Hovember 15* A photograph of the 
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injured lsg» taken on Ootober 14, is shoim in Fig. 53. The foot 
dropped off, leaving the bajre distal end of the femur ezi>08ed. 
This cottontail weired two pounds each tiae it ms trapped and 
appeared to be in good health and flesh. 
On Ootober 51« 1948, a cottontail was found in one of the 
traps with its hoad and neok badly laoerated as though it had been 
attacked by an owl. lha animal was vory weak and died rhile being 
taken out of the trap. It is ihown in Fig. 52. 
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Fig. 52. Cottontail whioh diod from laoerations 
about the hoad and neok after taking refuse in a 
trap, October 31, 1948, Possible injury by on owl. 
Fig. 53. Detail of a oottontail with right hind 
foot missing and end of bare feciur visible. Ihe 
animal was in (^ood health and lived three months 
in this condition. 
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SUmRY 
Fluctuations and thoir causes in cottontail rabbit 
(Sylvilagus floridanua aeamaii Allen) populations nere studied 
in Ijie vicinity of Anss, Iowa, during 25 mntiis from June 1948 
to Au^st 1950* A continuous live-trapping and tagging program 
was carried out in the 18 months from Ootober 1, 1948 to April 1, 
19E0 in 78 aores of College Orchard ond Arboretumt With a nmx^nniin 
of 67 live traps of the box-type in use« 283 cottontails were 
tagrjed. 
The study area, divided into eight sub-areas, was mapped to 
a scale of 40 feet to the inch with contours and vegetation shown 
in detail. The sub-areas were divided into oover typos and the 
plant species of each cover lype were Hated with their estimated 
percentage of the vegetation available to cottontails* Changes in 
population numbers and movements of populations were described in 
referenoa to vegetation, weather, activities of man, predation and 
othor influences* 
Uethods used in the field and in handling the data are 
described* These concern trapping and ear-tagging cottontails, 
huutlrg for nesti, analysing vegetation and confuting ceniug data 
from trapping records* A oe-tiiod for the graphic solution of popu­
lation equations is prosented* 
Batioates of the population nus2)or8 in eaoh of the eight sub-
areas for the 18-iaonth trapping; period is shown on graphs, by sex 
and age groups* A rapid ingress of cottontails took plaoe in the 
fall of eaoh year, 47 in 1948 and 40 in 1949* At the same time 
the population ims subjeot to heavy losses. Ihis ingress started 
in the first period irith temporatures above folloidng the 
first killing frost each year* 
In the neek of January 10-16 of both years, the oottontail 
population beoazns rolatively stabilised with 0*80 cottontails to the 
aoro in 1949 and 0*44 cottontails to tho acre in 1960 in the first 
five sub-areas* Ihe 42 per cent inoreaso was primarily the result 
of uprooting 9*2 acres of old seedling applo trees and leaving then 
in windrows through the fall and winter of 1949-SO. This over­
wintering population waa augtaented in tho spring by cottontails 
frost nearby farm buildings* A breeding population of nine oales 
and 22 females was estimated present in tho week of June 13-19, 
1949| an adult population density of 0*40 cottontails to the acre 
in tho 78 acres* 
In tho spring and aunaer quarters, two peak population esti­
mates coincide with the peaks of two nesting periods* Ihe peak 
estimated population in the first nesting period came in tho week 
of June 13-19, with 1*79 cottontails to tho acre estimated* In the 
second nesting period the peak came in the week of September 12-18, 
with 1*91 cottontails to the aore estimated* Prior to September 31, 
4S per oent of ell Jirreniles produced in the area were estimated 
lost* 
Computations using "trap nights" were found to involre 
seriotis ei^rs and wore used in this stu^ only to demonstrate 
the souroes of error* 
Ikbulated by oover typos for eaoh month are the nucljer of 
cottontails trapped, the averai^ nunber of tines eaoh was caught 
and tho percentage of the entire oatoh for eaoh 8ub-«rea« Ihe 
nui!t>er of animals trapped v.o the aoro is also given for some oover 
typos* Iho nudior of cottontails known to have been in a oertain 
unit of covor in a oortain period of tina is taken as the best 
single nuasure of cover use* Ihe numbers of cottontails making 
use of covor types and segnsnts of oovor were found to be in 
direot propoi^on to the density of tho available vegetation as 
determined by visual estimates, except aa the use of oover was 
modified by its location with respoot to othor oover* In general, 
cover consisting of bluograss and dirubs or low branohes of troes 
was the most dense and the most used* Almost the entire population 
was oonoentrated In suoh cover in tho fall and winter* In general, 
that part of 0x9 Juvenile population using the best cover was pre­
dominantly female* 
In the 45*7 aores of the area designated for nesting study, 
19 nests were found after the young had left them* TWenty-two 
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litters were estimated to have emerged from nests in the area* 
Seven nosts jvdged to have boon ixnsuocossful were also Ibund* 
Ihe probable average hind foot length of a cottontail newly emrged 
fron the nest was determined a« 4.5 cm* The average growth rate 
was estimated to be 0*7 mm* per day or 5*0 mn* per week, up to 
about 64 days of age, when the hind fbot averaged about 9*0 om* 
Ihe age of oottontails more than 64 days old oould not be estimated 
on any sound basis* £bergenoe dates were calculated for each 
Juvenilo with a hind foot msasurement of 9*0 cm* or less, and 
thoso animals were aosignod to littor nus^ers by matching emergence 
dates and locations in which trapped* 
Tm noating periods wore evident in the study area, one from 
April 27 to July 11 and 'the other from September S to SO* In the 
first period, 15 litters were estisated to have esierged in the 
study area* In the second period, five litters were estimated to 
have emerged* Aio othor litters were ';stiaBted to have emerged 
in tho interval between these periods* 
A ratio of two successful nosts to one unsuccessful nest to 
the adult female was estimated* Hach adult female also averaged 
about one unused nest, partly or completely constructed* 
Bvidenoe is presented to support the hypothesis that young 
cottontails usually scatter independently in random directions on 
leaving tho nest and that they do not usually re-enter the nest or 
re^assemble as a family group* 
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Ih« Boro aerers *inter and greater snow depth in 1948-49 
resulted in much heavier use of browse -Uian the nore mild winter 
and lighter snow-oover of 1949-50. 
Kmtinc ly dogs was estimated lo be the most important deoi-
nating influenoe in the study area. Hunting by nan was the only 
other suoh influenoe of importance. 
No evidenoe of serious disease was found. Several oases of 
infeotion, infestation and injury are desoribed. 
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Soientifio and Cocsaon Hamos of Plants 
FoiDDd in the Study Area 
firees 
Aoer ne^undo Llnnaeuc Boxelder Aceraoeae 
Celtis oooidentalia Linnaeus Haokberry niiaaoeae 
Cercis canadensis Linnaeus Eastern Redbud Leguoinoaae 
Fraxinus spp* Ash Oleaoeae 
Oleditsia triaoanthos Linnaeus Boney loouat Leguoinoaae 
Julians nif^a Linnaeus Blaok Walnut Juglandaoeai 
Itlaolura pomifora (Raf.) 
Soboeider Oaage-Oran{;e Uoraceae 
Ualus pwaila Uiller Cocsnon Apple Roaaoeae 
Piooa p;lauoa (Uoenoh) Voss Tfhite Spruoe Pinaoeae 
Pioea punF;ens SnKelnann Blue Spruoe Pinaoeae 
Pinus banksiana Laidaert Jaok Pine Pinaoeae 
Pinus ni;;ra austraioa Arnold Auatrian Pine Pinaoeae 
Pinus ponderosa U* A. Lawson Ponderoaa Pine Pinaoeae 
Pinus resinosa Aiton Red Pine Pinaoeae 
Pinus sylvestris Linnaeus Sootoh Pine Pinaoeae 
PlatanuB cooidentalis Linnaeus Amerioan Sycamore Platanaoeae 
Populus deltoides Uarshall Baatem Cottonwood Salicaoeae 
Prunus porsioa (L.) Batsoh Peach Roaaoeae 
PruQua virginiana Linnaeus Comtaon Chokecherry Roaaoeae 
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Paeudotauga taxlfolla (Polr.) 
Britton 
Pyrua oomcanila Linnasua 
QueiHiua bore alls Uiohaux 
Robinia paeudoaoaoia Lizmaeua 
Saljjc app. 
Ihuja OOPidentalia Linnaaua 
XJlrma assrioasa Liimaeua 
Douglas-Fir 
Conson Pear 
Nox^em Red Oak 
Blaok Looust 
Willow 
Northern 
White-Cedar 
Aoorioan Bla 
Shruba and Woody Vinea 
Crataogua ap* 
Foraythia app. 
Qroaaularia hirtella (Uiohx.) 
Spaoh 
Lonioera app. 
Morua rubra Linnaeus 
Parthenooiaaua 
quinquefolia (L.) Planohon 
Prunua amarioana Uarahall 
Pruxma (Prtmophora) ap** oultt 
Queroua spt 
Rhua glabra Linnaeua 
Rhua radicana Lizmaeua 
Rhua typhina Liimaeua 
Hawthorn 
Qolden-Bell 
Low Wild 
Qooaoborry 
Honeyauokle 
Red Mulberry 
Virginia Creeper 
Amerioan Plum 
Plum 
Oak 
Smooth Sumao 
Poiaon Ivy 
Staghom Suoao 
Pinaoeae 
Roaaoeae 
Fagaoeae 
Leguminoaae 
Salioaoeae 
Pinaoeae 
Uloaoeae 
Roaaoeae 
Oleaoeae 
Saxifragaoeae 
Caprifoliaoeae 
Uoraoeae 
Vitaoeae 
Roaaoeae 
Roaaoeae 
Fagaoeae 
Anaoardiaoeae 
Anaoardiaoeae 
Anaoardiaoeae 
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Roaa 8pp« 
RubuB oooidentalit 
' tianaeus 
Salix spp. 
Sanbucua oanadenals Llxmaeus 
Syringa app. 
Yltla vulplna Linnaaua 
Rose 
Coccnon Blaokoap 
raapborry 
Willow 
Aserioan Elder 
Lilao 
Frost Orape 
Rosaoeae 
Rosaoeae 
Salloaoeae 
Caprifoliaoeae 
Oleaoeae 
Vitaoeae 
Forba 
Ambrosia elatior Llzmaeua 
Ambrosia trlfida Linnaoua 
Asolepiaa Inoamata Liimaeua 
Aaolepiaa vortioillata Llnmeua 
Aapara^ua offioinalia Lixmaaua 
Capsella buraa-pastoria (L.) 
' &odloua 
Ceanothus anarioanua Liimaeua 
CiraiuM sp. 
EquiaetxPtt ap* 
Fra^aria vesoa anerioana 
Porter 
Qaliuin aporine Liimaeua 
Oeraniuia nolle Liimaeua 
Glyoene soda 
llobolTt"J Zuooarini 
Cosnon Ragiraed 
Great Ragiraed 
Smunp llilkweod 
Horsetail Uilkweed 
Qardon Asparagus 
Shepherd's Purse 
New Jersey Iba 
Ihistle 
Horsetail 
Aasrioan 
Strawberry 
CleaTers 
Soy Bean 
Conpoaitae 
Coapositae 
Asolepiadaoeae 
Aaolepiadaoeae 
Liliaoeae 
Cruoiferae 
Rhannaoeae 
Conpoaitae 
Bqulsetaoeae 
Rosaoeae 
Rubiaoeae 
Oeraniaoeae 
Leguiainosae 
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Haraoleum lamfam Ulohatix 
Laotuoa aoariola Lixmaoua 
Lopidium app* 
Luplnua app* 
Molllotua alba Dearouaaeaux 
Ualllotua offioinalla (L») 
iLaoarolc 
Uonarda flatuloaa Linnaeus 
Oxalla repena Ihunborg 
Plantar.o lancoolata Lljmaoua 
Polygonuia oonTolvulua 
uinnaeua 
Polyr.onua peraioaria Linnaeua 
Ranunoulua ap* 
Rudbaokia hirta Linnaaua 
Ruaox oriapua Linnaeua 
SisyrinohluD oampoatre 
' • Bloimell 
Solidago ap* 
Itoaxaom Mluatre (Lyona) 
Lan* ^ HDC. 
Praeopogon pratenaia 
Llnnaima 
Srifolium pratenae Linnaeua 
lirifolium repena Linnaeua 
Urtioa propera Uuhlenberg 
Cow Paranip 
Priokly Lettuoe 
Pepper Oraaa 
Lupine 
1i*hit8 Sweet Clover 
Yellow 
Sweet Clover 
Wild Berganot 
Wood Sorrel 
Bnglish Plantain 
Blaok Bindweed 
Lady'a Ihxsnb 
Buttoroup 
Blaok-Byed Suaan 
Curly Dook 
Blue-Eyed Oraaa 
Ooldenrod 
Dandelion 
Ooatabeard 
Rod Clover 
White Clover 
Ikll Nettle 
Ihnbelliferae 
Compoaitae 
Cruoiferae 
Leguminoaae 
Leguninoaae 
Leguminoaae 
Labiatae 
Otxalidaoeae 
Plantaginaoeae 
Polygonaoeae 
Polygpnaoeae 
Ranunoulaooae 
Conqraaitae 
Polygonaoeao 
Iridaoeae 
Compoaitae 
C0nq;>08itae 
Co!:q>oaitae 
Leguninoaae 
Leguminoaae 
Qrticaoeae 
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Viola villoia Roth Hairy Vetoh 
Orasaes 
Agropyron repens (L.) 
Beauvols 
Avena aativa Linnaeus 
Bromua inennia Leyas• 
Bronus teotorum Linnaeus 
Cenohrus pauoiflorua Bentham 
Oaatridium ventriooaum 
(Qouanj SoKinx and ^ell 
Panioum spp. 
Poa pratonaia Linnaeus 
Setaria luteaoena (Weieel) 
f. W5B 
Zea nays Limaeus 
Quaok Oraaa 
Oat 
Sn»oth Brome 
Downy Chess 
Field Sandbur 
Paxiio Orass 
Eentuol^ Blue grass 
Yellow Foxtail 
Corn 
Leguninosae 
Orainineae 
Orainineae 
Oramineae 
Qramineae 
Orainineae 
Oramineao 
Qramineae 
Orasdneae 
Oramineae 
Oranineae 
